Grant Proposal for Special Experimental Demonstration Project in Adult Basic Education at Morehead State University by Eyster, George W.
A. APPLICATION 
U.S. DEPAllTMENT OF HF.ALTH, F.DUCATION, 
AND WELFARE 
Office of Education 
Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Library Programs 
Washington, D.C. 20202 
Application for Grant 
n1is is an application for Federal f unds for support of a Special Experimental 
)emons cration Project in Adult Basic Eoucation under Section 309 of the Adult Education 
let of 1966 (P.L . 89-750) 
Fiscal Year:...,;:;19~7~0"'----
l . Ful 1 Title of Proposa 1: Demonstration, Developmental and Research Project For Progra~ Materials, 
Facilities and Educational Technology For Undereducated Adults. 
Applicant Organiz~tion:Mo ~==re=h~ea~d;;;...;;;S~ta~te=-U=m~·v~e=i~----------------------
Major Subdivision: A~•;;..;A;.::c•.::B.=.•.::E.::.;D~•.::Cc.:.•-------1 Addrcss where project will be conducted 
Street Address: (if different from organization address) 
Ci.ty & County: Morehead, Rowan Crnmty 
S t : 1 te & Zip Code : __,,4"'0""3,._1=-----------1 
Congressional District: _7.;.,_ ______ --1 
Te le hone Number :784-9229 Area Code: 
3. Proj ect Di rec tor : Prof. 1 D::. 1 Mr. (or : ) Mr, George W, Eyster 
Titl€ of Position:-=E.x~e.::c.::u~ti.::·v~e=--=D~ire=c~to=-=-r ___________________________ _ 
Business Address: Morehead State University. 7th Flooi:, &focat:ion Building 
Morehead. Kentucky 40351 
Telephone: Area Code: 606 Number: 784-4181 Extension: 289 
Socic11 Security Number: 382-14-4951 
~- Initiated or prepared by : (If different from Project Director) 
Name: Prof., Dr. 1 Mr. (or: ) 
Title of Position: 
Business Address: 
Telephon~: Area Code: Numbe r: Extension: 
5. Name of Other Key Personnel (if any): -=D~r~1 ~Mo=~rn~·si<.;L~e~e~N~o~rfl-=e~e~t'----------------
University Liaison Coordinator 
6. Type of Agency : 
CJ Private nonprofit agency 
1.K.J Public agency 
7. Type of Accounting System Used: 
8. Duration of Project: 12 
9. Total Federal Funds Reques ted: 
Other Sources: 
To ta l: 
r&X] St11te. 
LJ Local 




$ 121, 320. oo+ 
$ 798, 659.43 
!Kl Educ a tiona 1 Agency 
D Educa tiona 1 Television Station 
Accrua 1 0 Obligation 
starting date: Jltlt: 1~: ;m ending date : 
.0. State Board of Educat ion Official contacted concerning this application : 
Name: ___________ ______ Title of Position: 
Address: 
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11. Individual or official to whom communications concerning this projec t should be 
direc ted: 
Name : GeorgeW. Eyster Title of Position: Executive Dirs;ctpr 
Address: Morehead State University1 7th Floor, Education Building 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
12. Individual or official who shall be responsible for the r eceipt and disbursement 
of Federal funds: 
Name: Russell R. McClure 
Address: Morehead State University 
Morehead. Kentucky 40351 
Tit le of Pos it ion: Director of Bu:ireu Afb.us 
13. Individual or official who shall have ultimate responsibility for the accounting 
of Federal funds: 
Name : RUs.5ell R. McClure Title of Position:Dil'ectorof BusinessAffairB 
Address: Morehead State University 
Morehead. Kentucky 40351 
14. Has this proposal been submitted t o any other agency or organization? O Yes IX] No 
If yes, please indicate : 
a. Name of agency or organization: 
b. Date : 
15. Ha s this or a similar proposa l previously been submitted to the Office of Education? 
QD Yes O No If yes, when? 
16. Commitment of Project Director's Time f or Duration of Projec t: Percent of Time 
17. 
a . Teaching duties. • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
b. Administrative duti e s •••• 
c. Time devoted to this proj ec t 
d. Other (specify) • • ••• 
Total 100 
/In "Assurance of Compliance'' with the Civil Rights Ac t of 1964 (HEW Form 441) was 
filed with the Commis sioner on January 12, 1965 (date of acceptance 
letter: -----------"'"'"C:• Reg i ster number: 27,-0230 ) , or is 
attached t o this application c=J and is hereby made applicable t o the program 
for which F~deral financial ass i stance is requested in this application . 
18. Si gnatures : 
a. Project Director: Date: 
b. Official authorized to 
submi t proposA 1 for agency : _D_r..;... _A_dro_n_Do_r_an ________ _ Date: ______ _ 
Tit 1 e : President, Morehead State University 
(If the applicant is submitted jointly by t wo or more agencies, approval by each 
is required.) 
19. Certification of Authority to Submit ProposAl: 
I he r eby certify that the officiAl named ia item 13 . b. above 
submit the proposal in behAlf of sai<l ng~ncy by authority of its governing 
body, and is within the scope of its corporate powers. 
Signature: 
Corporate S<>a 1 Title: 
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B. PROPOSAL ABSTRACT 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, 
AND WELFARE 
Office of Education 
Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Library Programs 
Washington, D. C. 20202 
Proposal Abstract 
1. Special Experimental Demonstration Project in Adult Basic Education Under Section 309 of the 
Adult Education Act of 1966, P. L. 89-7S0. 
2 . Full Title of Project: Demonstration, Developmental anrl Research Project For Programs, 
Materials, Facilities and Educational Technology For Undereducated Adults. 
3. Name of Applicant: Morehead State University - Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration 
Center 
Address: Morehead State University, U. P.O. Box 1353 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
Congressional District: 7 
4. Name of Project Director: 
George W. Eyster 
.;, Duration of the Project: __ 1_2 ____ months; _______ weeks; ________ days 
From: June 16, 1970 To: June 15, 1971 
6. Provide a single-spaced statement (not to exceed 250 words, and not to exceed the remaining space 
on the page) summarizing the proposed project and its methodology, it3 special or unique features, 
and the reasons why it is worthy of support. 
OBJECTIVE: The Center proposes to continue to affect improvement in the quality of adult basic education 
through the country as a result of demonstration and experimental activities in Appalachia, 
Component objectives are: OUTREACH; RETENTION; DIAGNOSIS; MANPOWER; MATERIALS AND 
CURRICULA; METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES; CONTINUAL AND TERMINAL COUNSELING; 
PLACEMENT; FOLLOW-UP; VOLUNTEERS; BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY; AND, PARTICIPANT IN PLANNING, 
PROCEDURES: The C enter proposes to ameliorate problems in adult basic education by: ( 1) Developing 
an efficient center with expertise within Appalachia with inter-relationships and infusion in all programs 
and efforts; (2 ) Marshalling human and institutional resources; (3 ) Developing a learning center for ABE 
manpower training; (4 ) Developing a multi-media materials center serving Appalachia; (5) Developing 
a diagnostic center to determine educational needs and learning educational linkages difficulties; (6) 
Developing inter-relationships between the Appalachian states utilizing new approaches to component 
objectives; (7) Evaluating materials, methods and conc epts of demonstration programs; (8) Coordinating 
multi-media television and radio components for regional promotion and community involvement; 
(9 ) Developing graduate and undergraduate training programs focusing upon manpower needs and unique 
Appalachian applications; (10) Disseminating findings to assist developmental programs. 
CONTRIBUTIONS: A continuing adult basic educ ation c enter in Appalachia to provide: (1) Study and 
improvement of educational programs for the Appalachian educationally disadvantaged population to 
enable them to achieve their adult responsibility through the intent of the National and State ABE; (2 ) 
A regional source of leadership and manpower training ; (3) A communic ation system for e valuation and 
dissemination; (4) A coordinating unit for demonstration-research activity inter-relating Appalachian 
States; (5) A regional bank of related materials and information. 
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C. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION 
1. PROBLEM 
The cost of adult ignorance is enormous . The cost of adult ignorance in 
human suffering, mental and physical anguish is incalculable. Adult ignor-
ance that may be reflected in the next generation is sinful and an injustice to 
all of humanity. 
In the United States, we have failed a large segment of our population 
whose deficiencies in fundamental skills, basic to effective and responsible 
membership in our society, in habit AND PREVENT them from becoming con-
tributing members of the family, of the local community, of the national 
community and of the world community. 
Un the United States national survival requirements and the great human-
itarian concepts of our nation and its constitution provide cont inuous nationa l 
commitment to the education of the untrained mind. 
Aid to the educational disadvantaged population has been given increasing 
impetitus by our Federal legislators and their constituents. United States 
Commissioner of Education, James E. Allen, Jr. has, in recent speeches, re-
affirmed our national commitments: Mr. Allen declared to the Los Angles Con-
vention of the National Association of State School Boards of Education that for 
a fourth of the nation, education has been a failure and added "These individua ls 
have been denied a right- --a right as fundamental as the right t o life, liverty and 
the pursuit of happiness - - the rig ht to read. " 
Commissioner Allen urged the nation to "immediately set for ourselves the 
goal of assuring that by the end of the 1970's the right t o read shall be a reality 
for all - - -that no one shall be leaving our schools without the skill and the 
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In those areas of population , d i spersion and isolation, communica-
tion and involvement are difficult, transiti on may be resisted - either 
actively or passively either out of fear or out of ignorance. Yet the 
Appalachian has a right to expect more than "national charity." 
Figure I POPULATION DISTRIBUTION - 1960 
s 
UNITED ST ATES 
-APPALACHIA 
URBAN RURAL 
SOURCE: U.S. Census 
Many lessons are to be learned from an analysis of the regions -
adult education problems within the context of this document. Some may 
well have a significant value for the attainment of a national development 
policy; they may have special impact on those other regions of the United 
States that share some of the Appalachia's characteristics . 
If our teachers have failed in their first efforts to reach the adult when 
he was a youth then it must follow that few teachers are qualified to teach 
adult illiterates, even fewer qualified to prepare the materials for these 
people whom they have never taught and whom they do not know. The 
problem is not one of solely reading and writing disabil ity but ALSO one 
of cultura l disability. These people have to learn the ways and moods 
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of a strikingly different culture at the same time they are learning to read 
and to write - the two problems are one. Herein lies the major problem: 
Our adult illi terates must have specially prepared r)'laterials and s pecially 
trained teachers . 
Preli minary analysis of Federal expenditures in the Appalachian por-
tions of the United States indicates that they receive les s than their pro-
rate share of Federal funds, Figure II, page C-7,"Federal Expenditured 
Gap." In some instances "matching fund" requirements penalize the 

















a proportion of 
U.S. Population 
Although t here is a wea 1th of lite rature s tudying the cha ra cteristic s 
of the deprived a dult of the urba n ghe tto , the re i s l ittle about the rura l, 
non - farm adult in Appalachia . A review of contemporary writers wou ld 
seem to indicat e that there may be significant differenc es b e t ween the 
t wo: The Appalachian is strong ly independent. He is resourceful a nd 
identifie s with the land . He may leave for urban a rea s but will return 
"home" often . The Appalachia n people ha ve a s trong famil y unit and a 
strong mora l cod e . The y s eem t o pre s e rve and demonstrate a high degree 
of energy and integrity . They are great pa trio tic America r s . The 
Appalachian is i so lated by the t opogra phy of the land - a .1 is(,lotlor. t nat 
is further reinfo rced by these same fine personality c ha ra c ter istics . 
The geographi c , soc ial -psychologica l d ifference be tween the urban 
a nd Appalachian adult a re demon s t ra b le . (Reference : Chart I-Il , page C -9-10) 
The educationa l effec t s of these differences, however , have not been 
studied but suggest need for d ifferent s ys te ms. The MBEDC ha s deve lo ped 
a system t o study the Appala chian adult in the i s o lated rura l area s c harac ter-
istic of the region . 
Appalachians and Education: 
Educationally, the major c ities in Appalachia compa re favorably with 
those o f the rest of the nation. Committee concern, the refore, has been 
main ly with the isolated rural areas c haracteri s tic of the region . The rural 
problems re sult in par t from the aba ndonme nt of coa l mines, in part from 
isola tion in the "hollows" and in part from marginal s ub sis tence farming. 
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Due to the topography of the land, his independent nature and a strong 
family bond, the Appalachian is severely isolated. The social sys tem he 
has devised has bee n slow to develop . Even the advent of television {sets 
owned by 67 percent of the families in the poorest counties) seems to have 
made little real change in his philosophy or hi s social environment . 
One t h ing i s very apparent. The isolation from even knowledge of 
o pportunity and the passive a cceptance of the current state of affairs, 
coupled with limited resources, demands that the Appalachian youti1 
receive a greater amoun t and variety of information than hjc- c:ty coui. ter-
part. 
The loss rate a vera ges 65 percent and in some areas of Appa lachia as 
high as 71 percent between first and twelfth grade, compared with a com-
parable estimated national average of 36. 2 percent. Some part of this may 
be due to a heavy but decreasing out -migration of the younger age group . 
In two states, more than 25 percent of the population is func tiona lly 
illitera te. The rate of failure for Appa lachian youth on Selective Service 
educational tests is 30 percent, compared with a national failure ra te of 
2 2 . 8 percent. 
Budgets in some school district s , where substantial consolidation has 
been achieved, must allocate over 50 percent of their t otal expendit ures for 
transportation because of the low population densit y . 
Factors of small district size, isolation, local politics, and out-migra -
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Source: Compiled from the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census Published Reports and based on 
Table C- 14 Appendix. 
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41. 8 
Balance U. S. 
ment age. Teacher turnover is extremely high: 14.2 percent per yea r as 
compared to a national average of 8. 2 percent. 
Most Appalachian states export their teacher capital. 
The region termed Appalachia, designates a geographical area, no t a 
homogeneous one from the standpoint of culture. There are diversities 
which have affected personal values and attitudes. 
The isolation from even knowledge of opportunity; passive acceptance 
coupled with limited resources, demands that the Appalachian adult re -
ceive a greater amount and variety of information than his urban r ounterp..irt. 
Rural traditionalism and urban technology, the Puritan e thic are Lol!t<i-
ing with the power ethic of a mass society. 
The fantastic educational system , working at high efficiency in the 
urban areas has many breakdown factors in the Appalachian region crea t-
ing more and more adults who will or do need attention in adult basic 
education and adult education programs. 
The problems of Appalachia are a combination of economic, socia l 
and environmental factors. They are rooted in the past and are rela ted 
to how the mountain people view themselves and how they are understood 
and accepted by other areas of the country . No one discipline or agency 
has the answers to the many problems that are found in the region . What 
is needed is a combined effort and a pooling together of information and 
knowledge from all disciplines. 
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Concepts of education, hea:th and economic opportunity are human 
r ights not just privilsges. "Avai:abE ... tv" is a crucial word in Appa lachia : 
availability of the benefits of the Ar:1ertcan society; of equal educat10n ; 
of good health and n'.ltrition; and, of productive employment . They ar e 
no t jus t something bestowed upon individuals becau se of birth within 
a specia l society or geographic reg.:.on. 
Dr . Frank A. Rose, V!cc Ch~irn1ar1 oi t..l-ie Appalachia Educational 
Advi sory Committee has sta:ed: 
"ln Appalacl-.i11z: d,..veloprnr .:, •.h, ch,H':': R~ :_ b.i~•c.111, hum'ln. It 1s human in the 
people o{ th~ ::'Gg!or , _t _, t 1~!" l •-·•~ r·~=--;,~• ·l ·e r--:-:u1d,_ to s :ve he -• ' ,t 
ought to b!> hi::r-1an i!1 lhE' ir'lp"I"')-:~ m.;c',"-' ,i~:-:-1s 3r,ri r •our.;cs we :;d,.-:t to us<! 
this gre:it <ent~rpri:;e." 
The Appalachian Adu~t Bask E<iucaticn DE.monstration Center , acting 
as catalytic agent :hrough adui: b3s:.c edl.lcation , has began to r e sol ve 
projects and t echniques to ass!s: i:-:. tl:l' solutio n of 8ome of the Appalachian 
adult problems. 
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MOREHEAD STAT E UNIVERSITY PROPOSES TO REJUVENATE AND EXPAND A TRADITION OF' MOREHEAD, ROWAN 
COUNTY, KENTUCKY DATING BACK TO 1911 .•. as depicted by the Kentucky Historical Road Sign located in 
Morehead, Kentucky, U.S. 60. 
The most famous development in adult education, the "Moonlight Schools, " had thei r beginnings in Morehead, Kentucky. 
Mrs. Cora Wilson, then Superintendent of Rowan County Schools, o rganized these classes to teach illiterate adults of 
tre county how to read and write . She prepared her facul ty to receive about 150 students. Some 1,200 people attended 
classes the first night. The movement grew so greatly that in 1923 Mrs. Wilson became chairman of the World 
llliteracy Comm ission. 
A C ONTINUO US SEQUENTIAL PROCESS 
ACTIVITY: Problem Research Demonstration and Fiel d T esting Dissemination 
Identification Program Development Appalachian Region 
PURPOSE: Generating Answering Building New Educa- Evaluating Products Gaining Wides pre ad 
Significant Questions tional Products (i.e. , as Developed Acceptance of 
Questions Methods and Materials) Tested Products 
0 RESULTS: Educational New Know- New I Well-Engineered Tested Educational Progress Toward 
I Diagnosis ledge Educational Products Products of Demon- Quality Adult N 
...... stra ted Effectiveness Basic Education 
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE APPALACHIAN ADULT 
BASIC EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION CENTER 
FIGURE V 
West Virginia. (Reference : Map 1 , Appalachia) 
PROJECT COMPONENTS. 
There are t welve major components in the Appalachian Adult Basic 
Education Demonstration Center concept with related sub-objectives for 
each component. Every MBEDC project and state module field unit 
(special demonstration-research project) emphasize one or two components 





MATERIALS AND CURRICULA 
METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES 




BUS I NESS AND INDUSTRY 
PARTICIPANT IN PLANNING 
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It is important to ascertain t~e most expeditious means of utilizing 
existing recruitment methodology. 
If specific recruitment t echniques are unique to a geographical area, 
new cent ers should be located for demonstration projects. 
Ancillary services can provide tremendous support to adult education 
program s. Organize effort ex8rted to in:errelate ancillary services t o support 
ABE to serve as a module for such effort. 
The total community needs to be a lerted, given insight s and in · 
volved in adult basic education pmqrnr- s and rrr grm11 , i_ •:elc r, r .-: ·"'t . 
RETENTION 
Every effort should be !"1a-J8 to ..;trt=r.gt:-c:m student retention in ABE 
programs. 
Study of t eacher cognitive and affectivt: styl8s should yield new 
model s for r et ention of ABE s:udpnts. 
Attitudes and culture of ABE studer.ts .r.~ay yield need for special 
teacher s in-service training programs, teaching and counseling t echniques 
o n sub-regional and regional basis. 
Climate , geography (topograr.,hy), seasonal employment (farming) 
all may effect re tention and should be investigated and reported for pro-
gram planning and flexibility . 
Systematic models for reporting r et ention, follow- up procedures and 
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counseling are important factors in strengthening retention. 
The relationship between vocational goal orientation, pre-voca t ional 
training ; job advancement and retention in ABE should be studied to determine 
student goals in retention. 
DIAGNOSIS 
Tests and inventories cur:ently use:l ty t:hose who evaluate under-
educated adults and adult basic education µrograrr s will be subjected to 
research and evaluation utilizir.g the Appalachian popula tion of Sta te 
Modul es . 
New t ests and inventor:.es wi.ll bl~ developed as aµpropriat8 as the 
program progresses . 
Testing companies will be inv.::ed i.'1 t~1e programs for assistance 
in this area. 
Techniques of utiliz:ng descrip:i ve materials about individuals in 
the evaluative process a.re to be utilized to determine learning difficulties. 
MANPOWER 
Identify the type of personnel needed in the program. Some people 
succeed in teaching adults while others fail. What characteristics , cognitive 
and effective styles , should these people possess? How much training is 
needed ? These are some of the questions to be answered . 
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Determine the types of t-ainrng programs needed to prepar e the 
different levels of per sonnel . 
Prepare a resource fil!> of a-vi'iil~t,le pe:-sorm,·1 10:- tra:i.1 '•. • 
Study existing training techniq'.les awl determine tr:.o r . . . ... 
and needs. 
Develop new programs in light of rnsearch findi11gs and 1 •, 
mental approach to thi s r,rog::'.:J· .. . 
MATERIALS AND CURR1C UI.Ji. 
To afford the und8:-educat•..,d a:::Ju:: w.::':11 ~ea::-r.ino op~o:tur.:.t ::.e s consis-
tant with his abilities for e d·.:,:~ '.:~1)r.e11 d tt,1ir..m";,1t. 
To adapt existing c t.rrricL1:ar rr.;Jtr ;:-in:s f:.r "JSf! in ti1esE: cla .=;ses as 
the different groups and 'levd s " r1::-c i :k!•'.::'.Eeci t!1r,:,11g1~t t:.e Oytreac:i 
program. 
To develop "relevant materials " to Si.!pport and enrich ex isting 
commercial ABE curricula mater:.a l s t o s0.rve the student s personal goals and/ 
or local regional economic goa l s and voca tional 0OJ;0rtunitie3 . 
To develop, where no suitable curric•Jlar r:1aterials exi st to meet 
defined needs, such material which utili7."•s a l!fe-o.•r tered approach . 
Through the study of the sub-groups , t (') s t udy voc ational goal poten-
tial s and to determine curric·Jl a.r needs to fnciH:ate job ent_ry . 
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METHODS AND TEACHING TEC HNIQ:JES 
To develop pilot tra ining p::-ograms which will develop teacher com-
petencies in the various approaches . 
To implement 1 in selec ted c ent ers, specific methods with concentrated 
training program s for personne l involved and to develop proficiency in these 
approaches. 
To utilize as many diffore'.1~ r.·11°:it~.ods as i3 -feasibl e w ith resources 
available . 
CONTINUAL AND TERMINAL COUNSELING 
To make counseling t he focnl j:.,Oint: w"hich will SEffVtJ to pull together 
the other element s of guidanc~ in n c,,_n,pr~h~:ns!v-:> 1--.anner . 
Through the counse ling prcct::s::;, t•) guide the undereducated adult 
to assimilate and integrate persnral-;:,or:ial t eh;,vior and erJuca tional- vocatio-
nal information consistent with his educational and socia l development stage. 
To conduct workshops to educot.e co1rn::elo:-s i n various counseling 
techniques to be utilize d in adult cc,unseling. 
PLACEMENT 
Appropriate procedures will be developed for as suring meaningful 
educational and vocat ional pl a c ement. The adult student w ill be assist ed 
by the educating and coopera ting agenci2s to find and enter a situation con-
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sistent with his needs ai;d abi1:Les. 
Adjustment and support 1r-, pl=-ccme:r.t must be coordinated and reported 
con sis tentl y to determine tr.e "re~ l" evol ut~on of the program. 
A study of uriique and gc.:v''r-:ilizod problems that may be encountered 
following placement. ABE instruct~or. s•101·ld assist in preparation for student 
problem solving ard appropria tl~ agency support availability. 
FOLLOW-UP 
The follow-up w~ll sei ve two pt:q::os~s. First, it serves as a vehicle 
for assessing the etfectiver.es:: 01 L":.f, program. Second, it serves as a 
method of ascerta1.ning a• as -us1y:r1,J !1:rrhcr needs of the enrollee in ful-
filling his and progr-'lm ooJ•.::~t~ves o 
Appropri<'te ager,cies pn••,--; te e.·d pubt~'-. should become involved in 
follow-up models. 
VOLUNTEERS 
ABE progra:ns must cr.pitalize •,po:-, Ai,L community resource s as yet 
'un-tapped' for instruc°Uo'".ei ,=,:ai::. fo; rncruitrr-,ent , for materials, voca -
tional orientation for progr ... m co .. tim;ity o 
ABE leadership must take t:-e initiative in identifying and capitalizing 
upon community commitmerts er legnl responsibility to coP1r1 1.mity service 
which might in turn be d:.rected lo ABE. 
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The recognition of voluntec.ff support services to!'.' ARF programs should 
not be over looked e.g. child ca::::-e, n1.,;.trition, t::::-ansportati.on, medical a nd 
dental services . 
Professionals must r ecognize and r,:-ep~::e for app:-opriate orientation and 
training necessary for successft!l vo:untee:: se::vices: awards for scrv.:.ce; 
matching abilit y and tasks; potential for grmr,,t.h and leadership; appropria1e -
ness of volunteer a nd his survice, the 1:Jenr-;f::.: :,; ::u vc :·.:•1L a; the skil] ;.· 
necessary to enable the volunt,:::c,r to cb i:.:;; jr;h d.f.,,~~i'v,":~-. 
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
The development of humar. ::-eso:.m::r"3 shJ-::.'~J i·, . a cr::tical area of 
interest and effort among business and ind~.:s:~· ir: wL..:.d. AH leadership 
must assume the initiative . 
Curricula suppl emental rr.i'tterials ..::•~:o~.~ ~o t-~, ~- ~!•::var.t t'.) and support 
the local human resource needs of the local community. The ABE student 
should be provided insights regarding job c~aste:--s, t!'aining necessary and 
opportunities. 
Business and industry shoulr:I be~ invited and f.'ncouraged to assist in 
all levels of ABE recruitment , curricula rl.eveloprr:ent and placement. 
PARTICIPANTS IN PLANNING 
In Appalachia, the movem ent toward pa:1::;.cipation of the poor in 
planning and operating the soc..ial s~•:-v.i.cw;; is irr:DOrt""int for all the general 
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implications so often quoted but it is vital to the obliteration of c:;1e 
Appal achian isolation. 
The curricula must offer orientation and t:-air:ing of At ..;t ·JE:;!1LS to 
effectively take part in planning and o pc1rating s0..:ir.l SP.rvk e p1 .--1,,-1 s . 
Participation must be dynamic in oppor:urr~ties for tlH' ABE ,tuc ' Jj , 
to influence the decisions that affect t.l-iem and their comrr.unity. 
Participation and related tra ining m"..!st s:::-, ngtl-_,::.n .. : .. ) IT' 'J11 11 :- itio 
and socialization of the ABE st:.1:font wHh r,t},"}:- ) 2 : \ ... • ~lS · r.1m1.1n.i.ty . 
Related training and aC"tual partic ipct:0 n lhi . .:st (a.1J wi~- success W J. ... J.1 
provide the ABE student to feel :ess alienated frof!l institutions t.hat serve 
them . 
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3. PROCEDURES 
This sect ion of the proposal for the continuation of the Appalc.chtan AJult 
Basic Education Demonstration Center for "Demonstration, and Developmer,~.::1 
Project for Programs, Materials, Facilities and Educational Technology for 
Undereducated Adults" presents: 
a. The general design of the project 
1 . The background and development of the Center 
2 . Resume of Center accomplishments meeting contract requirr · 
ments: (a) Grant No. OEG 2-7 - 005077-5077 Jun2 :9, 1967-
September l, 1968. (b) ";,l:.J::, r:l" Cr?"'t "" . , 7 - 005077-
5077 (039), Project Number 8-3-SP-1 38, September 2, 1968 -
September 1, 1969. (c) "Extended" Grant No. OEG 2 - 7 - 0050 77 -
5077 (324), Project Number 9-3-5-2-017. 
3. Proposed procedural design for the co!1tinua tion of the Cente r 
including the rationa le, objectives, procedure and evaluation 
procedures of each maJor component. 
b. The population and area of major concern 
c. Data and instrumentation illustrations of select projects 
d. Analysis 
e. Time schedule 
a. GENERAL DESIGN 
The Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center has 
systerna tically amalgamated a leadership structure within the Appalachian 
region . It is this leadership structure which has enabled the Center to 
extend and expand as a major adult education force in Appala chia t hrough 
demonstration, investigation , review, training and analysi s of new a nd 
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creative practices. 
1 BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTER 
The AABEDC was organized a s a unit within Morehead State Univers ' ty . 
The general activities of the Cent e r in the period June 19 , 1967 through 
November 14, 1969 have been concerned with t he: 
(a) Developmen t of an inter-s ta te agen cy advi sory committee in o.:ich o f 
the thirteen states of the region, (eleven comple ted to date) . 
(b) Development of a n intra·-state re prer:sntative Regional Bo~rd of 
Directors, partially complet ed. 
(c) Provision of consultant services t o stat€ advisory comr, lltee s to 
assist in: the identification of geogrdpltk sit2., ' :: ' - •.c ; ,,· 
tion of problem areas in adult basi( edu ·~:tio.1 ,1nd, th:~ ,- -.1-
tion of demonstra tion-research proposals with:r. t he framework of 
Center a ctivities. 
(d) Submission of adult basi c educatio n. pro t:n ricld unit proposals 
by state advisory committees t o the Appalachia., Adult Basic 
Education De monstration Center,( I·' s tt',mitted to dat E , November 
14, 1969). 
(e) Operational a ctivities of approve d AA BI: DC fie1d u,1it projec ts. 
(f) Evaluation of comple ted and/ or coritir.1.:ir.g field unit proJects. 
2 RESUME OF CENTER ACCOM PLISHMENTS MEETING CONTRACT 
REQUIREMENTS 
The major activities and a ccomplishments during t he peri .-. d June 19, 
1967 through November 14 , 1969 have been re lated to pla nning and opera-
tional activities provided for under t he initial Cr ,nt a nd "Revised" Grant. 
CENTER ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
The regional office for the AABEDC has been loc<'I ted in the School of 
Education, M orehead Sta te University, Morehead , Kentuck y. Refere nce : 
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page C3 - 4). Dr. Morris L. Norfleet, Vice President, Research and Develop-
ment , s e rves as University liaison official. Mr . George W. Eys ter r 1s L, en 
name d Executive Di rector of the Center. 
Counsel has been sought from the United States Office o;: L0 1.:.r- =it101 
Appala c h ia n Reg ional Commission , HEW Regional ProJect Offi cr: ~. t 
Sta t e Departments of Education of all states involve d in MBEDC act.i, r·_,,. :, 
REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
An MBEDC REGIONAL BOARD OF DJR.FCTORS, co!'l,!Ju .·•d oi represent', 
t ives from s ta t e module advisory ccm,y;tt,.,,.,<-' ... iv8 q uiuance 
t he a ctivitie s of the Center. 
~ r nrova l to 
The Board is representa tive of education, labor, industry, community 
a c tion age nc ies , universities ar,d colleges. (Reference: C 3-4, Chart III 
STATE MODULES 
Ea ch s ta te cooperating in the de monstration program has been ca lle d 
a "State Module. " Inter-agency state advi sory committees have been 
formed to serve a s the coordinating unit for each state module with s upport-
i ng local advisory committees. 
FIELD UNITS 
"Fie ld Units", loca l demonstration projects, serve as pilot demons tration 
cente rs for new mate rials, methods, and technology in adul t basic e ducation. 
An int erre lationship between all field unit demonstration centers has b een 
developed through a systematic evaluation - dissemina tion activity . 
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THERE IS LITTI.E. SPONTANEITY OF COORDINATION AMONG AGENCIES - THERE IS A WILLINGNESS BUT NO ONE AGENCY CAN PRE-EMPT THE OTHER 
A 11iIRD PAR.TY CAN FOSTER COOPERATION 
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Major Reasons for Not Participating 
A. County Districts 
Have Believe Major Reasons for Not Participating 
Adult there is 
Educa- Need for Lack of 
tion Adult interest 
Policy Basic or Deniand 
Education from 
in the Adults in 
district Community 
15. 4% 84. 6% 50 . 0% 
33. 3% 80% 68. 7% 
25% 82. 1% 62. 5% 
B . Independent Distr: c ts 
28% 32. 1% 5 3 
22% 70. 0% SC. 0 % 
































A. A major objective of the program i s that of ascertaining the mos t 
e x peditious means of utilizing existing recruitment methodology. 
69 Continuing: State Module Projects: 
Alabama 11- Industry-Related ABE Recrui tment 
Georgia 2-ABE Recruitment 
Kentuck y 3-ABE Multi-Agency Recruitment 
Ohio 5-Paraprofessional Recruitment 
Virginia 6-Counselor Aides and Multi-Agency Recruitment 
70 Proposed: State Module Projects: 
Maryland: Typewriter Technology for Recr..iitm~r .:. (69?) 
New Yorl<: "Interest" Community School Recruitm f'nt (69? ) 
Mississippi: ABE County Newspaper (69?) 
70 Proposed: 
Regional Survey-Evaluation, Recruitmf'nt in Appalachia 
C losed Circuit (Cabel) Televidon Recruitment 
ETV State - wide Systems 
AM/FM Radio-Regional ABE organizat ion for Recruitment 
B. If spec ific recruitment techniques are unique to a geographic area, 
new centers should be located for demons tration projects. 
69 Continuing : Ohio - Nine Counties 
69 Continuing: Georgia - Ten Counties 
70 Proposed: Mass Media, Radio and TV system for recruitment in Appalachian Counties 
ETV, Cabel Closed Circuit 
70 Proposed: Maryland - Three Counties - Typewriter Assisted Instruction for Motivation 
70 Proposed: Regional Recruitment Research 
Information seeking behavior of disadvantaged in Appalachia recruitment through 
"successful kinship" relation in Chicago 
C. Ancillary services can provide invaluable support to adult education 
programs. Organized effort has been exerted to inter-relate ancillary 
s erv ices to support ABE and to serve as models. 
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69 Continuing : In State and Local Advisory Committee Structures 
69 Contin~ing: ln each state module project with intra- agency contribution 
70 Proposed: Model system s of intra -agency coordination for recruitment 
(Employment Security Commission ) 
70 Proposed: ABE seminar for school board m embers and school superintendents 
70 Proposed: Volunteer recruitment models, e .g., U. S . C hambe r of Comm erce 
Procedure: 
Thro ugh the formation of the Reg ional Boa rd of Direc tors with representa-
lives from all s tates representing a cross - section of intra - agency concern , 
the central thrust for "Outrea ch" will be provided in a mobilization of re-
sources and·utilization of s tate mod ule de mons tration activities and 
regional rese arc h s ignificance . 
Through conferences, observa tions , and re search , adult basic education 
and re lated personnel can pull together the time - tes ted and develop the new 
and unique. Partic ular empha s i s will re st wi th the delineation of needs 
within specific area s and wi th the needs of partic ular sub-groups. 
Evaluation: 
As ea ch method i s developed and i mplemented, evaluation will occupy 
a central position within the plan . Some centra l poin ts for consideration 
in evaluation are: 
1. How many were rea ched? 
2 . How effic i e nt wa s the method? 
3. What a re the "s pin - off" effec ts of each method? 
4. How does the demonstration cente r a dd t o the success of the 
program? 
5 . If people a re re ticent to participa te , why? 
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6. How effective are ancillary services in reaching people? 
Evalua tion here i s a matter of comparing procedures with results . 
If it is effec tive and provides genuine assistance in terms of the student , 




The commitment of ABE students to motivation and desire to learn is 
apparent in their attendance. When they fail to return or to continue i n 
ABE, the program has failed in some way to capitalize upon tr-eir inten:~ ;,t. 
Every effort must be made to strengthen student retention in ABE pro -
grams by determining why t he program has not satisfied the student. 
Objectives : 
1. To s tudy of teacher cognitive and affective styles for new models 
in retention of ABE students. 
67 Completed: Mississippi-The Relationship Between the Cognitive Factors of Teachers 
and Retention. 
69 Completing: Mississippi-The Relationship Between Affective Styles of ABE Students, 
T eachers and Administrators and R etention. 
70 Proposed: AABEDC- The Relationship Between Community Participation of Teachers 
and Students Retention and success . 
2 . To study attitudes and culture of ABE students for special teacher 
needs in in - service training program, teaching and counseling 
techniques on sub-regional and regional ba s is . 
69 Completed: Appalachian ABE T eacher-Training Workshop (Social- psychological and 
Economic Problems of ABE in Appalachia). 
69 Completed: Study of ABE in Kent'.lcky comparing Appalachia with Rural and Urban 
70 Proposal : A system atic audio visual reinforcement concentrating on the ab ility of 
adults to learn administeration early in ABE experience to encourage " staying in" class. 
70 : Big brother system of personal support to strengthen effort for retention (classroom 
peer groups and volunteers). 
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3 . To investigate and report effects of climate, geography (topo-
graphy) seasona l employment (farming) on retention for program 
flexibility . 
70 Proposed: Study of Regional (sub-regional) attendance records for new ABE program 
structures. 
4 . To develop systematic models for reporting retention, follow-up 
procedures and counseling as important fa c tors in strengthening 
efforts for retention . 
69 Continuing: Virginia Module -Paraprofessional Counselor Aides. 
Ohio Module-Home Centered Instruction Para-Professional Laboratory. 
69 Continuing: Kentucky Module- Teacher, Counselor Follow-up of Dropouts. 
69 Continuing: West Virginia Long Range Follow-up Study. 
5 . To determine the relationship between vocational goa l oriel'!tat.ion/, 
pre - vocational training, job advancement and reterdon in ABE 
related to student goals. 
Procedures: 
1. Survey and attit udinal studies of ABE teacher characterist ics re-
lated to retention, especially when designed to be "self- eva lua-
tion" instruments, should yield insights into improving work with 
adults. 
2 . Experimental program development related to scheduling with re -
s pect to student needs and problems will yie ld a more a ppro priate 
approach to ret ention, e .g. learning center individualized 
scheduling. 
3 . Models for reporting retention and follow-up to study student 
separa tion causes are to be developed and will y ield clues for 
program improvement. 
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4 . The relationships of job opportunities and/or vocationa l training 
as motivation factors preventing or influencing student separation 
or retention are to be studied and re ported. 
Eva l ua tion: 
Select state modules will study retention and evalua te particula r activities 
which strengthen holding power related to special activity in couns e ling, 
relevant curricula material development and job potentials. 
A systematic survey of the region should yield a general evaluation of 
student separation and clues appropriate for program revision, new direction 
and scheduling . 
A collation of state evaluation studies will yield significant da ta . 
III. DIAGNOSIS 
Rationale: 
More frequently, comments are focused upon the need for a center 
for diagnosing and treating learning difficulties. This phase of the pro-
gram i s based upon this concept. 
Test s and inventories provide information which assist the under -
educated adult in his efforts toward self-understanding. They furthe r 
help program personnel by providing tenets upon which to base s pecific 
indi victual and group programs, and they provide a basis for developing 
c rite ria by which to judge the effectiveness of progra ms . 
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Objectives : 
1. To collect and subject to research and evalua tion tests and inven-
tories c·.1rrently used by those who evaluate under-educated adults 
and adult basic educa tion programs. 
69 Continuing: Collect ion of testing materials. 
70 Proposed: Evaluation of sel ect testing materials, e.g. Nonnative Study of ABLE and BOLT 
on Appal achian Adult Population. 
2. To develop new tests and inventories as the program progresses. 
70 : A Comprehensive reading diagnostic inventory of Appalachian adults. 
3. To invo lve testing companies in the programs for assistance in 
this area. 
69 Continuing: Collection of testing materials within the Center. 
70 Proposed: Regional Education and demonstration through Appalachian adult population sample. 
4. To develop techniques of utilizing descriptive materials about 
individuals in the evaluative process. 
70 Proposed: State Module, Model reporting systems of subjective data; case studies; logs, etc. 
Procedure: 
1. Pilot centers will be developed to evaluate established tes ts 
along with more recent tests. 
69 Continuing : State Module Leaming Centers: Ohio, Kentucky, Mississippi 
69 Continuing: Learning and Diagnostic Center in the AABEDC, Morehead, Kentucky 
2 . Reliability and validity factors will be established and compared 
t o those reported by the publishe rs, and correlations will be 
derived by comparing various subgroups' performances . 
70 Proposed: 13 State Modules Appalachian Populations 
70 Proposed: National directions froJJJ 11Round t'a bles", Cherryhill, New J ersey 
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3. Employ competent researchers to initiate and implement the area 
of test evaluation. 
70 Proposed: Invite and assist publishers in developing norms on various adult tests with 
Appalachian adults. 
Eva 1 ua tion: 
A systematic approach will be utilized in selecting pilot demonstration 
centers for evaluation of tests and test results. Statistica l analyses of 
reports from many centers will be synthesized and the results judged on 
the basis of demonstrated applicability and effectiveness. 
70 Proposed: Consultant assistance require d. 
IV. MANPOWER 
Rationale: 
With the current teacher shortages and more severe shortage in the 
offing, preparing qualified personnel to teach adult basic education should 
receive prime consideration. This is born out by Presidential and Congress-
ional concerns in adult education. 
Universit ies must assist in persuading teachers to serve in rural 
America - in Appalachia. Universities give promise of high salaries in-
stead of idealism or opportunities for service. Poor education is a tragedy 
but in Appalachia, far greater a tragedy because we must develop human 
capacity to solve Appalachian economic and sociological problems. 
The success and effectiveness of adult basic education programs depend , 
to a considerable degree, upon the skill, competence, and ability of ABE 
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teachers to effectively help their adult students achieve the educational, 
social, a nd pre-vocational goals of the program. 
The character of the "deprived" Appala chian demands a different system 
and a different approach to education. The failure of methods in Appalachia 
which were successful e lsewhere, have been well stated by Jack Weller in 
his book, YESTERDAY' S PEOPLE . 
"Plans and m ethods that had been successful in other places were not effective here 
(Appalachia). Standard ways of working with individual persons, with committees, and with 
the community--ways that I had found satisfactory elsewhere--here failed completely. The 
people that I worked with seemed very eager for help and guidance, but their resp:>nses to my 
suggestions were sullen and sometimes almost resentful. I felt powerless to provide the answers 
o r the leadership that the community needed. The people and I seem ed to be living on two 
different levels of thinking, and at only a few places did we meet and unders~and one another, 
We spoke the same language, but we did not communicate. 
The realization came slowly to me--the realization that perhaps I was faced with a 
different way of life , a separate subculture based upon promises I was not aware of. 
We are strangers in our own Country, among a people who did not seem to understand us 
and whom we did not seem to understand. Gradually we began to feel that our frustrations 
derived from our attempts to impose our own cultural assumptions on a people who did not share 
them. But, how to understand this mountain culture? Although a plethora· of books had been 
written on the mountaineer--romanticizing him, criticizing him, deriding him--none had really 
tried to do more than describe him, and this we could already do. 
So we stand before the mountaineer, utterly baffled by his peculiarities. Why isn't he 
like us? Why doesn't he respond as we do, think and live as we do? What are his goals and 
hopes? Why, when he moves to the city and is exposed to all the opportunities of city life, 
does he still cling to his mountain ways? There are m any unkept houses everywhere in Appalachia. 
Why doesn 1t the mountain man care how his house looks to others? There are a multitude of 
children everywhere, unsupervised by adults. Doesn't the mountaineer care for his children? On 
warm days there are people on every porch, sitting back as if they had not a care in the world 
when everybody says they are so poor. Are these people really so lazy? Have they no "get-up-
and go? And the central question of all is: Why are these people living as they do, so contented 
that they do not seem to want the help offered to them,11 
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Objectives: 
1. To identify the type of personnel needed in the program. Some 
people succeed in teaching adults while others fail. What 
characteristics should these people possess? How much 
training is needed? 
69 Completed: Appalachian ABE T eacher-Training Workshop 
69 Continuing: Mississippi State Module Proj ect: T eacher-Cognitive Styles-Teacher Student 
Affective Styl es. 
70 Proposed: Ohio State Module Proj ect: T eaching Effectiveness. 
70 Proposed: Appalachian ABE T eacher-Training READING Workshop. 
2. To determine the types of training programs ne eded to prepare 
the different levels of- personnel. 
69 Continuing: Virginia State Module: Paraprofessional Counselor Aides • 
69 Continuing: Ohio: Paraprofessional Learning Center Personnel Development. 
70 Proposed: Graduate Levels, Undergraduate Levels, Para-Professional, Lay Leaders & Volunteers. 
70 Proposed: Internship Graduate Program: Masters Degree in Adult and Continuing Education, 
3. To prepare a resource file of available personne l for training. 
70 Proposed: Community Promotion and Teacher Recruitment. 
70 Proposed: One;Tea-c;her-One Summer Project with University Students. 
4. To study existing training techniques and to determine effec-
tiveness . 
70 Proposed: Evaluation, Appalachian ABE Teacher Training. 
70 Proposed: Gradu·ate , Undergradhate and In-service Training in Learning, Diagnostic and 
VTR Centers. 
5. To develop new programs in the light of research findings and 
the experimental approach to this program. 
70 Proposed: In-service Training Needs Resulting From KENTUCKY Evaluation Study. 
70 Proposed: Relationship of Appalachian Regional Studies to T eacher-Training, e.g. , 
Dialect Study, Anomie Study, etc. 
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Procedure: 
1. Through the work of the committees and agencies in each locale, 
per sonnel will be identified to be trained for the program. Through 
analyzation of curricular components, compe tencies of pe rsonnel 
will be determined. 
70 Continuing: AABEDC and State Module Cooperation - Learning Laboratory Development. 
70 Proposed: ABE Teacher Training READING Workshop 
Multi - Media Materials Center Development 
Regional Dissemination C enter 
In..Se.rvice Training "Packages", ETV In-Service 
Self- Evaluation Inztruments 
Internship Graduate Training fr1 Ma::;ters Degr-?.e Program in Ad11lt and Continuing Educ~tion 
2. Different types of training programs such a s conferences , work-
shops, and seminars will be tried, as well as utilization of 
newer techniques. These techniques might be the use of 
educational television or radio for tea cher-training purposes. 
70 Proposed: Continuous Accredited ABE In- service Trai:r>.ing Cooperating witb Commonwealth 
of Kentucky Adult Basic Education Progr:i.m. 
70 Proposed: Seminar For Training of Trainers of the "Participant in Planning". 
70 Proposed: ABE T eacher-Trainer fostitute~ with Regional Emphasis Utilizing Special Proj ec t s 
Findings . 
70 Proposed: Demonstration of State Module Project locally and in Learning Laboratory. 
70 Proposed: Radio and TV for recruitment. and community interpre tation. 
70 Proposed: Seminar for School Superintendents and School Board Members. 
70 Proposed : Seminar for Volunteers in ABE. 
3. An internship program will be deve lbped to aid in the training of 
teachers and teacher aides. 
70 Proposed: Consortium: Morehead State University Graduate, Undergraduate Technical 
School; Community and Adult Education Program; Mott Foundation Center; Title I and 
related internship programs, e . g ., O.E.O. 
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Evaluation: 
As the adult basic education program has developed , teacher training 
has been sporadic in event, with little thought given to evaluating the 
effectiveness of the training program or the effectiveness of the teachers 
as a result of the training received. Each will be evaluated on a contin-
uous basis for the discovery of newer and better approaches. 
V. MATERIALS AND C URRICULA 
Rationale: 
In Appa lachia each man should be able to read the Bible, affix his 
name to a formal document, and compute the n umber of bushels in a 
wagon load of corn. Success for many is stubbornly denied. We must 
now assure the undereducated adult of success in his secono trial for 
education. No system has met the challenge of integrating the various 
disciplines into a core approach, orl a sequential basis that meets the 
needs of the adults. 
The general criticism has been that the material is nof geared to the 
interest level of the adults. 
Central needs are evaluation of existing materials, the developing of 
new materials, field testing, and dissemination. 
The development of successful educational products and methods is 
I 
a trial-and-error process in which prior experience and research are help-
ful, but imperfect, guides. Because of this philoso phy, more programs 
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wi ll be implemented without the stringent restrictions of a basic research 
project. However, evaluative techniques will be incorporated. 
Ob jectives : 
1. To afford the undereducated adult with learning oppor tunities 
consistent with his abilities for educational attainment. 
69 Continuing: Diagnostic Center Activities. 
70 Proposed: Regional Utilization of Select Materials. 
70 Proposed: Appalachian Dialect Studies. 
2. To adapt existing curricular materials for use in these classes 
as the different groups and II levels II are identifiPd through the 
Outreach Program . 
69 Continuing: Georgia State Module Project in Recruitment and Retention, 
69 Continuing: Ohio State Module Project, Life -Centered Curricula Development. 
70 Proposed: Select Curricula "support" materials with relevance to job opportunities. 
70 Proposed: Round Tables 
3. To develop, where no suitable curricular materia l s exist, to 
meet defined needs, such material which utilizes a life-
centered approach. 
69 Continuing: Ohio State Module Project - Life-Centered Curriculum Development. 
69 Continuing: Alabama State Module Project - Audio Visual Curricula Materials. 
4. Through the study of subgroups, to study vocational goal 
potentials and to determine curricular needs to facilitate job 
entry. 
69 Continuing: AABEDC Leaming, Diagnostic and VTR Centers. 
69 Continuing: Kentucky State Module Learning Laboratory: Ohio State Module . 
70 Proposed: Study of vocational opportunities in R egion-Intra-agency and Appalachian 
Regional Commission. 
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Proc edure : 
1 . A le arning laboratory and multi-media materials center has been 
established with the specific goals of providing a central labora-
tory facility for common utilization by states and groups. Mate-
rials and teaching aids to be used i n adult basic education class-
es will be classified as to competency level. Pilot programs will 
be developed to try this material. Continuous evaluation will be 
done on the material from an objective and s ubjective viewpoint. 
69 Continuing: Limited build-up of materials. 
69 Continuing: Service to st ate module experimental field unit projects in leaming 
center demonstration-Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Alabama, T ennessee , 
70 Proposed: R egional (Appalachian) Educational Research Information Center AE 
2. A graphics arts center will be a basic part of the curriculum 
laboratory to ad.d in the develo pment of effective visual aids 
geared to the c lassroom and on educational te levis ion programs. 
69 Continuing: Radio and ETV Activity, 
70 Proposed: Cooperative field testing of rel ated ETV ..ABE materials developed by other 
special proposals. 
3. A complete film library will be developed, containing films, 
film strips, microfiche, microfilm, and necessary projection 
equipment which are appropriate t o be utilized in training the 
different level s of personnel for the program. 
69 Continuing: Collection, Camden Library facility. 
70 Proposed: Funding required for increased materials and equipment not provided by 
publishers. 
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4. Job-entry requirements will be ana lyzed and the curricular 
materials appropriate for too different sub-groups evaluate d 
as to its degree of goal-selected capabilities . 
69 Continuing: Al abama State Module , Learning Center and Wood Pulp Industry. 
69-70 Proposed: New York Stat e Module, Coming Company. 
69-70 Proposed: South Carolina State Module ABE Curricula for 96 job clusters. 
69 Continuing: Select State Modul e Projects. 
69 Continuing: Intra-Agency Involvement. 
Evaluation: 
Evaluation research has been genera lly spotty a nd i ll conceived at 
best. A systematic and objective approach to the evalua ti.on and deve lop-
ment of adult basic education materials must be conceived ~nd implem~nted. 
Writers and publishers of adult basic education materials are prolific 
and it is most difficult to know what works, with whom, and under what 
conditions these materials exist. The Mott, La:u.bach , EDL , Educational 
Opportunities Project, Steck-Vaugn, Britannica and other systems must be 
researched and evaluated along with unique systems, such as The Learn-
ing Laboratory approach being developed in North Carolina. It is antici-
pated that some of t hese approa ches will show particular merit, but it is 
further anticipated that the need for innovative systems be indicated and 
related to specific geographic areas with unique E. D . P. 
The evaluation component will vi sit pilot programs to evalua te mate-
rial effectiveness and to collect the work of students and student comments 
t o aids to facilitate further curricular development. 
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69-70 Continuing: Evaluation of state mod_ule field unit project l earning centers using select 
materials, hardware and software. 
VI. METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES 
The methods used with adults have in most instances been trans-
planted elementary education methods. The adaptation of the proce-
dures to ability and interest levels of the adult classes has been slow in 
development. To effectuate the desired results, the performance level 
must be determined and materials geared t o this level with the interest 
level direct ed to adults. The basic concept of the program should be the 
self-discovery approach. 
Objectives: 
1. To develop pilot training programs which will develop teacher 
competencies in the various approaches. 
69 Continuing: Leaming Centers: Ohio, Kentucky, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee 
69 Continuing: In Alabama State Module Audio-Visual Curricula 
Ohio State Module Project-Curriculum Development Life-Cente red 
70 Proposed: Kentucky ABE- CAI Project, Phase II. 
70 Proposed: Internship Graduate Training Program in Adult and Continuing Education, 
2 . To implement in selected centers specific methods with con-
centrated training programs for personnel involved and to de-
velop proficiency in these approaches. 
69 Continuing: In-service Training Components of State Modules. 
70 Proposed: 11Packaged11 In-service Training Programs, Radio, ETV, University 
Service, Southern Regional Education Board. 
3. To utilize as many different methods as is feasible with re-
sources available . 
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69 Continuing: In State Module Field Unit Proj ects. 
70 Proposed: 11Pai:kaged" In-service Training Program - Self-evaluation ABE Teache.r Materials, 
70 Proposed: Appalachian ABE T eacher-Training Reading Workshop. 
Procedures : 
1 . Through the "Outrea ch" component, identify centers and situations 
with unique characteristics that would be amenable to specific 
methodology . 
69 Continuing: In State Module Advisory Committee selection of project sites. 
2 . Develop training programs for teachers in these situations. 
69 Continuinsi;: In-service Training State Module Proj ects: Ohio, Alabama, Kentucky, 
T ennessee, Mississippi . 
69 Continuing: Learning Center facilities for demonstration purposes. 
3. Implement pilot progra ms adaptable to the situation . 
69 Continuing: State Module Projects. 
70 Proposed: New State Module Proposal development with special emphasis in methods. 
4. Utilize mass media such as television and radio as a central 
thrust to the methods approach . 
69 Continuing: Virginia State Module Proposal, CLAN, in two -way radio; ABE Curriculum 
Development feasibility study. 
70 Proposed: Implement Virginia - Radio Study. 
70 Proposed: Experimental In - service Teacher-Training ETV Networks. 
5 . Implement at least three centers with the more innovative 
approa ches such as computer-assisted instruction. 
70 Proposed: Kentucky ABE- CAI in Math, Phase II. 
69 Continuing : Alabama Audio Visual. 
Evaluation: 
1. As each pilot program is deve loped, evaluative procedures will 
be inclusive in the planning. Those in charge of the pilot pro-
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grams will charged with the responsibility of continuous 
evaluation. 
2. There will be a feedba ck of results t o the materials and curricu-
lum component. Materials and methodology cannot be mutually 
exclusive in the adult basic education classroom. 
VII. CONTINUAL AND TERMINAL COUNSELING 
Rationa le: 
Despite our predispositon to provide education, we have all t oo often 
failed. Our failure is reflected in the fac:t that we am now ·J lanning a 
second major assaul t .on education deficiency. We must pre nde ser. ices 
complementary and supplementary t o curricular c ontent in an effort to cater 
to "whole" people. Counseling is such a eomplementary and supplementary 
service. 
Objectives: 
1. To make counseling the focal point which will serve to pl!ll 
together the other elements of guidance in a comprehensive 
manner . 
69 Continuing: In all sta te module activity. 
70 Proposed: Evaluation study of Appalachian resources 
70 Proposed: Field test counseling models developed in other "special projects". 
2. Through the counseling process , to guide the undereducated 
adult t o assimilate and integrate personal-social behavior 
and educational-vocational information consistent with his 
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educational and social developmental stage . 
Continuing: In all State Module activity. 
3 . To conduct workshops to educate, counselors in vario us 
counseling techniques to be utilized in adult counseling. 
70 Proposed: Teacher-Trainer Institutes, Workshops, Seminars. 
70 Proposed: Self-Evaluation counseling materials for counselors. 
70 Proposed: Volunteer models for counseling. 
4 . InterYiews will be held with c lass members at various stages 
of the programs to provide continuous counseling and to pre -
pare the counselor and the couns eled for the terminal counsel-
ing period . 
69 Continuing: A function of all State Module activity. Special emphasis in West Virginia 
Long Range Follow - Up Project. 
70 Proposed: Field Test of Counselor Training Model. 
5. An attempt will be made to evaluate the impact of thi s program 
on the total family of the adult student. 
Continuing: All State Module Projects. Special emphasis in West Virginia, «Long Range 
Follow -Up System Project. " 
70 Proposed: Studies of the ABE Participants ' Children in School Achievement and Attitudes. 
Evaluation: 
The eva luation of counseling is limited to some degree by t he con-
fidentia l nature of many disclosures . Despite this eva luative s hort-
coming , however, counseling can be subjective ly a nd objectively e val-
ua ted . Observa tion of the counselee by interested profes s ional s will be 
a prime subjective tool. Scientific methodology such is the Q- Sort 




Appropriate procedures need to be developed for ass•.ir ;n.g meaningfu l 
educationa l and vocational placement. The a dult student must be assi s-
ted by the educating and cooperating agencies to find and enter a situa-
tion consistent with his needs and abilities. 
The determination of effective placement in satisfying the nationa l 
ABE program goal of employment. 
Adjustment and support in placement must be coc!'dinated and reported 
to determine the "real" evaluation of the ABE program . 
Objectives: 
1. To create a placement component in select ABE programs. 
69 Continuing: West Virginia State Module Follow -Up Sredy . 
69-70 Proposed: New York State Module industry re la te d placement 
South Carolina job oriented curricula re lated to placement 
2. To study and design systems for the solution of unique and 
generalized problems that may bP- encountered by students follow-
ing placement. 
Continuing: West Virginia State Module Follow - Up Study including Placement. 
3. Components of ABE curricula will be designed to assist the 
student in preparation for problem solving in placement as well 
as in identifying appropriate agency support. 
Procedures: 
1. A .survey of placement procedures will be conducted in existing 
programs. 
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2 . Model placement procedures will be developed and demons trated 
in Appalachia. 
3. Business and industry are to be involved in placement procedure 
planning. 
4. Pre-ABE placement orientation, ABE student preparation for place-
ment will be studied in terms of program retention and student 
mot ivation. 
5 . In-service training for placement opportunities and procedures 
will acquaint and motivate teachers to assist in problem solving. 
Education placement can, for instance, be evaluated• and stodied on 1 
a class - by-class basis while vocational placement evaluation may be done 
on a long-range basis . Specialist in research and education will be employ-
ed for planning the evaluation process. 
In model programs, the number of students placed in productive jobs , an 
analysis of procedures, what becomes of those not placed wi ll be eva lua ted 
a nd repor ted,recommendations for program curricula deve lopment and admin-
istra t ive procedure changes will be made . 
IX. FOLLOW-UP 
Rationa le: 
Too often in the past follow-up procedures have been neglec ted in 
programs for the undereducated. The responsibility of the educating 
,., 
agency does not end with a prescribed level of academic attainment. 
Although in most instances, this is the juncture at which the student is 
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ass isted in becoming suitably placed i n a vocational and/or educational 
setting . 
Further , the educating agency must sustain and suppor t , through short 
range and long range follow-up activities and contacts, the adults who 
have participated in the program. 
Objectives: 
1 . To thoroughly research the literature for clues to the identity of 
effective follow-up procedures and sys terns. 
2 . To encounter and re solve the problems of follow -up by adul t 
education workers on a day-to -day basis . A synthesis of their 
work will be done and could prove invaluable to the demonstra -
tion center to the development of new follow-up systems . 
70 Proposed: Evaluation of Appalachian Adult Education Programs. 
69 Continuing: West Virginia Long-Range Follow-Up System. 
Evaluation: 
The process of evaluative follow-up procedures will be developed 
in terms of the immediate and long range. 
The follow-up evaluation serves two purposes . First, it serves a s 
a vehicle for assessing the effectiveness of the program . Second, it 
serves as a method of ascertaining and satisfying further needs of the 
enrollee in fulfi lling his and program objectives . 
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Appropriate agencies , private and public , should become involved 
in follow-up models . 
X. VOLUNTEERS 
Rationale: 
ABE programs must capitalize upon all community resn urces as yet 
"un-tapped" for instructional aids, for recr uitment , for materials, vo-
cational orientation, and for program continuity . 
ABE leadership must take the i!litiative in identifyir·c; and capitalizing 
upon community commitments or legal res po"1Sibility :o c urn r1unity ser-
vice which might in turn be directed to ABE. 
The recognition of volunteer support services for ABE programs should 
not be over looked, e.g. child care, nutrition, transportation, medical , 
and dental services. 
Professionals must recognize and prepare for appropriate orien-
tation training and use for successful volunteer services: awards for ser-
vices; matching ability and task; potential for growth and leadership; 
appropriateness of the volunteer and his service; the benefit to the 
volun teer ; the skills necessary to enable the volunteer to do his job 
effectively; and, professional support for the volunteer . 
Objectives: 
1. To identify and involve all potential volunteer services and personnel 
for ABE . 
70 Proposed: State Module Components . 
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2. To orientate, train and us e vo lunteers through programs of pre-
service, induction and in-service training. 
70 Proposed: Volunteer T raining Mod el. 
70 Proposed: Operat io nal Sta t e Mod ule Proj ect. 
70 Proposed: Training of Tra iners of Volunt eers. 
70 Proposed: Suggested Model for USE of Volunteers. 
70 Proposed: Focus Nat ional Service Organizations on problems of ABE, e .g. 
Lions Club Classes Project for ABE. 
Procedures: 
1. Survey all potential volunteer services and personne l for ABE . 
2. Develop training model s for volunteers . 
3 . Development of a model of the use of services for ABE. 
Evaluation: 
The agencies; the number of services of v0lur!Leei ~; a . . J t'.,e e1lec·-
t iveness in terms of solutions to problems will provide tlle eva luation . 
XI. BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
Rationale: 
The development of human resources sho uld be a crucial area of 
in terest and effort for business and industry for which ABE leadership 
must assume the initiative. 
Business and industry have needs which can only be met in 
cooperation with existing education agencies and educational ins titu-




1 . To develop curricula supplemental materials relevant to and in 
support of the local -human resource needs of the local community 
and the economic as piration of ABE students. The ABE student 
should be provided insights regarding job clus ters, training 
necessary and opportunities. 
69 Continuing: Ohio State Module , local industrial involvement in the supplementing 
curricula development. 
69 Continuing : Alabama State Module: Wood Pulp lndu.1try supplementa1y curricula 
materials. 
2 . To invite and encourage business and irdus try 1.0 assist in ail 
levels of ABE recruitment, curricula development, progra m 
operation and placement. 
69 Continuing: Alabama State Module in Plant Recruitment. 
70 Proposed: New Yod< State Module 
70 Proposed South Carolina State Module Business and lnd..istry relationship. 
70 Proposed Tennessee State Module. 
Evaluation: 
The extent to which business and industry has become involved in 
levels s ta ted above in select or experi mental ABE programs will be the 
basi s of the evaluation. 
XII . PARTICIPANT IN PLANNING 
Rationale: 
The fact, as reported by O'Donnel and Chilman in June 1969 , 
Welfare and Review, that the educationally disadvantaged people have 
been automatically excluded from organizational life is indisputable and 
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a disaster. 
Efforts t aken have been sporad ic to involve the poor and in 
Appalachia - without orientation and training - the invo1ve ment 
serves only to isolate the individuals further. 
In Appa lachia the movement t oward partication of the poor in the 
planning of social, ci vie and po litica 1 functions is important for all 
the genera l implications so often quoted but it is vital to the oblitera-
tion of the Appa lachian isolation . 
Objectives: 
1 . To develop curricula that offers orientation and tra ining of ABE 
students to affectively take part in advising and planning socia l , 
c i vie, and politica 1 functions. 
2. To develop partici pation that will be dynamic in opportunities for 
the ABE student t o influence the decisions that affect him a nd his 
community. 
3. To develop partici pation and related training that will strengthen 
int er-personal relations in a formal group togethe r with othe r 
persons in the community. 
4. To develop training about agency objectives a nd function t o-
gether with non-ABE advisory members . 
Eva 1 ua tion: 
Rela ted training and actual participation will enable the ABE student 
and the institution to become mutually less alienated am:~ v.rill be obs erable . 
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TRIBUTARY AREA DEV ELOPM ENT 
NEWSLETTE R 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY. KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 371102 
Newsletter No. 7 i 
May 1969 
NEW LEARNING LAB AIDS ADULTS IN BEAR CREEK 
Adult students diligently pursue their individual studies in the new "do-it-yourself" learning 
laboratory which opened recently in the Bear Creek watershed in. northwest Alabama. 
Students select materials programmed to their present learning level (bottom right), study in 
private compartments (bottom left) or at open tables (top) , get help from the lab 
coordinators when they need it, and progress at their own pace. 
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NEW "LEARNING LABO RA TORY" AIDS 
ADULTS IN BEAR CREEK 
Some 40 adults in the Bear Creek watershed in 
northwest -Alabama are giving up part of their 
evenings at home to spend them in a new, infor-
mal do--it-yourself "learning laboratory' where 
they are working to improve their basic education 
skills. They are studying materials programmed 
to their present educational levels and are pro-
. gressing at their own speed. 
"!'ti rather be here working than at home watching 
television," one of the students commented recent-
ly on bis experience. 
The "laboratory" is housed in a specially designed 
mobile unit in the town of Bear Creek. It is be-
lieved to be the first such learning laboratory in 
the state of Alabama, and resulted from the coop-
erative effort of a number of public agencies and 
private industry. 
The Bear Creek Watershed Association's Human 
Resources Work Group and TVA helped organize 
the project, in close coope ration with employees 
·of Hallmark Homes, a mobile homes manufactur-
ing plant, the Marion County (Ala.) Board of Edu-
cation, the Appalachian Adult Bas ic Education 
Demonstration Cente r, and the Alabama Depart-
ment of Education. The Marion County Board of 
Education is operating the facility. Study mate-
rials and equipment were furnished by the Appala-
chian Demonstration Center and TVA. 
The laboratory is open four e venings a we ek. Stu-
dents may attend any evening and spend as much 
time in study as they choose. First, e ach stud1 
is tested to determine his present educatio1 
level, and learning materials keyed to that le· 
are available. He can study these materials ru 
as he advances, obtain more difficult mate r ia 
Two le arning coordinators--they are not call 
teachers--are on duty to hel p a s needed. 
Because the study is on an individual rather tt 
a group ba s is , additional s tudents may register 
any time . Current ly, the students i:a.nge in f 
from 18 to 55 and in educational skills from abt 
the first through the 10th grade . 
Although the lab is open to anyone in the com mu' 
ty, the m ajori ty of students come from the adjac, 
Hallmark Homes plant, where many of ·them par 
cipated in buil~ing the mobile unit housing tl1e li 
oratory. Thetlab is divided into two sections--< 
section containing private study compartments i 
the other containing attractive tables and chai 
In the center betwPen the two sections , ~ e s tt 
mate r ials a r e arr'Ulge 'according to study b ve 
Most of the m aterials are printed in a"wc. • , 
format, although tapes and records will be a 1 1 
able to supplem ent the printed mate r ial w ] 
equipment is installed to make use of them. 
While no s pecific learning goal is necessa r y , m 
of the students have indicated that they hope to p: 
gress to the point where they can successful~y p: 
the s tate' s General Education Development test: 
qual_ify for high school equi valency certificat 
Materials a r e available in r eading, math, s cien 
English, and social studie s to prepare them 
the test. 
Also a vailable in thE: laborato ry ar e enrichme 
type courses designed to prepar e adults for m e 
ing some of the practical problem s qf e \'erv( 
living. These include studies in consumermatl 
matics, family budgeting, nut rition , he alth ; 
first aid, ins urance , investments , and vocutio 
opportunities . 
In addition to providing new adult educational 1 
portunities to the people of Bear Creek, the lea: 
ing laboratory is expected to be used for in-serv 
training for teachers from other nearby sch 
systems interested in this new approach t o ac 
education. 
Leona rd AHen, cha irman of the Bear Cr, 
Watershed Association' s Human Resources W• 
Group, said, "We hope this will be only th~ fi 
of a numbe r of such learning laboratories loca 
in communities throughout the Bear .Creek ar 
Thi s pioneering 'do-it-yourself' app'toach appe: 
to be exceptionally well adapted to adult edui 
tion." 
b . POPULATION AND SAMPLE 
Definition of the Reg ion Served and the Population: 
The popula tion to be served by the Appala chian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center can only be defined in t e rms of the rural Appalachian 
region. State module field unit demonstration site s and projects will pro-
vide more definitive population and sample information. The geographic 
area o f specia l focus and service of the Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center currently includes all or portions of Alabama, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Maryland, Mis sissippi, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania , South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and We,;t Virginia . 
Current regional description indicates that there are at least four · sub-re-
gions in Appalachia. Research techniques will, when appropriate, take 
into account this sub-regional structure. 
168 Continuing: State Module Projects were continued where appropriate, 
169 Expansion: New York, South Carolina, North Carolina, Maryl and and 
Pennsylvania m ay be added to provide comprehensive study of problems o f 
R egional Appalachia and State Module development. 
1 70 Proposed: Continuation of select fiel d units based upon evaluation and findings. 
'70 Proposed: Development of new projects as identified. 
The basic thrust of the program is the Appalachia n region which in-
cludes approximately nineteen standard metropolitan districts (as defined 
by the Bureau of Census), of which Pittsburgh is the largest. An estimated 
two-thirds of the counties included are rural and about sixty percent of the 
population live outside the metropolitan districts. As of 1962, the area in-
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eluded eight percent of the nation's work force, or about 2 .8 million 
persons. 1 (Reference: Page C-23 , Map I, Appalachia.) 
c . DATA AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Data gathering, the collection methods and instrumentation to be used 
in the activities of the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demon stration Cen-
ter in satisfying the objectives and the state module proposa ls submitted and 
funded. 
Since the Center will be coordinating the efforts of 13 states, e ach with 
one or more state module field unit demonstration projects, data gat hering 
and instrumentation will be dependent upon the design of e a ch of the respec-
tive proposals. 
Cons ultant services of the Cente r and, if necessary, of other reg ional 
institutions and agenc ies , will be used in evaluation of the s oundness of 
design, instrumentation procedures a nd eva luation criteria. 
All re lated devices to be used will be submitted for approva l a s ma y 
be required by the Center and the United States Office of Education. 
Representative ins truments and da ta collection devices are included 
herewith, Appendix r , which will serve to i llustrate a few of t he multi-
faceted Center effort. 
lzieglar , Martin, Employment Service, Review 1, January 19 64, pp. 15-20 . 
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In addition, the AABEDC is conducting regional research studies in 
adult basic education utilizing the leadership structure of the center, 
state modules, and the Appalachian sub-populations. 
d . ANALYSIS 
General Research Patterns: 
Any examination of research in adult basic education reveals a ra ther 
chaotic situation. It is best characterized as an area where little research 
interest has been expressed. Where any considerable body of research is 
available, typically it has been conducted, not b y adult edu~2tors , bu t by 
social scientist s Who had available a large body of theory , genera liza tions, 
and methodologies developed by their d isci plines which could be applied to 
the problems of adult education . 
A majority of research studies conduc ted by adult educators have been 
descriptive studies of records and local situations. Although this is not 
considered research, descri ption is the first step in the development of 
research in any discipline. It lays the foundation for later effective and 
definitive research by suggesting hypotheses and lines of inquiry. Many 
activities of the AABEDC are pragmatic in their design. Most projects , of 
necessity, must' be demons tration of dynamic but unique approache s to im-
proved effectiveness, quality and efficiency of adult basic education pro-
grams with emphasis upon behavioral change in participants. 
The data collected by the Appala chian Adult Basic Education Demon-
stration Center will be largely descriptive or subjec tive in nature. This 
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type of data collection is necessitated by the lack of instrumentation in 
adult basic education, the nature of the population, and the lack of a 
theoretica l framework from which to conduct research. A major thrust of 
the AABEDC will be to develop valid data collection, instruments for the 
adult basic education student in Appalachia. 
The problems related to the collection of valid research data are 
further complicated by the nature of demonstration centers. The students 
in a pilot program normally do not cons titute a legitimate sam ple. There-
fore the findings are not generalizable to a population a nd inferential 
statistical tests are not appropriate. Another important problem which 
must be considered is the Hawthorne effect created by participating in a 
demonstration center program . Although a variety of da ta reporting tech-
niques will be used , these problems dictate the use of the statistic 
1 = 
(5' = 
i n most of the analysis . 
The population mean based on a standardized test or 
population norms or his tori cal data 
The mean of the sample 
Population standard devia tion 
Number of observations 
In order to increase the validity of the findings, the Z will be com-
puted with two different M's (either population norms , standardized tests 
or historical data) when possible. 
A critical region also may be set at 2 .5 or 3 . 0 standard deviations 
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from the mean or at the • 001 level of significance to allow for intervening 
factors. 
The most effective and efficient methods of ana lysis will be used in 
all phases of the Demonstration Center a ctivity. In general , a systems 
analysis approach has been recommended for all state module field unit 
demonstration cent ers. 
e . TIME SCHEDULE 
Introduction: 
The Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstra tion Cente r serves 
an overall objective to effect significant improvement in the quality of 
adult basic education that the Appalachian region and , subsequently, 
through the country as a result of program activities. 
The concept and objectives of the Center represent an ambitious , 
vigorous and long-range project. 
The establishment of coordinative efforts in a geographic region, 
the length and breadth of Appalachia is a major undertaking and a most 
significant task that should ultimately benefit the adult basic education 
interests of the region and the country . 
Within the framework of the task, definition of time must ~e equally 
broad. Reference: Page C 3e-2; Pert Management System, -'Fiscal Year 1D. 
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The Pf r 11gemcr.t S~m rrescated be'ow represents 
and related propc·:al , .J1nponents have separat e PERT }-~lnagement Sy< 
Continuing Proposal p.-esented herein prevent a comp-ete schematic r 
ma.j'Jr system only. Each scp~rate proposa.i. ODJecove; .>uu.e muuu.u: ravJe""-" 

























FY-69, Approval Continuing Proposal 19. 
Approval Final Report 20. 
Project funded 21. 
Staffing project contract renewals 
Evaluation FY- 69 22. 
Existing sta.£I continues 23. 
Recruitment (Graduate Students) 24. 
Executive Director 
Research Administrator 25. 
Administrative Assistant 
Evaluation Specialist 26. 
Information Specialist 
Learning C enter Specialist 27. 
Curriculum Specialist 28. 
Graduate Assistants 29. 
Staff completed 
Begin continuation projec ts 30. 
Begin new projects 
31. 
32. 
Terminate proJects 33. Develop graduate & under-graduate so. Continuatioll, of major 
Review Pert Systems programs or select areas 
Develop Pert Systems based upon 34. Coordinate Major Objectives 51. Complete major or select 
funding MA. Begin Independent Evaluation areas 
Complete Pert Systems 35. Continuing State Module Projects 52. Termination of major or 
Begin Major Obj ect Projects 36. Appalachian Regional Research select areas 
Develop c enter with inter-re- Projects 53. New Director, AABFDC 
lationships 37. ERIC type AE C enter 54. FY -70 Proposal 
Marshalling human & institutional 38. Learning Center operation 
resources 39. Diagnostic Center operation 
Develop learning lab with manpower 40. Curriculwn Evaluation development 
training 41. Information and Dissemination 
Develop multi-media center 42. New state module projec t developments 
Develop a diagnostic center 43. Radio and TV system 
Develop inter-rel ationships between 44. Regional system 
Appalachian states 45. National system 
Evaluate materials, methods and 46. Complete dissemination syste m operation 
concepts of centers and prograws 47. Evaluate project areas 
Dissemi1.ating finds to assist develop- 48. Evaluate new state module projects 
me ntal prog rams 49. Evaluate continuing state module projects 
Coordinatin;; multi - media TV and radio 




In a ccordance wit h the contindng Grant No. OEG 2-7 -005077 - 5 077 
(32 4) More head State Uni ver sity has employed personnel who arc currently 
ass i gne d t o the Appala ch ian Adult Basic Education Demonstratior "ent e r . 
Through t he ins tr11mert of th~s docur.• nt, Morehead State l':1iversity 
petitions for re - as sig:iment of ::;urrP:i:ly Prr.i::loyed personne l in t};e Ar:,, ' !a 
c hian Adult Basi c Ed ucation Demonstraticy, CE:-.ter :!1d addi~ional pers onne l 
as ident ified and described her ~rn: 
(a ) Curre nt Full Time Administrative S-:.aff: 
GEORGE W . EYSTER 
N . HAROLD ROSE 
FRA NK J . COLLESANO 
ANN P. HAYES 
LAMAR V. MARCHESE 
JOHN E. GA US 
HUSAIN QAZILBASH 
Exe cm:; ve Director 
Researcr. Adrnhistralor 
Administrative Assis tant 
Evaluat:.or. Specialist 
Infor~a t; or S peria list 
Learu:-ig Ce1:ter Specia list 
Curr~culum Specia li s t 
(b ) Current Full Time Secre t a rial Staff: 
CATHY WILSON 
JANICE HARRIS 




(c) Additio nal Full Time Req uirements: 
Typist 
Secretary, Library M ulti - Media Cente r 
Secretary , Information Office 
(Re late d Full Time Secretarial Sta ff: OEG 0-9-27121-42 09 (323) Teacher-
Training Workshop: June 1 , 1969 - May 31, 1970) 
MADONNA C HILDERS Secretary 
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Graduate Assista nt - Sta tis tics 
Graduate Assistant - Graphics 
Workship Student - Se c retar}' 
Workship Student - Publica tions - / Stem 
Workship Student - Tabulator ano D·.ita 
(e) Related Graduate Assistants: OEG 0-9-27121-4209 (323) Tea ,_ , .Jr-
Training Workshop: June 1 - May 31, 1970: 
JIM HENSLEY 
GEORGE GRASSER 
Graduate Assistant - Teacher 1raini:1g -
Workshop and Research 
Graduate Assistant - Teacher-Training 
Workshop and Research 
(f) Additional Part Time Student Assistants Required· 
Graduate Assistant - VTR 
Graduate Assistant - Diagnostic Center 
Graduate As sis tant - Graphics Learning Center 
Workship Student - Library Secretary 
Additional Graduat e Student help will be required to carry out phases 
of local learning/diagnostic center operation, two people; pha se of re-
g ional research, two people; and, the program of video tape recording of 
training tea c hers , specia l project and ABE student learning, one person. 
The full time admini strative professional staff constitutes one of the 
finest amalgamati on of adult educators in the United States which is re-
vealed in staff biographical sketches required in this section. 
It should be noted that four positions have only recently been filled, 
Sept ember 1, 1969 . Three persons developed the project and the search 
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for supporting professionals. 
The importance of related in-service and graduate training programs in 
a dult basic education becomes increasingly critical as one s earches the 
nation to identify professionally trained personnel. 
In order to continue the efficient and effective development of the 
Cent er, graduate students and leading na tionally renowned consultants have 
been employed periodically to assis t in the area of Center evaluation . 
Morehead State University has continued to s upport the Cent~:· 
through the full cooperation of tr-e University inter-disciplinary re sourcet:. . 
(g) Con sultants and Specialists: 
Consultants and specialists selected could be divided into five 
categories: 
1 . Research Co:-isultants have assisted in developing field demon-
stration projects to make them amenable to evaluation. 
2. Program and Curriculun Specialists have assisted in deve loping 
the content and methodology for the field demonstration progra ms. 
3 . Computer Assisted Instruction Specialists have designed programs 
and methods of using the CAI Program from Palo Alto, Ca lifornia 
in arithmetic drill and prac tice for the adults. 
4. Field Organization Specialis ts have assisted in marshal ling 
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resources within each state and coordina tio:-: of state [fort s . 
5. Additional consultants have been utilized in developir-; work-
shops, seminars and special training thrusts cf the dr- mor:st ra-
tion center . 
Many consultants have been utilized during the dP.vi;;lopment , 1 ·.!.d 
proposal, and others are assis ting new state mod11lf-' prc-jsc: p!4 r,nir1r' 
where a ppro pria te. 
During the planning and operational phases , a,'. 1; '3tion Ji con 
sultants and spec ialists has been made, whereby, ch,sisL-::1r ~e ·un be: 
secured throughout the total Center activities. (cc-st.lta.1ts and 
Specialists pages C4-5 through C4-·f.·, 
While professional staff recruiting prcced11res were being carried 
out the planning and opera tional phases of the pro1ect were advanced 
through the employment of skilled co::-1sultants in the absence of qua li-




ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Educ . 
Syracuse, New Yori< 
Jude Cotter 
Oakland Community College 
Dr. Livingstone Cross 
Glassboro State College 
George Tra vis 
Ohio State Dept. of Educ. 
Dr. Joseph Hatcher 
Learning Laboratory, Inc. 
Washington, D. C. 
Dr. Jack Ellis 
Morehe ad State University 
Dr. Carl Horn 
Michigan State Univer:;i ty 
Dr. Nelson Grote , Dean 
Morehead State University 
Mr. Don Holloway 
Morehead State Univer.;ity 
Mr. Wilson 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Dr. Harvey Hershey 
Wayne State University 
Dr. J. B. Adair, Director 
"Special Proj ects" 
Dr. Donald Butcher 
Michigan Dept. of Educ. 
Dr. James Dunn 
Harvard University 
Dr. John Justus 
Virginia Dept. of Educ. 
Mr. Thomas Waters 
Detroit Urban A. E. Center 
Mr. Jack Weller 
Contemporary Writer 
Mr. Jack Webb 
Morehe:id State University 
Mr. Ben Cowlan 
Herman W . Land & Assoc. 
New Yorl<, New York 
Dr. LF..onard Burkett 
Mo rehead St.ite University 
Mr. Jam es Conley 
Easte.n Ky. Educ. 
Development Corp. 
Mr. Edv;in Jon,:,s 
E;.=t':!m Ky. £d:ic. 
Developr.1e,,t C?rp. 
Dr. Ro~er Axford 
North,,:,:, El. Ui::1ver:.ity 
Dr. nc~,-,n C:i..!,;:,,y 
Un1vcr.;:ty 0£ C•nn. 
Mr. Sta.-tley Hecker 
M1chiga:i St. Univer<:ity 
Mr. TGd Cook 
St. Dept. of Educ. 
F--1.::.kfcr, Ky. 
Dr. Ho cv .1.r<l McCl cl<·, 
University of Michigan 
Dr. Dan Cooper 
Universitv o f Michigan 
Dr. George Mills 
University of Micbgan 
Dr. Maurice Seay 
Western Michigan Univ. 
Dr. Russell E. Wil:;on 
University of Michigan 
Dr. De;;mond Cook 




Dr. John M. Peters 
North Carolina Sta te Univ. 
Dr. Mary Northcutt 
Morehead St ate Univ. 
Dr. William Huie 
Morehead Stai:c Univ. 
Mr. Herbert Pin,.ke 
Design Studios 
Chicago, Illinois 
Dr. Gclden Langdon 
Augusta Co'lege 
Curti~ ulmer 
Unive"S ·f ~eorgia 
Dr. uv.u Se.,man 
Mississippi State Univ. 
Dr. E. Ko'tler 
Mississippi State Univ. 
Dr. Robert Koopman 
Ret:red, LaBelle , Fl a. 
Mr. Ernest Newman 
Alabama Dept. of Educ. 
C. F. E~ham, R etired 
Ky. Dept. of State 
Frankfort, Kentucky 
Dr. Norman T ant 
Morehead State Univ. 
Russell McClure 
Morehea d State University 
William Ma haney 
Morehead State University 
Mrs. R. B. Cain 
More head St ate Univ. 
Mr. Ha rold Steel 
Office .:,f Economic Opportunity 
Mrs. Lillian Troll 
Merrill Palmer Institut e 
Dr. Roscoe Playforth 
Morehead State Univ. 
Mr. Frank Sandage 
Morehead State University 
Mr. Hubert Hume 
Morehead State University 
Dr. Morris L. Norfleet 
Morehead State Uni v. 
Dr. Carter Good 
University of Cincinnati 
Dr. James Latham 
Morehead State University 
Mr. Danny James 
Morehead State University 
Dr. C. W. Riddle 
Morehead State University 
Mr, Harry Hitch 
Morehe;.d State Univ. 
Dr. James Brown 
Univers ity of Kentucky 
Mr. Bob Caummisar 
Legal Aid 
Mr. Richard Crowe 
Morehead State University 
Mr. Jere Fa rley 
T ennessee Valley Authority 
Mr. Garnet Johnson 
Economic Security 
Mr. Richard Malcolm 
Area Supervisor, ABE 
Dr. John Parks 
Comprehensive Care Center 
Lexington, Kentucky 
Mr. Harold Steel 
Office of Economic Opportunity 
Dr. Francis Osborne 
Morehead State University 
Dr. Milan Dady 
Morehead St;;.te University 
Dr. Mae Adele Bnrian 
Morehead State Univ. 
Dr. Ric!,ard Reser 
Morehead State Univ. 
Mr. Cecil Page 
University of Geor~ia 
Dr. Clark Wc::.1-ierspoon 
Moreh:!ad State U::iive::;lty 
Mrs. Dorothy Mir.kcff 
Newark Sta.e College 
Dr. Mc,rris Caudill 
Mor"'head St::::e Univ. 
Mr. Robert Murphy 
Federal Youth Center 
A=hhnd, Ke:i.tuck,r 
Mr. Euger..e Bimou 
Nor':heast Ar,~a Develop-
ment Council 
Mr. R;.char<l Cortright 
National Educ. Association 
Dr. Adron Doran, President 
Morehead State University 
Mr. Ferra! Ma.rlon 
U.S. Dept. of Labor 
Mr. Robert Lewis 
Youth Sper.iahst 
Mr. Wallace Nave 
Western Ky. State Umv. 
Dr. Doug Scutchfield 
Continuing Professional Educ. 
Mr. Ernest Walker 
Cc•.mcil c,f the Southern Mts. 
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Dr. Charles Payne 
Morehead State Univ. 
Mr. John Stanley 
lfniv. 
Dr. Ja.d· Sen: 1 
?,forehead ''r;;.,.: UIJ,v. 
M·. CJ, ... lcsl,, t.a 
Dr. HeTir, Stuk:1. 
Mor~h,•ac] S!..i., .• lJni. 
Mr. Mlke Johnson 
Mc,:ehe:id State Univ. 
M1,:; Ab1 Banks 
Hazard, Kentucky 
Dr. Hovrnrd W . Beers 
Universlty of Kentuck y 
Mr. Jolm. Chatfield 
Sccial Security Admin. 
Mr. Thomas Coyne 
College of Business Admin. 
Mr. James Deck 
W . Va. State Board of Educ. 
Mr. Charles I. Foltz 
Appalachian Regional Comm. 
Mr. Joseph Mangano 
Bureau of Continuing Educ . 
Mrs. Thelma P. Orr 
ABE Recruitment Research 
Mr. Elmer Smith 
Social & Rehabilitation Serv . 
A. Current Full Time Admi:.istrative Staff 
Executive Director - GEORGE WARREN EYSTER 
Description of Duties ; 
The execu tive project director will be responsible for tl-:e d. • suo~r -
vision of the educational program and general managenenr of 1 ., 1, C>,,;i_:t. 
He will be responsible to (ard the liaison offi( er t)etwcc:·) tl 
and the Office of Education ror the con.due 1 of tnc-' Pr0iE- :t. 
Responsibilities are outlined as follow~ 
1 . Establish a commur iC"a tion system with th(; =-even :., : -'., invol ,. ,, · 
in the project whi::.h wo1-1ld ~:1el11de tr.e state departments of 
education and other resources witr.in each state, other programs 
of adult basic educaiioP in Regtor III, the advisory committee , 
and the United States Office of Ed11caticn. 
2 . Recruit, train a nd organize the derr.01:stration 1~enter staff , con-
sultants, and s pecialists for program activities. 
3. Give assurance of meeting deadlines and req uirements of collect-
ing and compiling reports required by the guidelines developed by 
the United States Office of Education for operating the program . 
4. Develop a closely km t organization in the central office a nd in 
the s ta te modules and field units to insure operation efficiency . 
5 . Develop demonstration programs geared io the objectives and 
philosophy of this program . 
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GEORGE WARREN EYSTER, Executive Director 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606- 784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext, 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Duplex 6, Apartment 11 
Ward Oates D :1 ve 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phont!: 606-784- 9 291 
T wo years experience, e lementary, second :;.ry ar:d spe::i.J.l ed.i::ati:,n in a neuropsyci11atr1c in.'. ~,?; 
eight years in youth organization adult educat.1or.; part?nt education, pc½lic relatic-1.!S and ~er:el 
school and foundation administration; two years as a consulunt m elementary arid ~ccondau cu1: 
ulum, and community school organization with a state depJ~men: of education; th~ee )ea--s as 
assistant superintendent, elo>,;--,"n:ary anc! ~ec.;n::1:uy ecw:2~,0n and tl1r~ctor ::,£ :in exp.>:imen • .,_, a,]. t 
education program in a forei!Sl' coui:try; and, ~everr year:;:""! tre Unh•d Sta~es 1\1vy, four years v. 
U. S. N. as training officer in an :i.float tra.r..a.ng :::,m~-:1::1d o! t!:e Ur.:te·1 St1 .-~ Navy, 
EDUCATION: 
PhD (Pending) 
6 Year Specialist Degree 
Master of Arts 
Master of Science 
Bachelor of Science 
EXPERIENCES: 
t-'1..ct1~•H1 St..:'":. tr~. rr ,_, 
Michisi;a~. St, '! Ul'.ive.mt·,· 
Easte."":l M1dugar. lir.ners1:y 
Ut::..1 v::rs1t~· of M ,cr.i.ga..:. 
Unive~:ty of Micl-.:62:i 
1. 1964 - 1967, Assistant Superintendt!nt of th~ A meric::,., Scho0: Fou.ll•ht.on, A. C. in Mexico 
City. During this period I was responsible for •!:e ,!evebprr:e!lt of an <!Xperimt!nta.l adult 
education program for Mexican n<.lt1ona.1' wi~J, in objective o' :;c,vice <1nd of America:i in-
terest abroad. I, also, was respo!!Sible for ge!".enl admi-::·.:.-.;.tb:- of tl:e elementary and 
secondary school and director of v:i.c,ation s-::h•:icl pogram~. 
2 . 1960 - 1964, Special St .. ff Assbtant, Mot, F'o~'1d·:t1or;. Progr~m of th:: Fl int Board 0£ Education, 
Flint, Michigan. I was responsible for general public relations for the Mott Foundation; 
Coordinator of the Mott Inter-University Clinical Prepar.ation Program for School Administrators 
involving the major universities in Michigan; and, Conferences and Workshops on the commun-
ity, state and national levels. 
3. 1958 - 1960, Consultant, Michigan Depanmt!nt of Public Instruction, Lansing, Michigan. As 
consultant in elementary and secondary education, I worked •hroughout the State of Michigan 
with major responsibility in state curnculum committees and community school development. 
4, 1953 - 1958, Director, Youth Activities and Parent Education, Mo~ Foundation Program and 
the Flint Board of Education. DUl'ing th,s pericd I wa;; respons1':ile fc. the organization of a 
community-wide youth program utilizing scho-:il facilit ies tr..roughout the year and coordinating 
programs with all youth serving agencies incJmling the devE.bpment of a commm1ity- wide, 
international exchange program. 
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5. 1951 - 1953, U. S. N. T raining Officer, Commu:ucatiol:.!:; Trainmg Com mand Guan tanamo, 
Bay, Cuba . 
6 . 1950 - 1951, Educational and Recre .... t.1ond The;:apizt; Neuropsychiatric Institute, University 
of Michigan Hospital worl<ing with pre - ~chool, elem entary 'lnd secondary school, neurotic and 
psychotic patients. 
7 . 1945 - 1947, United States Navy, Tuix.ng Comm and, T::air.ing Offic er, Guantanam o Bay, Cuba. 
8. 1943 - 1945, Unit ed States Navy V- 12, Mid:;h..pman and related tra1::.ing, Officer, U. S . S, 
Philadelphia , Atlantic. 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCES AND SKil.LS : 
1. Public Rela tions and rehtt-d material dcve!c.>pm1::ut. 
2 . Film Product ion : Slid es and motion pi.c~-=:s (~•:r!pts and directic:c.). 
3. Conferenc e Director: Workshops at ~oc~l, ~t~ acd nation .. ! lev0 J.,,. 
4. Curriculum Material Development ,me!. Evaba::b:i: Elem?ntary, seco:idary a:id adult educat ion . 
5 . General Administration: Personnel; :B.1dge~; lnver,tory and Build:n,; Program~. 
LANGUAGES: 
SPANISH - Reading, w.iting and speak.ng, FRENC:i - Reading 
CREDITS: "Show Cases Fo r ExcP.llence" , 16 rnr . s-,=d, 30 ml:rn;~~=, P!'O:h.1c<::d £0~ t.'ie Association of 
Americ an Schools in the Republic o f Me:.c,c~. E•67. 
BEDEL: Basicos Esencial es de Lib,·e (Ba3ic E~:;e:!t..'>is o: Free Enterp,_,.,. ). fran;;lu ted and adapted for 
Mexico from DuPont Corpo!".i~ion m;iteri-<b. 'The Am<?r:r.:an Scb,::,ol Foimdat.:m, A.C. 1Q6S. 
CERTIFICATION: Michig an Secondary Perrr.a!l'::::.t Certificr.tc, D~::<?.nb<?:i' l:>, 1955. 
COU.EGE DISTINCTIONS: "All Americr.n" Awar.!s, U.S . Spr!.ngbo:sr-:l D.ving T~'lm, Ut>iversity of 
Michigan. 
TRAVEL: Europe, Central and So uth America, Mexico, Caribbean and all of North America 
excluding Alaska. 
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University Liaison - DR. MORRIS LEE NORFLEET 
DR. MORRIS LEE NORFLEET, Vice Preside!lt 
Research and Program Development 
Liaison Coordinator to the Appalach1an Adult Basic 
Education Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext. 276-277 
Morehead Sta te University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Ro ute 1, Forest Hills 
Morehead , Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606-784-4S79 
Six and one-half years experience in the secondary school system, eighteen months as educational 
assistant in public relatioru:, six months in market research, two years as an instructor at Purdue 
University, and three years as Director of Student Teaching at Morehead State College and two 
years as Director of Research and Program Development. 
EDUCATION: 
PhD in Education - Purdue University 
M.S . in Educatio:::i - Purdue Univer-;ity 
EXPERIENCES: 
1. 1965 - 1967, Professor in Educat.on and Director of R esearch and Program Development at 
Morehead St;ite University. Developed a tot;il campus research program and worked in the 
development of all new camp115 prognrns. Durir.g the period, I served as Director of the 
Head Start Teac:!:ier Trai.aing P!'ognm er. campus. 
2 . 1962 - 1965, Assocfa.te Profe~sor .:i Educ2.tio.:. a:id Directo r of Student Teaching at Morehead 
State College. 
3. 1960 - 1962, ln.,r!:ructcr in Educ.:.t1on, Pt:..."C.u~ University. During these two years I served as an 
instructor in educaaon and supe.-v1S?r for twenty-five schools in Indiana, working with 
teachers and school administrators to improve 2.nd develop new instructional programs, 
4. January - September, 1960, Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Association , Market Research 
Analyst. 
5. 1958 - 1960, Indiana Farm Bureau Coopentive Association, Education Assistant, Public 
Relations Department. My responsibility was to develop an educational program that would 
be used by schools and other groups. During my tenure in this department, I served as a 
resource person for home economic, vocational agriculture and social study classes, Evansville 
T. V. School, and the Purdue Economic Workshop. I also developed numerous teaching aides 
and course outlines for high school classes. 
6. 1952 - 1958, Spiceland Public Schools, Spiceland, Indiana, science teacher, I taught both 
high school stude:its and adult evemng classi!s, I was a supervising teacher for Purdue University 
during this period. Working on several S'...ate education committees gave me an overview of 
education in Indiana, 
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ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCES: 
1. Director of Head Sta.:-t Teache~ Tr-i.1 :i1,,g Prcg_•._m t.1'.e Gamm'=: of 19€5. 
2. Taught Adctlt Educatio!l cb;ses six Yt.'rs. (p :t-tim.,) 
3 . Assisted in the d evelopment of t.wc Reg· 1:.ii F.d.;.c.ti0~ L .. b-... ~a:.C!'.'e0 , serving as a consultant in 
compensatory educatio!l ir. th.: propos:..! develc.pme!lt st~ge of c-_e laboratory. 
4. Served as a consultant in deve!.np. r·g ~ P:a:ir.1¥.g PI\ po,·a.1 f..,c a Supplementary Education 
Center. (funded) 
5. Made studies on various problem -..:.:: z c..~_...-~g!-.nt ou: U::.se~1ty. 
6. During 1966-19671 se:ved as D±.:ec!or cf P:--j~.::· UPWARD BOUND . 
PUBLISHED MATERIALS: 
1. Film Study Guide, t..o Use In Teach'.nsi; C.::·F-=:it:ve; •,:- Vvc~t.o::al Ag!':culture a::d Social 
Studi!::s Cla~ses . 
2. A Course of Study O!l. Coop.:i-.;.tiv"~• 
3 . A Course of Stuc!y on Fe.'tLj!~::-3. 
4. Indiana Young Farmi:r; Ha:::idbo,.,k. 
ARTICLES: 
1. Reading Goal, of Ur.dt::-·ta..,ding, 1959, p:..bL,.~ed 1- "'i'i-,-, C:: - .:.p 01f c -.l". 
2. Tools in Their Hands, 1960, published.~ "1 "'" C0- 0F Of:~::. al". 
3. Student, Coun.;elor and Vrc:i.tic.,r,al Ag:i::dtt..:-e Te.i..::re:, 1961, pub~-sh«d b l!'cc Agri_.::cl!;,.i.r~ 
Education Maga zine, The School Co=~el::r. 
4. The Student T eache~ and The Guidance V:ew Poi:::t., 1963, pub::shcd in tht- Ag:-1c~l:'1;--:._e_ 
Educatior. Magazine , T!.e Schr,o). Cnl.!l:'"'~'.'r. 
5. Report of a Survey of Rese~x:½ :r. the S?ut.'-:r.,::ta::::: R.-gn .. , 1963, puELhF.d int.½~ St .. dent 
T eaching Topics . 
6. R esearch Activit!.es, 1964, publis~<d 1, t:,e <; :-.:d~nt T.2ac••~.::.~ T~s. 
7. A Report of a Survey of R,,, arch, 1965, rnblishP-:l b the StJder.t "."each1_E_[ __ :_:rop1c~ 
8 . A Ghnce at the "Typical" C:0lle.ge St-.. dent, l?f7, publ.~hed in The West?.:::. Rt-co:"<ie,. 
9 . IRS in Higher Educ:i.tion, 1967, published i1c tl:e Mc:"':!:•,~a_d St;.·~~ Ui:iver:;1ty Al=us. 
10. The Computer - How It Stretches the Students ' Mind, 1967, published in the NEA Journal. 
11. Counseling to R elieve Anxietie:;: of Student Teach~rs, 19f7, published in Student T eaching Topics. 
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Research Administrator - DR. N. HAROLD ROSE 
Description of Duties: 
1 . Design all field projects to enable collecting valid and reliable 
information . 
2. Design special programs with experimental-control situations 
for te sting methods, materia ls , and new techno logy. 
3. Work with evaluation specialist in preparing evaluative tech-
niques and tes ting materials. 
Ed uca tiona l Reguiremen ts : 
M. S . in Education , with emphasis on research, plus additional 
course work or experience beyond the M. A. level . 
Desired Experiences : 
Work in a public school with the job of research coordinator or 
comparable experience. 
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N. HAROLD ROSE 
Research Administrator 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606- 784-9229 
University Phone: 784-4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Route # 1, Hidden Valley 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606- 784-9507 
Three years of research experience with three different research topics, all conducted within the 
University framework. 
EDUCATION: 
PhD in Adult Education, minor in Educational Research - Florida State U:civers1ty 
M. Ed. in Agriculture Education - North Carolina State University 
B. S. in Agriculture Education - North Carolina State University 
EXPERIENCE: 
1. 1968 - 1969, Research Specialist, AABEDC 
2. 1967 - 1968, Research Assistant at Florida State Univen:ity. I conducted :;tudy on the effect of 
sociability on group interaction. 
3 . 1966 - 67, Graduate Assistant at Florida State University. Involved in the attempt to establish 
an experimental off-campus MastP.r1s degree program in Adult Ecucation. 
4. 1965 - 1966, Research Assistant for the CLn::er for Occupational Education at North Carolina 
State University. I conducted a study of the Social Part:.cip1t1on Role of the Voc ational 
Education Teacher. 
5. 1963 - 1964, Summer employment at Union Carbide Research Farm in C layton, North Carolina , 
I was charged with the responsibility of conducting field experiments. 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCES: Adult Basic Education Teacher Training Workshop, Florida State 
University, 1968. 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANlZA TIONS: 
1. Member of Adult Education Association. 
2. Member of Phi Delta Kappa, Professional Fraternity, 
3. Member of Kentucky Association for Continuing Education. 
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PUBLICATIONS AND DEGREE TOP!CS: 
1. Rose, N. Harold, C'. Doug!a· B.-y~:-st ,::d l..aw_,.,,..:, W. D.cib.c~., Thr , ,,...::1al P.1rticlf . 
of the Vocational Ed1C'.l.tion T ... 1 ... hc;, 1'lc-+•1 C'l""'l'-:a St:i.tP U::iiv~r::'t>" J.l Ralcigl:: re, ., • ,>< 
Research, Developme:::it and Tr \• ,:i>!_ - Oc.::up~fr,'1al Ed11c'ltt" . ( .. press) 
2. Rose, N . Harold , A ComparativP Stud,, of ti_ So.::.;i.l Par~1c1pa• en Rol! u• Vocatioua,, ~ .ul-
ture and Non-Vocnional Teacher, Ti,t?s1;, North C:;.ro!ira 5·?•. Umv,·--•ity ., Hal..-igl1, ·r.o, 
130 pages. 
3 . Rose, N. H=irold, The Effect of Sociabil:t} ·1:,•i r, ~m0~Bp" c Facto:. on Gi'C'up L ·;,. t;on, 
PhD Dissertation, Florida State Ut:ive:-:;ity, TaE'.lhass(.,:: , FI0:d.a, lGl::13, 163 pag, • 
Administrative Assistant - FRANK J. COLLE SANO 
Description of Duties. 
1 . Responsible for organiz!.:-.g =.rid s11pervisir:9 the central-ufri c-s 
clerica l staff. 
2 . Equip central office arid mai.nta~n supplies . 
3 . Evaluate performance of c lerica l staff. 
4 . Assist in developing the learning laoora tory - Demonstration 
Center. 
5 . Fiscal Records: (a} AABEDC (b) State Module Field Units. 
Educational Requirements : 
Teaching in or working with comparable programs. 
FRANK J, COLLESANO 
Administrative Assistant 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext . 289 
Morehead State Univer:;ity 
Morehead, K entucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Perk•~ Trailer Court #4 
Flemingsburg Road 
Mo~ehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone : 606-784-7202 
One sem ester experience teaching at the high schoc,l l ~vd On_ year's experience working as a graduate 
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assistant, invol ved in the budgeting aspects of t;,e fodera! rrogra:n. 
EDUCATION: 
Mast er of Busine~s Education , Mc rehe;id State Un 1v.-:s\ty, Bachdo1 ,,! Sc•enc .. , Mor,. h<?ad State 
Universit y, General Se;i~:::ice Degree, Gr(ve: CL,vela::d High Sc'-o,,l. 
EXPERIENCES: 
t. S eptember 1967 - August 1968, C:nd,.1ate A~ist .. nt h 1J-,e App..>.lac~•;'ln Adult Ba~ic Education 
De monst ration Center. During this period! was r<spor_Slrk f0r rlw accow1tmg and budget.:ry 
aspects of the federa lly fu:i.ded program. 
2 . Fe bruary 1967 - May 1967, St.ident tr·:i chi!r at B-rr·d Cour::•. P._i;;h Sd::x>l, A~:1·hr.d, Kentucky. 
During this pericd I tai;ght gener~ l bu~m.:ss .i.r.~ ryp_,·11r:.:bg i c:.1,. ,. • I ::ompl,;to.d 92 hours 
of teaching, 40 hou:·~ of p:irt,.c. pa·:c::-., .;:.:l 40 11,;:.i~. r .)~',,,n ,,~ion. 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPER!L"K'ES: 
1. Production wor..1<e!' at Chevro:-=t - Dele van . 
2 . Postm an for Buffalo PvsNl ;ys:,;m. 
LANGUAGES: LA TIN - read. 
C REDITS: 
"T he Establishm ent of a Master c,f Sc-enc•· n ~:.?.s•-.• "' Adm::- t: ,, !~, 1 r-.· 1'.: ..,, s;; Edi.:-.:~tio :1 at 
Morehead State University. " R es;, 1.rcr art.::::1-e p:1h:i,1,- c! !r. t'•e Mor~=-• .vl ~t-UP. Unive_-:;ity facul ty 
n ewspaper, T he R ese'll'Ch Nl"w~. 
CERTIFICAT ION: Teac!io?.r prtp~:1.tury C:):irse :,, ::n1•,, ,·i EdJ::~t:·:,:- , ,Jith ar. add:t,,:-:-<ll mathematics 
and Latin back grotmd. 
COLLEGE D ISTINCTIONS: 
Who ' s Who in American Colleges d.nd Uu,versjties. 
Gradua te Assistant in the Appalachian Adult Ba~1c Educa tion Demonstr,1t'on Cent er. 
ORGANIZATIONS: Phi Delta Kappa, Educational Frllternity, G:imm;i Thf'la Lambda, Social Fraternity . 
La tin C lub. 
TRAVEL: 
A tlantic Sea Coast, Southe:":'.1 States, ra!l.gmg from Louisiana to Flcnda , M1c!w1c~tun States and 
Nassau in the Baham as. 
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Evaluation Specialist - MRS. ANN P. HAYES 
Description of Duties : 
1 . Responsible for working with field units as programs a re 
developed to build in the eva luati on component. This v\ ill 
include the evaluation design, developing methods for data 
collection , data processing and summarizing evaluative re-
sults. 
2. Prepa re evaluative reports for project director to s ubmit tc.. 
the United States Office of Edw-ation. 
3 . Keep central staff and field units informed of overall progress 
of operative programs . 
4. Assist in developing the central evaluation component, in-
c luding the learning laboratory - demonstration center. 
Desired Educational Requirements: 
The doctorate is desired, however, a person with a M. A. degree, 
plus extensive experience will be given due consideration. 
Special Skills Needed: 
Must be thoroughly familiar with curriculum deve lopment and 
tec hniques of evaluating behavioral changes. 
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MRS, ANN P. HAYES 
Evaluation Specialist 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext, 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
235 W. Sun Street 
Morehead, Kentuck y 
Home Phone: 606-784-7419 
Three years of experience as a research assistant in readrng and adul t educat ion. 
EDUCATION: 
B. S. in Secondary Educat10n - Udve:s1ty of Vc::r.:io.'.lt 
M.A. in Education - (pending) - Universit; of Cl-ii:::ago 
PhD in Educat ion - (pending) - U nive~ity cf Ch1cag:i 
EXPERIENCE: 
1. 1963 - 1964, Research assistant in reading, Depa;'.men.: 01 !..,,Jca.uon, -.,m, o;n}'" ,; ~.,,, _ _..,,,. 
2 . 1964 - 1967, Arlmicistrative l:ea.d, Education L:brary, University of Clucago. 
3. 1967, R esearch Assistant for Ford Founda:.:ou adn:t basic education project, National Opinion 
Research Center, Univerdty of Chicago. 
4, 1968 - 69, Assistant proj ect director in adult education, Department of Education, University 
o f Chicago. 
5. 1969, Director of adult b.asic education teacher-traming work;;hop, Appalachian Adult Basic 
Education Dem onstrat ion Ce!lter, Morehead State Universi ty. 
RELATED WORK EXPERIENCE: 
1. 1964, Project director, Adult Educauon Council of Greater Chicago. 
2. 1967 - 68, Planning Board, Adult Education Council of Greater Chicago. 
3, 1968 - 69, Staff training sessions for neighborhood advisory boa rds of m edical and m ental 
health centers. 
4. 1968 - 69, Observing member, Joint Advisory Committee on Adult Basic Education of the 
Chicago Board of Education and the Cook Cow:ty Department of Public Aid. 
PROFESSIONAL1 HONORARY, AND C IVIC ORGANIZATIONS: 
1. International Reading Association. 
2. National Association For Pubhc School Adult Edacation, 
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3. Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. 
4. Phi Be ta Ka ppa. 
S. Kappa Delta Pi, Profe~sional Frater.iity. 
6. Pi Lambda Theta, Professional So:oritv. 
7. Medical Committee for Human R ights. 
8. Adult Education Council of Greater Chicago. 
PUBLICATIONS: 
1. Hayes, Ann, Na!lcy L:ghtliall and D;i.mel Lupton, An Investigation of Materials and M!~ •ds 
For the Introductory S•.age cf Ad:.ilt L ·:cracy E<lu.cation 1 Chicago: Adult Education Cou .. .::il ot 
Greater Chicago, 1965. Repnnted 1s "Methods" in Frank Lanning and Wesley Manning, 
Basic Education For t...1-i.e Disadvantaged Adult: Theory and Practices, Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1966. 
2. William G~iffith and Ann Haye·, F~hting tr.:, tl:o: Adult Learner", Speaking Abo·.1t Adults: 
Proceedmg fl">m the Adult B:.;.c E:i_ ·,~10:::t Wc-rk~~, Revised, Dekalb: Northen lllinois 
University, 1969. (b p.:-,m) 
3. William Griffith and A= Eaves, "Aduu B:isic F.ducatio~: Th<:? State of the A•t" , ir the p, ·• 
ceedings of the Preccnvent ior: lr..:;,.~utt C'f the Nationa.l Association for Public Scl1ool Adult 
Education, the fot1:rnational R eaamg As"oci2L<.m, and the National Coul"cil of Teache 1-s '>f 
English, S i::at'"le , Washington, 19'53, Jo•ep' M-in:?, .1w, '. ,--hamp;, ign fl I in 
Council of Teachers c,f English, 1970. (in pres~) 
4. William Griffith and Ann H?.ye~ (e±:. ), Res<:?~rch _in Adult Basic Education (tentative title ). 
Proceedir:gs of a Work;hop fc ~~c~ .. 1-~ ~--ic. To Improve University Teacher Training In 
Adult Basic Education, 1969. ( in n=ess __ probtbly University of Chicago Press, 1970) 
Information Specialist - LAMAR V. MARCHESE 
Description of Duties: 
1 . Develop a materials center and a collec tion of all related adult 
basic education materials with special reference t o the Appa la-
chian Region . 
2. Coordinate news release information materials systems . 
3 . Design systems of collecting and dissemination of project 
activities, demonstra tion centers and on-going programs . 
4. Develop vis ual aids of a variety to support activities of 
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the learning laboratory. 
5. Develop maj or adLlt basic educction communications sys tem 
in the Appala chia:-- Regio:-,. 
6. Develop appropr'ate planr:.ing for the production of a film ETV 
and/or Radio erriphas1zir.g effort for the recruitment and gen-
e ral understanding o: adt:lt basic education. 
7 . Institute arJd coord::.J. te foe cbove activities as an adult 
basic education cti•:isic·'1 of the Mo,e!v.::ad State University 
Library , Mult' -Med_a ar.d Materiais Center. 
8. Develop televis· c:1 a:-id radio corri po:1 0::-- s of the : - ·,r 1 ,chion 
Adult Basic Educe L!cr Dernon3tra t!.on C8nter and State Modules. 
Educationa l Reguiremer.ts_: 
B. S. in Edt:catior1 witt emp7.asis on Jour::i.alism, plus additional 
course work or experience teyc-.d the M.A. level in audi.:;visual aids, 
public relations, ETV a:--d R"id:o. 
Desired Experience~: 
Work in public schools with experience in a v3riety of media, 
jo urnalism and public relatio·1s. 
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LAMAR VINCENT MARCHESE 
In.formation Specialist 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone : 606-784-4181 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Duplex 7, Apartment 14 
rf C"a l .... r1ve 
M;>: . '1c:J.~, , ·tucky 
Home Phone: b,16-784 - 6102 
One year as VISTA Volunteer in Maryland Job Co::-ps Center. Reading lr.structor with Job Corps m 
West Virginia for one year. Six months as l>eadstart teacher wit.h Sem:r.ole Indian children in 
Florida. Graduat<! assistant witl, the Universi:y of Flor:da's Ra-iio Cen~t'r for two years. Summer 
intern with African Divtsion of the Vo:c~ of Am~r:ca. 
EDUCATION: 
Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences - Ur.iv.,;sity of So..:J1 F!orida, Tampa , Florida. 
Candidat e - Master of Arts 111 Com!Ilumcat!~'l~ U::.,,l.ve:s:tr 0£ Fbr:d,1., G·t:r.e~ville, Fbrida. 
EXPERIENCES: 
1. September 1967 - June 1969, Cradua~e A~s1st:.1,1t with the UI!i.ve:sity d Flor:da 's R;i.dio Cen<:er. 
During the laJt six montm of as,;1std.n.sr.1p w.;.~ -i.ctlng op..r .. ti')l'S manager in charge of super-
vising announcers, and writerr, prog,amrn1Jg ar:d produ-::tio~. 
2. June 1968 - September 1968, Sumr.!er :1te.:'!:! wilh the Afr.can D,vi,i,m of the Voic~ of 
America. Responsible for writing a!'d o:-oc!u.:in;1. raili.:> pl"'grams fo;: over-;eas broadcast. 
Other duties included interviews, tape editbg and prngram :~~earch. 
3 . January 1967 - J~e 1967, Headst-:rt teacher w:th S.:JTtinol~ lodi .. ns . Began "org:u::..c reading" 
program , organized educational tdp, supf.rvis,':d t.oacht!r-aic!s. 
4. January 1966 - January 1967, Rea±~g , -:s':ru.ct?r .-v1~J, na::-ptcrs -~rr, Job Corps Cente., Harpers 
Ferry, West Virginia. Organized Center-wide ec!t:cation film program, edited corpsmen 
newspaper. 
5. January 1965 - January 1966, VISTA Volunteer stationed at Cat.:>ctou Job Ccrps Center, 
Lantz, Matyland. Teaching reading and guidance maJ0r duties, organized J.nd ~upervised 
trips, taught typing, started center newspap,~r, etc. 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCES: 
1. Office supply salesmen 
2. Crane operator for Florida Steel Corporation 
3. Box stitcher in factory 
4. Mail room assistant at Tampa T ribune Compa:iy 
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COLLEGE DISTINCTIONS: 
Graduate Assistant with University of Florida's Radio Center 
Production Assistant on "S econd One Hundred" television series 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, Broadcasting Fraternity 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
TRAVEL: 
East Coast, West Coast, Midwest and Southern U. S. , Nassau in the Bahamas and French C,rnada, 
Learning Center Specialist - JOHN E. GAUS 
Description of Duties : 
1 . Be responsible for all library s c ience activity related to the 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration L,erne1 rn-
cluding the accumulation , installation, cataloging of all 
materials in the general field of adult education and specifi -
cally, adult basic education. 
2. Serve the needs and interests of all major compone nts of the 
Demonstration Center including the learning cente r, diagnos-
tic center , state modules a nd state departments of e ducation. 
3. Coordinate the library science activities of the Demons tration 
Center with all s i milar ac tivit ies serving adult basic e ducation. 
4 . Develop a learning center with apprecia tion for ABE c lients and 
ABE teacher-training components utilizing , where possible. 
Requirements: 
M . A. or M. S. in Library Science. 
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Des ire d Experience: 
Work experience should include class room instruction , adul t 
education admini stration, adult basic education or re lated activity. 
Experience and/or awareness of problems of adult basic education . 
JOHN ERNEST GAUS 
Leaming Center Special ist 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
SUMMARY: 
214 Knapp Avenue 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606- 784- 7914 
Training Coordinator for staff of Training School for Mentally Retarded; Dire<.:tor o_ - _d · .:i1 hl,,, :. 
for a State Council of Churches for 4 1/2 years; Pastor of local congregations 9 1/2 years; Curator 
of Mineral Industries Museum 1 1/2 years; Metallurgist for 1 year and 2 summers; United Stat es 
Navy for 3 years, including six months as shipboard officer. 
EDUCATION: 
Doctor of Philosophy (Adult Education) - University of Wisconsin - to be awarded January, 1970 . 
Master of Sacred Theology - Lutheran Theological Seminary, Philadelphia. 
Bachelor of Divinity - University of Chicago Divinity School. 
Master of Science - Metallurgical Engineering - Columbia University. 
Bachelor of Engineeri-cg - Mechanical Engineering - Yale University. 
EXPERIENCES: 
1. 19 67 - 1969, While a full - time student at the University of Wisconsin, served as Research 
Assistant in Adult Education for one academic year and Program Coordinator in University 
Extension for 3 months, and Training Coordinator for staff of 1, 100 at Central Wisconsin 
Colony for 9 months. Conducted worship services on Sundays as time permitted. 
2 . 19 63 - 1967, Director of Field Services for Wisconsin Council of Churches, including 
research on location of all church buildings in the state, interdenominational mergers in 
rural , suburban, and city areas; initiating ministries in 4 state parks; state prison 
preaching missions; teacher training institutes for vacation church schools; youth seminars 
to New York and Milwaukee; camp leadership training for adults; Indiana Pl an Institutes fo r 
adults. 
3. 1953 - 1963, Pastor of 3 rural congregations in Central Pennsyl vania coal region for 3 1/4 
years; 4 months exchange pastor in Hamburg, Germany; Past or of b ilingual , biracial con-
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gregation in inne r-city Philadelphia 6 vears. Preaching, couuseling, youth work, teaching, 
social action institutes and rallies and mar::he:; a!:!d petitionings. 
4. 195 1 - 1953, While student a t Univer.:ity of Chicago Divinity School, sold Fuller bru:;hes to 
pay expenses. 
5. 1948 - 1951, Metallurgist for General Electr..c Compar.} 1 ye .. :, and Curator of Minc, ;;.l 
Industries Museum at Penn Sta te College for 1 1/2 year~. 
6. 1946 - 1948, While :;tudent a t Columbia Umvers~t"v , was meta:lurgist for R<!yn.:ilds 
Aluminum Company summe r 1946 and Bell Telephone Laboratories summer 1947. 
7 . 1943 - 1946, U. S. Navy: V-12, V- 5, midshipman's ~chool, Ensign aboard water tar_1<e1 
Was awarde d B. E. degree from Yale as end of V- 12 program. 
LANGUAGES: 
German, read, write , spe ak, preach. 
TRAVEL: 
Continental U . S., Hawaii, Ala:;ka; C .. nada - ~11 ]Jrc>V;r.ces but Nor:hwe~: temtor1es, Newfoundland, 
Labrador, and Que bec; Europe - Sweder., No::-Wo.), Den.,ia:k, E::,lL.nd, Fra:uce, Belgium, England, 
Germany, (Bundesrep ublik, D . D . R . , a:w:iBe:-.i::.)1 Ital), Austri.i, Switz,~ri.an::l; J-ipan, Hong Kong, and 
the Pacific Ocean. 
DISSERTATIONS: 
M . S. - The Micro-Crackin g Chancteri.stics cf Brit!e-Quenc¾~d Carbon StePls (1948) 
S . T. M. - T he Fac tual St-.1dy of Religior in tl:c P11bllc Schools ( 1965) 
PhD - Some Educationd.l Achievements of th!! Upp,aia A$SP.mbly oi t:1e World Council of Churches (1970) 
Curriculum Specialist - HUSAIN QAZILBASH 
Descri ption of Duties: 
1 . The collection and screeni ng of pertinent adult bas i c e duca-
tion curricula mate rials - ha rdware and s oftwa re . 
2 . Develop testing designs of curricula ma ter ia l s for evaluation 
with spec ial a pplicatio!ls to the Appalachian Reg ion and within 
the AABEDC s ta te module field unit project s . 
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3. Prepare evalua tion reports a nd criteria for curricula develop-
ment and review. 
4 . Introduc e new curric ula materials within the region and re-
porting system. 
5 . As sist in the developme nt and es tablis!1ment of gradu, Lt- -.::1dGr -
graduate and tec hnical ins t itut e adul t basic educat ion curric1Jla . 
6 . Assist in the coordination c: aault r~s:.c education wc--k:;hor,-:,. 
teache r trainer i nstitut e s, serrtn~rs on the ra.rpu~ cf 1\.01ehed ..• 
State Univers ity . 
7 . Disseminate and coo rdinat e a dult ba.s ,:, educe. tion curricula 
development and activities to Regio::-a 1 ins titut ions of highe r 
learning. 
Educational Requirements: 
M. S . in Education with e mphasi s in st:.rf~suluT development. 
Doctorate will be given preference . 
Desired Experience: 
Experience in the d e ve lopment of currict:.lum materials in elemen-
tary and secondary educatio n, experience in the area of adult education 
and adult basic education i s preferred. 
Experience in inter- di sciplinary univers ity curricula development 
or graduate program deve lopment would be highly de s irable . 
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HUSAIN QAZILBASH 
Curric ulum Specialist 
Appalachian Adult Basic Educ ation 
Demonstra t ion Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Morehead State University 
T railer Court # 1 
U . S. 60, East 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606- 784-S1S2 
One year teac hing experience a t graduate a nd undergraduate levels, one and one - half year of library 
experience, three years of research experience with several research topics, all conducted within the 
University framework. 
EDUCATION: 
PhD in Adult Education - *Florida State University 
M. S . in Agriculture Education - Montana State University 
Diploma in Agriculture Extension work - Justus LieLig University, West German y 
B. S . in Agriculture - University of Sind, Pakistan 
*To be formally completed in February, 1970. 
EXPERIENCE: 
1. 1967 - 1969, Graduate Assistant (Research and T eaching ) Departm ent of Adult Education, 
Florida State University. 
2. 1967 - 1968, Assistant to the Coordina tor of Adult Basic Educ ation T eacher Training 
Workshops, Florida State Uni versity. 
3. 1964 - 1966, Library Assist ant, University of Guelph, Guelph,Ontario, Canad a (Universi ty 
of Toronto). 
4. 1961, Lecturer, Village AID Institute, International Cooperation Alliance . 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCES: 
1. Ser ved as Admini strative Assistant, USDA, Teacher-Training Program, Montana State 
University, summer, 1966. 
2. Served as interpreter and announcer, Bundes Presse Amt, Bonn West Germany (Translating 
and reading news from German to Urdu and Hindi and reading for broadcast to Pakistan and 
India). 
3 . Recipient of the Fullb right Fellowship, 1966-1967. 
4 . President of the following: Inter- national Club F. S. U . , Muslim Student Association; Vice 
President Adult Educatio n Club; Member of Spec ial Presidential Committee F.S. U.; 
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Appointed member of various committees of Florida State University Administration viz.; 
Selection for Foreign 3tudent Advisor; Faculty-Student Committee on Intt>rnational Student 
Programs; Faculty-Student Committee on Student Orgaruzanons, e:•.c. 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 
1. Member of Adult Education Association 
2. Member of Phi Delta Kappa, Professional Fraternity 
3. Kentucky Adult Education Association 
LANGUAGES: 
Germa.n - speak, read, and write 
Urdu - speak, read, and write 
Hindi - speak, read, and write 
Persian - speak, read, and write 
Arabic - speak, read, and write 
PUBLICATIONS AND DEGREE TOPICS: 
1. Husain Q azilbash and Roy Ingham , A Survey of Grac.uc.1t~ Programs ic. A..!u.t Edt.:catio:i w the 
United States and Canada, Florida State University, Publ ished in Thf' ~"lmmtl!J~ty Team Worl<, 
Indiana University Press, 1969 . 
2. Husain Qazilbash, An Appraisal of Dr. James B. Conant's Stu:iy of tht A-,r<::k.:in High School, 
Master' s Thesis . 
3. Husain Qazilbash, Relationship Between Intelhgenc" .i.nd Information Seek!:.g Process of Adults 
and Age, PhD Dissertation. 
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STATE MODULE PROJECT DIREC TORS= 
Additional AABEDC perso nne l represent leadership in contirnl.lng and 
developing projects. Some are fu ll time "directors" , others am pc ··i.- t i me 
supervi sors with responsibility for experi mental/demonstration A · CDG 
components in their respective sta tes; for regional research a ctiviti ~-~ 
of the AABEDC in their respec tive projec ts; and, for coordination and 
plementation of research findings within their programs as wel i cs ti,e 
dissemination of these a c tivities in their respective states. 
The salaries, or hourly pay are r.ego tiatE:d as a par+ ( c"'?.:-- , 
state module contract budget a greement ard re -imbursed through thG 
local school district. 
STATE MODULE NAME 
Alabama E.C. Wilson 
Alabama Sara Wright 
Georgia T helma Orr 
Kentucky Lawrence Arnett 
Ohio Max W. Way 
Virginia Gary Lowe 
West Virginia Richard Malcolm 







West Virginia 3 
NEW STATE MODULE PROJECTS 
MARYLAND - Thelma Cornish 
NOR TH CAROLINA - Charles M. Ba rre tt 
SOUTH CAROLINA - James K. East 
A/I.EEOC PROJECT 
POSIT ION ¾ T!ME TEACHERS 
Director, AE 409' 13 
Supervfaor o f 
Instrec t io!l 23% 4 
P:-oj ect Direc:or 100% 25 
Project Direct.:>r 100% 2 
Asst. S,1pe:-inter.-
dent-Piketon Co. 259' 9 
Director ALEX 509' 
Project Director 17% 4 








NEW YORK - Al!red Houghton 
PENNSYLVANL~ - Alfred S. Holt 










contributed in-kind and cash which exceeds 100% of A.A.B.E.D .C. spon-
sorship costs. Intra - agency contributions have been in the form of leader-
ship facilities and materials and , truly, represent an amalgamation of 
Appalachian resources in local Appalachian communit ies. 
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A. BUDGET SUMMARY 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, 
. AND WELFARE 
Office of Education 
Buzeau of Adult, Vocational, and Library Programs 
Washington, D.C. 20202 
Budget Summary 
P,oposal for a Special Experimental Demomtratlon Project In Adult Bade Education under Section 309 of.the 
Adult Education Act of 1966 (P,L. 89-7S0). 
Fbcal Yeu:___.!2ZO __ _ 
A. DIRECT COSTS: 
1. Personnel Salaries: 
a. Project Dhectnr .. ..... .. ... . . . $ 21 780. 00 
b. Professional Staff (No. Full Time:_§___) .. .:.· ..!.7~9A.Ju7~~----l 
c. Professional Staff (No. Pa.rt Time:__£____} .. _.__.....,......,...,...__-1 
d. Consultants (No. 183 } . . . . .... -'-"'....._.'-""'"'-"""---I 
e. Secretarial and Clerical (No._6 ___ __.J} ... 
f . Other Supporting Staff (No. 19 } . . . 
Subtotal Personnel Salaries. 
Special State Module . . . . . . . . . 
Total Funds Requested 
. . 200 006 00 
so 000 
Independent Evaluation. • • • . . 12, 942. SO 
2. Employment Services Uld Benefits ••....... . ........ '-_6:::.a.a:3=6....._....._~ 
3 . Travel ... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . -~36~3~8&1~~-f 
4 . Required Fees, if any. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ __. ....... __ _ 
5 . Communications . 2,520.00 
6. Supplies, Printing, and Printed Materials. · · · · · · • · · · · · ·......,15-,-9~30~,-00..__ 
7 . Equipment (Rentals and Pu.rchuea) . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . __ o__ _ 
8. Rental of Space • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • ____ 3_._. -=-ooo~, .... oo __ 
9 . Minor Remodeling of Space . . . . . ......•. .. . •. ... . __ o ___ _ 
10. Ut llttlea and Custodial Service, (if not included In any othe.r Item). _ __,.__ _______ ,__ _ 
Total Direct Costs ••.•• ...••• •. . •..•••. 
B. COST SHARINC (Contribution, of Cnntee and Other Sources) Refere.nce Page __ _ 
C. TOTAL FEDERAL DIRECT COSTS (Total Direct Cort minus cost sharing). .627 
D . INDIRECT COSTS •..•..•..••......... .. ... ~ . .. • so 1 ,29 
E. TOTAL FFDE.R.AL FUNDS REQUESTED (Item C plus Item Dj . ........ . .. . .. $ 677 339.43 
The cost of each component of the amoUJ1t requested for each line Item should ~ ltemited or tally exp&al ... 
in the Budget Explanations Section of the Proposal. 
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Professional Staff (Part Time) 
The Morehead State Univer sity Offices of Research & 
Development will provide the AAI3EDC with periodic 
consultant services and professional assistance in 
graphics, writing , special typing fac ilities, and re-
lated services. 
Other Supporting Staff 
The Morehead State Univers ity program of student 
aid for qualified persons provides 80% of the total 
cost of "work ship " st udents. The AABEDC will em-
ploy five students 
Postage 
Equipment 
Morehead State University has loaned the AABEDC 
a number of pieces of furniture not included in 
cost figures: Two sofas; three conference tables; 
five lounge chairs and e ight conference c hairs. 
These items would rent for approximately $6. 00 




SPECIAL - STATE MODULE COST SHARING (Cash and In-Kind 115 , 00 0+ 
Contribution) 
In every instance , State Module Field Unit ProJect 
Proposals have indicated cooperative activity in ad-
mini stration and the provision of instruction , mate-
ria l s and equi pment to support specific projects. Such 
cooperative act ivity comes from many resources, agen -
c ies, universities and coll eges in the state and local 
area. 
Th e total estimated value of cooperative activity has 
been indicated in each of the State Module proposal s as 
"Cost Sharing" and represents cash and in-kind contribu-
tions . The total input of thi s proposal anticipated in "in-
kind contribution" cannot be st ated in terms of continuing 
or expansion activity. State module inputs as of November 
10 would make in-kind contribution a t a minimum of 39% of 
the total proposal budget of stat e modul es. 
TOTAL C OST SHARING (CASH AND IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS:) 121, 320+ 
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B. EXPLANATION OF BUDGET 
Planning Grant Period 
OEG 2-7 - 005077-5077 
June 19, 1967-Sept. 1, 1968 
Revised Grant Period 
OEG 2-7-005077 -5077 (039) 
Sept. 2 , 1968-Sept. 1, 19 69 
Continuing Grant, Propos a l Reque st 
SepL 2, 1969 -Sept. 1 , 1970 
Revised Grant Period 
OEG 2-7 - 005077-5077 (32 4) 
Sept . 2 , 19 69-June 15, 1970 
' 
Continuing Grant, Proposal Request 
June 16 , 19 7 0 - June 15 , 19 71 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY does not exercise a formalized salary 
schedule or formula for University staff personnel. The University does, 
however, negotiate for personnel within the framework of prescribed national 
averages and Kentucky State averages for University rank and profe ss iona i 
experience . (Reference: Appendix E, Official University statement regard-
ing salaries . ) 
The salaries recommended herein, are not in excess of and conform to 
the limits of the University personnel salary scales for comparable employ-
ment. 
Position qualifications have been presented for those professional 
staff. (Reference: pa ges C4-8 through C4-27. 
Sa laries of professional personnel have been computed on the basis 
or an average of ten percent per annum salary increase, (10%) , or at the 
negotiable rate set by Morehead State University (average annual salary 
increase has been between 6% and 10%) effective July 1, 1970. The 
salary schedule increases have been prorated at 10% within the fiscal year 
budget presented herein. Salaries of clerical personnel have been computed 
in accordance with personnel policies of Morehead State University. 
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A. DIRECT COSTS Annual Funds Requested 
Salary # Months/Tota 1 Budget 
Personnel Positions: 
1. PERSONNEL SALARIES 
a , Project Director (AABEDC) 21,780 12 21,780 
b. Professional Staff (Full Time) 79 ,1 75 
(1) Administrative Assistant 11,000 12 
(2) Research Assistant 15,400 12 
(3) Evaluation Specialist 14,300 12 
(4) Information Specialist 10,750 12 
(5) Learning Center S pecia list 14,625 12 
(6) Curriculum Specialist 13,100 12 
c. Professional Staff (Part Time) 4,000 
(7) Vice President & Staff 
Research & Development 2,000 
(8) Computer Personnel 2,000 
d Consultants (33) Fees at $75/day 2,475 
Consultants (15) 10 days each 11,250 
S - ·-'-)+;\rta l r, Clerical (Full Time) 22 , 570 
(1 ) Secretary 3,960 
(2) Secretary 3,960 
(3) Sec:etary,Infor. Spec. 3,850 
{4) Secretary, Lib. Multi-Media 3,600 
,5) Typist, Administrative Asst. 3,600 
(6) Secrotary, Research Spec. 3,600 
Supporting Staff 58,756 
(1} Graduate Asst. - Statistics 2,933 12 
{2} Graduate As st. - Graphics 2,933 12 
(3} Graduate Asst. -VTR 2 , 933 12 
(4) Graduate Asst. -Diagnostic 2,933 12 
(S) Work.ship Student (Sec.) 126 9 
/. I) Workr hi p Student (Publications) 126 9 
(1' We kf :-:1 p Student (Learn. Cntr.) 126 9 
(8) \"',: ·r.sl1 ., Student (Lib . Science) 126 9 
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Personnel Positions (Continued) 
*** (9) Works hip St uden t (Tabula tor 126 9 
and Data 
**(10) Graduate Asst. (Re s earch) 2, 933 12 
**(11) Graduate Asst . (Re s earch) 2,933 12 
**** (12) Internships (8) 40 , 528 12 
*Personnel currently included in "Continuing" Grant Budget which terminates 
June 15, 1970, are requested for June 16 , 1970-June 15, 1971, or twelve (12) 
months. Secretarial and c lerical personnel a re requested for funding June 16, 
1970 through June 15, 1971 or twelve (12) months. 
**Graduate students are employed on a full - time basis, or twelve (1 2) months. 
***Workshi p students are assigned to the Center by Morehead State University 
on a semester basis as a part of Federa l Work Study Program. Fe de ral funds 
are provided up to 80% for each workship student . Morehead State University 
or other agencies match the remaining 20%. Morehea d State University has 
requested that the Center assume 20% of all workship s tude nt a llotments for 
students employed by the Center. 
****EIGHT Internships wil l be offered to select school d i s trict repre s entatives 
for a period of one year training toward a Masters Degree in Adult and Continu-
ing Education. These persons will then return to their res pe ctive school dis-
tricts to provide leadership to growing adult basic and a dult education programs . 
Each intern will receive $4,000 for the 12 month period a nd $533 per dependent, ' 
(2 dependent/intern). Formula: 8 interns ($4,000 + $533/dependent x 2 de pe n-
dents) . 
Explanations , Personnel Sa laries 
The opening paragraphs explain the general concepts of salary deve lo p-
ment for personnel involved in the Morehead State University-Appa la c hian 
Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center. 
Section A, 1 . C. 7. "Professional Staff" (Part-time) 
The offices, Directors and Staff of Research and Deve lopmen t Divlsjon, 
Morehead State University, are involved in Center activitie s in approximate ly 
4% of division operations. Figures stated are no t in terms of salary but in 
terms of operation: facilities, duplication of materials, continuous consultant 
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services, and inservice research and development training of the AABEDC pro-
fessional staff and secretarial staff. 
Section A. l .D. "Consultants". 
Required consultant services have been defined on pageC4-3, "Consul-
tant and Specialists, Job Descriptions." 
Consultants will serve in four categories or roles (a) Consultants to 
state modules for state module field unit proposal deve lopment and evaluattonr 
(b) Consultants and specialists to the Demonstration Center where ass~stance 
may be required for special project development or new thrusts of the Center: 
(c) Consultants to the Regional Board of Directors of the Appa lachldn Adult 
Basic Education Demonstration Center where needed or requested by the Board: 
(d) Consultants for symposium, workshop, seminar and special research 
activities of the Center. 
Consultant Fees: 
Consultant fees have been established for the total project at seventy-
five dollars per day, ($75.00), plus twenty-one dollars and fifty cents per 
day per diem, ($21.50), out of state, or sixteen dollars per day per diem, 
($16 .00), in state, plus travel expenses as required by Federal, State and 
University regulations. 
Required Consultant Services: 
(a) 15 Consultants, State Module Proposal Development and 15 
Evaluation based upon progress of 13 state module commit-
tee planning to-date for approximately 10 projects. 
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(b) 10 Consultants, special projects of Center and region-wlde 10 
survey activities and evaluation. 
(c) 2 Consultants to attend each of two, (2) Regional Board of 4 
of Directors meetings. 
(d) 4 Consultants should be involved in a special seminar and 1 
workshop activities during the grant period. At least one 
such activity will be conducted each semester during the 
grant period requiring as sis ta nee beyond the regular train-
ing project ca pa cities of the Center. 
(e) 150 Consultants to conduct proposed "regional II rest::e1!~h t Su 
183 
and survey studies in the field: 15 consultants/lo days at 
$75 .00 per day plus travel. 
Total Fees, Consultant Services at $75/day for 183 persons: 
2 . EMPLOYMENT SERVICES AND BENEFITS 
$13,725 . 00 
Morehead State University contributions to retirement, health, workmen•s 
compensation, and other welfare funds maintained for employees are: 
Non-Academic-No Teaching Person: 
(1) Secretary, Executive 
(2) Secretary 
(3) Secretary, Information Spee. 
Soc . Sec. 4.8% of $3960 190.08 
Ky. Ret. System 7% of $3960 277 • 20 
Life Insur. $1. 65/mo. x 12 19 • 80 
Soc. Sec. 4.8% of $3960 1901 08 
Ky . Ret. System 7% of $3960 277.20 
Life Insur. $1. 65/mo. x 12 19.80 
Soc. Sec. 4.8% of $3850 184.80 
Ky. Ret. System 7% of $3850 2p9• 50 
Life Insur. $1.65/mo. x 12 19.80 
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(4) Secretary , Library Multi-Media 
(5) Typist-Admin. Asst . 
(6) Secretary-Research Spec. 
Academic Rank Personnel: 
(1) Project Director 
(2) Administrative Asst . 
(3) Research Assistant 
(4) Evaluation Specialist 
(5) Information Specialist 
(6) Learning Center Specialist 
(7) Curriculum Specialist 
Graduate Assistants: 
(1) Graduate Assistant (Statistics) 
(2) Graduate Assistant (Graphics) 
(3) Graduate Assistant (VTR) 
(4) Graduate Assistant (Diagnostic) 
Soc . Sec. 4.8% of $;3600 172,80 
Ky. Ret. System 7% of $3600 252, 00 
Life Insur. $1.65/mo, x 12 19 . 80 
Soc. Sec. 4.8% of $3600 17?..80 
Ky . Ret. System 7% of $3600 252 , 00 
Life Insur. $1.65/mo, x 12 19, 80 
Soc. Sec. 4.8% of $3600 17 2. 80 
Ky. Ret . System 7% of $3600 2s 2. no 
Life Insur. $1.65/mo. x 12 ___ )9-'fi_Q_ 
Subtotal $ 2,782 . 0 G 
Soc. Sec . 4. 8% of $7800 374,40 
Life Insur. $1. 65/mo, x 12 !9,80 
Soc . Sec . 4.8% of $7800 374,·10 
Life Insur. $1.65/mo. x 12 .9,80 
Soc. Sec . 4. 8% of $7800 374.40 
Life Insur . $1.65/mo. x 12 19,80 
Soc. Sec. 4.8% of $7800 374,40 
Life Insur. $1. 65/mo, x 12 19,80 
Soc, Sec, 4.8% of $7800 374,40 
Life Insur. $1.65}mo, x 12 19,80 
Soc . Sec. 4. 8% of $7800 374,40 
Life Insur. $1.65/mo, x 12 19,80 
Soc. Sec. 4.8% of$7800 374,40 
Life Insur . $1.65/mo, x 12 19.80 
Subtotal $ 2,759,40 
4. 8% of $2933 
4. 8% of $2933 
4. 8% of $2933 






(5) Graduate Ass i stant (Research) 
(6) Graduate Assistant (Research) 
Total Employment Services and Benefits 
4. 8% of $2933 





The 7% Kentucky Employment Retirement i s computed only for secr~tarlal 
and clerical s taff. The 4.8% Social Security is computed for all staff members, 
part t ime and full time, for the first $7,800 earned by the single employee. 
Also, in accordance to Morehead State University regulations, each full ttme 
professional staff member is granted a $3 ,000. 00 life insurance policy• 
Secretarial and clerica 1 staff are granted a $1,500.00 life insurance fJOUcy • 
Life Insurance policy premiums are the responsibility of the Center at the 
rate of $ 1 . 65 per month. 
3 . TRAVEL 
Demonstration Center regulations governing travel, travel expense~ 
and per diem rates have been published by the Center to satisfy Morehead 
State University a nd the Commonwealth o f Kentucky travel regulations• 
The general formula provides for sixteen dollars per day per diem 
($ 1 6. 00) and eight cents per mile, (8¢/mile), or conveyance ticket ,eimburse-
ment for in-state travel or twenty - one dollars and fifty cents ($21,50) for out 
of state travel. 
The area of major concern and operational program development, the 
Appalachian region, i s a vast area which includes all or portions of 13 
states of the United States. State module field unit demonstration sites 
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serving the target population are generally isola ted making expeditious 
travel difficult and costly . 
(a) Sixty (60) Demonstra tion Center Staff visitations to: 
1. A minimum of twenty, (20), field unit demonstration sites for purposes 
of observations , consulta nt services a nd eva luation and, (2) General 
observation and survey within the Appalachian region of unique adult 
basic education projects elsewhere. 
Formula: 60 vi sita tions ($21.50/day per diem+ travel, average 
$54 . 00) 
(b) One-hundred Eighty Three (183) day s of consultant service trave l 
expenses as required item "A . d" at $21 . SO/da y per diem plus 
travel at an average of $100.00. 
Formula: 183 days ($21 . SO/da y per diem + travel average $100) 
(c) State Module Advisory Committee mee tings, travel and per diem 
for thirteen (13) states wi th eight to ten members, (8-10), on 
ea ch committee . 
There will be one or two coordinative meetings in each state of 
the Appala chian region and, at least, one evaluative meeting at 
the conclusion of state module field unit projects. 
Formula : 13 modules x 10 members x 1 meeting ($8. 00 per diem 





(d) Two Regional Board of Directors of the Appalachian Adult Basic 
Education Demonstration Center meetings will be conducted. 
Regional Board of Directors meetings will include two, (2), 
representative membership from 13 states; three, (3), members 
of the Center; One, (1), member from the Appalachian Com -
mission; and an a verage of four, (4), special guests and/or 
reporting agents of field unit demonstration projects. One, 
(1), day duration basis for the period June 16, 1970 through June 
15 , 1971. 
Formula: 2 meetings x 34 members x 1 day) $21. 50/<lay per 
diem + travel , $50 . 00 per person) 
(e) Ten, (1 0), Demonstration Center staff participation in and 
consultant service to nationa l and regional adult and adult 
basic education conferences. 
Formula: 10 conferences ($21.50/day per diem + travel, 
average $100) 
(f) Three (3) groups of (20 - 25) persons from Eastern Kentucky 
develop experi mental model in-servi ce training projects for, 
(1) School superintendents and Board member orientation and 
understanding of ABE , (2) Volunteers for various f~cets of ABE, 
(3) Participants in Pl cf'hni':lg. 
Formula: 3 groups x 25 members /group) (100 miles/person and 





TOTAL TRAVEL COSTS: $ 36,381.50 
I 
4. REQUIRED FEES 
Not Applicable 
5. COMMUNICATIONS 
It is anticipated that extensive communications throughout the 
Appalachian region will be necessary to carry out maj or data gathe ring 
and dissemination activities of the Demonstration Center , which in-
elude the Learning Center, Data and Information Bank and Mate ria ls 
Center. 
Communication cos ts in this section of t he request for funds 
include: 
FY 70 - Twelve, (12), Sites, (210/month x 12) 
TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS COSTS 
6. SUPPLIES, PRINTING, PRINTED MATERIALS 
(a) Office Supplies: 
The Center is presently operating at a rate of $200/mo nth for 
general office supplies during the period September 2 , 1969 
through June 15 , 19 7 0. The supplies were provided for the 
seven (7) professional staff members and t hree (3) secre-
taries at the Center. 
The Center will again operate at a rate of $200/mo nth for 
general office supplies for the period June 16, 19 70 through 
June 15, 1971 . The supplies wil l be provided for seven (7) 
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2 ,520 
$ 2 ,520 
2,400 
professional staff and six, (6), secretaries. 
($200/month x 12 months) $2,400 
(b) Printing: 
1. Materials Center Publications 2,000.00 
Development and preparation of demonstration material. The 
Center will develop bibliographies, reprints of articles, un-
published papers, adult basic education materials and film 
production. 
2. Information Center 
a. News releases, news letters, bulletins, and general 
communications. The Center and its 13 fie ld units will 
circulate informative information relating to their activities. 
(6,000 sheets of 658 3M Copy paper) 
b. Regional Recruitment (Experimental) 
The Center will develop VTR tapes to be used as a re-
150.00 
cruitment tool. Printed fliers and radio tapes will also be 
used. 
VTR tapes ($40/tape x 10 tapes) $400 
Radio tapes ($2/tape x 50 tapes) $100 
c. Community Information and Involvement 
The Center will print fliers and informative materials 
to distribute within the community. Money will be 




(Multilith pla tes $5/ pla te x 12 plate s 
(Graphic supplies) 
(50,000 sheets of pa per for fli e rs 




The Center will develop VTR tapes and pa c kage units 
to conduc t an inservice training for ABE teachers. 
($40/VTR tape x 5 tapes) 
($ 18/package unit x 15 units) 
(Phamplet s 100 x • 30/pamphlet) 




The Center will develop a que stionnaire , recordings 
and a VTR tape for a self- evaluation. 
(3,000 sheets of paper) Questionnaire 
(VTR $40 x 3 tapes) 




3. Required Progress Reports , One Tnterim Report 
(3,000 sheets of paper) 
(2 multilith plates x $5/pla te) 
90 
10 






100 . 00 
The Center will reproduce all state projects propos als, 
inte rim reports, fina l reports and fina l evaluatio n. 18-20 
projects . 
(100 reports x 30 papers/report x 30 reproduction/ 
report) (90,000 sheets of paper) 
(20 intermediate rolls at $13 .25/ eac h 
C 6-1 4 
1 , 500.00 
26 5 . 00 
5 . Regional Surveys and Research Projects 
The development of questionnaires, instruments 
and reports for regional evaluations, (20 pro-
jects) 
6 . Fina 1 Re port, AABEDC 
The Center will develop a high qua lity report for 
national di stribution. 
(4,000 copies x .25/copy) 
(c) Printed Mat erials (Required) 
1. Data Ba nk and Learning Center 
Published materials, including programmed 
and self- teaching texts and tapes, dia gnos-
tic materia ls, placement inventories, progress 
tapes . 
a . programmed materia ls 
b . tapes 




2. Materials Center, Supplies 
Accumulation of adult basic education mate-
rials and books to enable the AABEDC Mate-
rials Center development in prepara t ion for 
increased service to the Appalachian region and 
potentia l for training program development on 







3. Diagnostic Center 
Identification , purchase of ABE commerica 1 
tests and evaluative instruments. 
4. Regional ABE Program Evaluation 
Collation of state evaluations, regional 
counties and regional ABE survey instruments. 
500 .00 
1,000.00 
TOTAL SUPPLIES, PRINTING, PRINTED MATERIALS COSTS 
7. EQUIPMENT 
(a) The equipment necessary for the operation of the Central offlce 
of the Demonstration Center has been provided by Morehead State Unlver-
sity . The equipment provision is herein described as a part of indirect 
costs and includes all office equipment, business services as may be 
required for effective, efficient center operation . 
Four, (4), typewriters, (2 IBM Electric, Executive, IBM Electric, 
Standard, Olivetti Underwood, Standard) 
One, (1), 3M "209" Copy Machine 
One, (1), Multi-Summa Adding Ma chine 
One, (1) , Sony 100 (TC-100) Tape Recorder 
One, (1), Mamiya Sekor Camera 
Eleven, (11), desks 
Twenty-nine, (2 9), chairs, (16 cushioned , 8 executive , 5 standard 
secretarial) 
Three ,(3), couches 
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Two, (2) , credenzas 
Eighteen, (18), filing cabinets 
Ten,(10), tables 
Six ,(6) bookcases 
One , (1) , IBM Magnetic Tape Selectric Typewriter 
One , (1), Multilith Machine 
One, (1) Bruning 2000 
One , (1), Thermo-fax machine 
Two, : (2) , calculators 
8 . RENTAL OF SPACE 
The Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration C enter has been 
provided office space in the new Education Building, by Morehead State Univer-
sity on the campus of the University. The cost of the facility doe s not exce ed 
comparable rental on a square foot basis on campus for the period of occupancy. 
The University supplies necessary utilities and custodial s e rvic es . 
(a) Building facility rental at $250 per month x 12 months 
(b) Additional facilities to house the materials center; library 
and data bank; and, learning center have been provided for 
IEmonstration Center activities in similar, related activity 
spaces of the University. 
Existing spaces represent a great investment of the University. 
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3,000 
The addition of adult basic education activities will increase the regional 
service aspects of existing facilities and services and will bene fit the Cr:mter 
immensely. 
TOTAL RENTAL OF SPACE COSTS: 
9. MINOR REMODELING OF SPACE 
Not Applicable 




STATE MODULE BUDGET .EXPLANATION AND SUMMA.RY 
The chart herin, describes the continuation and expans ion of St at e Module s 
subcontracted by the AABEDC. (Refer ence Chart V, Pages G6- :;:o throug:i C6 -21 . 
The proposals that are now being reviewed by the Center for funding in 1.b 1... 
FY69 contract are shown in the third column with three asterisk mc1L(S*** . 
These figures are proposed budgets that have not been negot iated a: -chis t ime.:, 
but are the best estimations that the Center can conceive . 
The Center is requesting $350,000 for state module subcontrac ts in tt.c 
fiscal year 1970. This figure is the best estimate that the Center c an e stablish , 
since our main objective is to find the best l eadership availct01€: l', 1.lH .. r esa,,1, 
Full time directors for state modules average $8,000 - $10, 000/ per annum. 
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~3TATUS COST SHARE CONTINUATION * 
FIELD UNIT PRCPOSAL STP .. ~~ MODULE BUDGET IN KIND/COST EJG>ANS ION *·* AGENCIES 
STATE MODULE DESCRIP.rION ·-- ·· .. -_'ISED GRANT APPROX . FY 70 SHARING 
Alabama 1 Audio Vi sual Curricu-
lar Reinforcement i :, · }5 . 02 15,225. 00 Canpleted 5 Agencies 
Alabama 11 Industry - Relat ed 
ABE Learning Center 13 , 800 . 00*'** 11,700.00 Canpleted Marion County 
Alabama lll $10 -20 , 000** 
Georgia 2 ABE Recruitment 25 , 936 .49 23 , 033. 00 Canpleted 13 Agencies 
Geor gia 22 $10-20, 000** 
Kent ucky 3 ABE Center-Recruit/ 
Servi ce/Classes and 
Learning Lab. 21,364 .43 22, 094 . 00 Completed 5 Agencies 
o Kentucky 33 ABE-CAI in Math 
0) Fastern Kentucky I 
N Phase II $30,000* 0 
Kentucky 333 ETV,teacher-training 
cabel network $10-20, 000** 
Maryland Typewriter Assisted 
Instruction in ABE 15,000.00*** $20,000* 
Mississippi 44 ABE Town & County 
Mobile Diagnostic 
Center 9,000 . 00*** $10,000* 
Miss i ssippi 444 ABE CoWlty Newspaper 12,650.00*-lf-lE- $10,000* 
New York 9 CamnWlity School Re-
lated ABE $10-20,000** 
New York 99 $10-20,000** 
North Carolina 10 $10-20, 00Q-lf-lE-
North Carolina 101 $10-20. 000** 
STATUS 
STA.TE MODULE FIELD l.fl'T I1 r -it)POSAL 
DESCRIPTI ON -----------'=;::."";.;;.=c:....=-c:;..:.;;:.;.._ ___ ·--











,...... Tennessee 14 
Vi rcrinia 6 
✓irrinia 66 
lirginia 666 
West Virrinia 7 
We.st Vi rginia 77 
Para- Pr ofesGiona l 
"Life Center ed ABE" 
and Canparison 
Learning Cent er and 
Traditiona-'- ABE 
ABE Teacher Effective-




lar Developnent ( 9-J 
0
1 ob 
-;J .291 . 52 
Jkills) 25 , 000 . 0()-)E-~ 
Learning Center s (4) 
Volunteer Aides and 
Business and Industry 
Counselor -Aides 
AM,LFM Radi o 2 Way 
Transistor ABE 
Long Range Follow-Up 
Study and System 
19, 065 .00 
$188, 527 .89 
303 ,620 .55 
FY 69 
~.;;.+. FY69 pr oposed budget, not negotiated , best estimat e 
COST SHA.RE 
Ii-i KIND/ COST 
APPROX . 
34,073.66 
2,017 . 00 
6,950 .00 
$115 , 092 .66 
CON'l'IN"JATI ON * 











$ 6 , 000* 
$10-20,00()-)E-* 
$2bt,, 000 Minimum 
4o6 , 000 Maximum 
AGENCI ES 
SHARING 
3 agenc i es 
6 Agenci es 
Tentative Addendum: 
An official directive from the United States Office of Education is anticipated 
ordering the conduct of an "independent evaluation" of the Appalachian Adult 
Ba sic Education Demonstration Center Project entitled: "Demonstration and 
Developmenta l Research Project for Programs, Materials, Facilities and 
Educational Technology for Undereducated Adults." Funds for the conduct 
of an "independent evaluation" must be a part of the proposed budget in a 
special line item entitled: Independent Evaluation. Assuming the need for 
two on site visitations of a potential of 20 state modules; the need for a 
maximum of five days in the central MBEDC offices; the minimum cost of an 
independent evaluation would necessarily be: 
2 visits x 20 projects x $75/day consul tant fees x 2 days/visit 
5 days at MBEDC Offices at $75/day (21 . 50 per diem+ $100/travel) 
(2 v i s its x 20 projects) x (21. 50 per d iem + $100 travel expenses ) 
15 days x $75/day consultant fee in data collection 
15 days x $75/day consultant fee in writing reports 
Secretarial assistance (100 hours at $3.50/hour) 
Duplication of Reports 
6,000. 00 
982. 50 





TOTAL EVALUATION $1 2 , 942 . 50 
CG-22 
INDIRECT COSTS 
Eight percent of the t otal of Direct Cost will be paid to Morehead State 
University as Indirect Cost for a ll services rendered by Morehead Stat e 
University t o the "special project" , Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center, including Business Office services; the provision 
of all equipment; and furniture necessary for the effic i ent function of the 
Center. 
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APPEND IX A 
AN EVALUATION REPORT OF 
THE APPALACHIAN BASIC EDUCATION 
DEMONSTRATION CENTER 
Mo rehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Prepared By : 
JUDE T. COTTER 
Evaluation Consultant 
INTRODUCTION 
This report will include an overall evaluation of the 
Appalachian Adult nasic Education Demonstration Analysis 
Project, and a capsule summary of the evaluations of the 
eight State Modules. 
After describing the population of Appalachia, the 
proposal for this program goes on to state: "To service 
this unique population, equally unique, creative approaches 
must be developed." Under the leadership and direction 
of George W. Eyster, these approaches have been developed. 
The overall success of AABEDC is unquestionable. Many 
problems remain. Many problems are difficult. Many 
problems may defy resolution in the near future. However, 
the effort of AABEDC to act as a catalytic agent, to pro-
vide structure, and above ~11 to provide leadership, have 
produced an uncommon measure of success for such a new 
program. 
The following section of this report wi 11 review the stated 
objectives of AABEOC. 
1. Develop a region-wide demonstration and research 
center with Appalachia with inter-relationships 
between programs and efforts. 
This goal has been accomplished. It would be difficult to 
over emphasize the problems caused by late funding. Late funding 
caused delays, frustrations, and problems \'ihich could have very 
easily destroyed the program before it started had it not been for 
the leadership qualities of the Executive Director. As it now 
stands, many agencies in Appalachia look to AABEOC as the recognized 
leader of Adult Basic Education. A good foundation has been laid 
for inter-relationships between programs and efforts; not only in 
Appalachia, but from leadership in other parts of the nation. 
2. Marshall and inter-relate human and institutional 
resources of the region . 
This objective has had a great rreasure of success. Literally 
hundreds of agencies in Appalachia are cooperating with AABEOC, 
and a significant fact is the representativeness of these agencies 
whkh include segments of the community. 
3. Develop a central learning laboratory and materials 
center for program coordination and manpower training. 
The basic elements of a learning laborator) and materials 
center have been established, and the mechanism to coordinate 
personnel training started. As data from the initial efforts of 
the State Modules is received, the central laboratory will be 
capable of functioning in an efficient manner. 
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4. Develop a diagnostic center to detennine educa-
tional needs and learning difficulties . 
This goal has been met throughout the project. All of the 
state modules have diagnostic testing for students, and a variety 
of methods have been developed to detennine the educational needs 
of both individual and groups. 
5. Develop and stimul ate inter-relationships between 
eight or more Regional s tates, with demonstration 
centers utilizing new approaches and innovations 
for instructional purposes. 
Comment has been made on inter-relationships, and the new 
approaches will be described in the review of the individual 
state modules . 
6. Develop long-range evaluation research to assess 
materials , methods, and concepts of demonstration 
centers and programs already in progress. 
A long-range evaluation program is currently underway. The 
data being collected by the state modules will provide the necessary 
infonnation for a variety of research projects, not only long-range, 
but also frooi an almost inmediate feedback viewpoint. 
7. Disseminate materials, ideas, research findings to 
assist other devel opmental programs. 
While this goal has been met on an infonnal basis, it has not 
been possible to provide specific, validated research findings at 
this date. Most of the programs will not have data available on 
post-tests until the end of the academic year. It has been possible 
to advise other developmental programs in the areas of planning, 
finance, equipment, and other areas, however, it is premature to 
offer research findings at this juncture. 
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ALABAMA 
CAPSULE SUMMARY OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL STATE MODULES 
The Alabama State Module under the leadership of E. C. Wilson 
has met the goals and objectives as outlined in his proposal. Com-
parisons are being made between traditional teaching methods and 
newer, innovative methods. It is recommended that the Alabama 
Project be refunded and expanded to continue the work it started. 
GEORGIA 
The Georgia State Module through the efforts of the Director, 
Mrs. Thelma Orr, has made a significant contribution to the know-
ledge of how to recruit students for ABE classes. Various types 
of recruiting procedures have been attempted with varying degrees 
of success. It is reconvnended that the Georgia Project be refunded 
and its activities continued as outlined in the proposal. Special 
emphasis should be placed on achieving the goals stated for the 
Gainsville Project through work in Pickens County. 
KENTUCKY - LEWIS OOUNTY PROGRAM 
The goals as stated in the proposal of the Kentucky State 
Module - Lewis County have been realized. The center has been 
established, the students recruited, and the learning center started. 
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From one aspect, the accomplishments of this project are far 
greater than the other programs. The Project Di rector, Mrs. Cleo 
Lykins, in addition to resolving similar problems faced by the 
other state directors, also had to resolve the numerous problems 
associated with developing the physical plant. I feel it is a 
compliment to her skills that so much has been accomplished in 
so short of a period of time. It is recommended that the Lewis 
County Project be refunded and expanded according to the goals 
outlined in the proposal. Special attention should be devoted 
to the research possibilities with the learning center. 
KENTUCKY - C.A.I. 
The ~~ntucky Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) Program has 
made a significant start. Unless a person has suffered through 
the initial steps in establishing a CAI Program, it is difficult 
to vis ua 1 i ze the tangi b 1 e accomp 1 i shments. An ana 1 oqy can be 
made with the iceberg comparison. Visual acccxnplishments are a 
minute portion of the real problems solved to produce tangible 
evidences of success . The foundation has been laid. The System 
is operable. By any measure this is a significant accomplishment. 
Thi~ success is due to unusual efforts of the Di rector, Dr. Leonard 
Burkett. It is recommended that the Kentucky C. A. I. Program be 
refunded under the provisions of the proposal. Consideration 
should be given to the demands placed on Dr. Burkett's time, with 
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emphasis placed on the possibility of securing his services on 
a full-time basis during this funding period. Special attention 
should be directed toward collecting the pre-post test data 
required to document achievement of the CAI students. 
MISSISSIPPI 
There have been several phases of the proposal for the Miss-
issippi State Module. One of the critical areas in need of re-
search is the attitudes of the persons involved in Adult Education; 
both students and teachers. While some work has been accomplished, 
much research is needed in this area. It is recommended that the 
Mississippi Program be refunded to meet the basic research needs 
of AADEOC as outlined in the several phases and as detennined by 
George W. Eyster, Executive Director of AABEDC. 
OHIO 
The Ohio State Module through the leadership of Max Way has 
provided valuable infonnati on to AABEOC. The "home-centered" and 
11 1 i fe-centered" curriculum program has been conducted. It has 
been demonstrated that the approach as outlined in the proposal 
may not be an effective means of achieving success with adult 
students throughout Appalachia. Many of the students involved in 
the "home-study" program came into the regular program and have 
had success. Perhaps the most beneficial aspect, in addition to 
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demonstrating the goals described in the proposal, is the involve-
ment of the students in a very successful Leaming Laboratory. 
It is reconmended that the Ohio Module be refunded on a condi-
tional basis. If the goals of the Project are to be similar to 
those stated in the proposal, additional study is required to 
justify continued efforts in that area. It is reconvnended that 
under new funding a significant effort is made to utilize the 
excellent facilities of the existing Leaming Laboratory for 
experimental and research possibilities. 
VIRGIN IA 
The goals of the Virgin i a State Module were t he development 
of a training curricull.lll for counselor-aides and the training 
of two counselor- aides. These goals have been met. One of 
the interesting facets of the AABE DC Programs was the initial 
planning which allowed for the achievement of various goals with 
emphasis placed on one or two major goals. As with the Ohio 
Program, the Virginia Module has demonstrated a need to continue 
in an area other than the mai n purpose of the Program. Many of 
the State Modules have demonstrated a degree of success in re-
cruiting. At the present ti me t he counselor-aides in Virginia 
have as a main part of their role, the recruitment function; How-
ever, the training that the counselor-ai des have received enables 
them to work in many different areas which would be beyond the 
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skills of an ordinary recruiter. The vital area of counseling, 
particularly through the use of para-professional should be 
explored and documented. It is recolTlllended that the Virginia State 
Module be refunded on the basis of an in-depth study of the role 
and responsibilities of the counselor-aide in areas other than 
recruiting. Detailed recommendations conceming this new thrust 
are to be found in the comprehensive evaluation of the Virginia 
State Module. 
WEST VIRGINIA 
The West Virginia State Module is one of the most unique pro-
grams in AABEDC. While all of the programs are involved in inno-
vative endeavors, this program deals with the "finished project" 
of Adult Education. The responsibility to conduct a long-range 
follow-up could not have been entrusted to a better individual 
than the present Director, Richard Malcolm. Much has been written 
on the need for personalized, individualized attention with the 
Adult Student in Appalachia. These desirable characteristics 
are epitomi zed in Mr. Malcolm. In order to have a long-range 
follow-up it is necessary to secure infonnation from people long 
after the "agency-tie" has been broken. An esprit de corps has 
been developed with the students through personal contact, group 
picnics, letter writing and many other ways. The structure for 
the follow-up has been completed, and data is now being collected. 
It is reco111T1ended that the West Virginia Program be refunded under 
the existing proposal with some thought given to expanding the 
number of students 1n the follow-up study. 
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Recomrrendations for the Overall 
AABEDC Program 
1. It is recommended that immediate attention be given to the 
recorrrnendations listed at the end of the individual reports 
of state modules. 
2. The central research staff of AABEDC should be expanded. If 
possible, the Director of Research should be relieved of all 
duties other than research. 
3. Sufficient data has been collected in a number of state modules 
to start a 11small studies 11 section at AABEDC. These studies 
should start inmediately. At the present time many, many com-
parisons may be made between groups in an individual state 
module and between state modules using different approaches 
to the same problems. This "small studies 11 section should 
concern itself with the display of data in a very elementary 
fashion, such as: Group A under the traditional system had 
an increase of 43%, while Grour B, under the experimental 
sys tern had an increase of 87%. The purpose of the 11 sma 11 
studies 11 section should be viewed as providing data for 
larger research investigations, and not as sophisticated, 
valid, reliable data. 
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4. The use of graduate students from the universities close to 
the state modules should be started irmtediately. The main 
function of these students would be to secure the data re-
corded in many files. It is important to realize that the 
teachers involved 1n teaching Adult Education, for the most 
part, are regularly employed teachers who work with the Adults 
in the evening. As a rule they have little or no time to be 
involved in the time-consuming task of recording data col-
lected and recorded in a variety of files. Every effort 
should be made to offer Graduate Credit for the students 
involved in this activity. Payment in the form of tuition 
grants has been successful in attracting capable students 
in programs conducted in other parts of the Country. Condi-
tions of payment and credit requirements can be developed 
by the individual state directors working in conjunction 
with the local university. 
5. Every effort must be made to involve the State Directors in 
research. The primary responsibility of the State Director 
in this area would be the supervision of data collection. 
6. Starti~imnediately, reports from the State Modules should be 
sent to AABEDC on a bi-monthly basis. The primary content 
of the report should be numeri ca 1 i.e., number of students, 
scores of pre-post tests, hours of student contact, atten-
dance, SUfJITiary of achievement scores, etc . 
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7. As the AABEDC Program enters this phase of operation, it is 
critical that closer contact be kept between the individual 
states modules for research purposes. It is recommended 
that a person be hired to coordinate this activity. This 
person might be described as a "circuit rider" who visits 
each module a minimum of every two (2) months. His respon-
sibilities would include: keeping the states 1nfonned 
about progress in other areas, helping to gather data, sug-
gest small studies which would coincide with efforts in 
other states, and help with pre-post testing. This person 
would also gather infonnation concerning human interest 
stories, special events, and publish "The Eyster Report," 
or some similar monthly newsletter which features the "Pro 
ject of the Month," or "Director of the Month" as a means 
of inter-module communication. 
8. A greater emphasis must be placed on research. Now that the 
initial, time consuming problem of establishing the programs 
has been completed, the majority of effort and energies should 
be directed toward research. It is recommended that a section 
of Infonnation Services be created. This section, in addition 
to research, would be responsible for articulation and com-
munications between the state modules, and agencies outside 
of Appalachia. In a sense, this would include Public Relations. 
If AABEDC is to be a viable, dynamic force in Adult Education, 
it must colTITiunicate research findings to all of Appalachia and 
others parts of the nation. 
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SlJfltlARY and NEW DIRECTIONS 
The AABEDC Program has made a significant impact on the 
problems of Adult Education in Appalachia. The initial pro-
blems encountered in establishing a comprehensive program 
which effects and includes a large geographic section of the 
United States have been resolved. Under the leadership of 
the Executive Director, George W. Eyster, AABEDC has grown 
from a concept to a functioning operation. The real challenge 
for the next phase of AABEDC is the documentation and dis-
simulation of research infonnation which is now avai lable. 
APPENDIX B 
THE SREB PROJECT IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION 
E.T. Brown - Project Director 
A Presentation to the 
Georgia ABE Coordinators Conference 
August 22, 1969 
Continuing Education Center 
Athens, Geor gi a 
This project exists because of l ong and hard work on the part of the 
State Directors of Adult Education in six states -- Alabama, Florida, 
Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee -- and the Adult 
Education Projects Officer in the Atlanta office of HEW. Each State 
Director developed a program of activities for hi s state and then collab-
orated on a program of r egi onal activities which would tie individual state 
effort into a regional effort. 
SREB was asked to become the grantee -- this means that they accepted 
the task of administering the project - - chiefly, making sure that the 
activities, and expenditures which support them, occur in accordance with 
the provisions of the Proposal. A second task is to provide l eadership to 
the r egional aspects of the proj ect. It should be stated that thi s Project 
is mainly concerned with higher education institutions; SREB, therefore, 
was a natura l selection because of its 22-year history of inter-state 
college and university cooperation, 
These are the objectives of the Project stated in the Proposal: 
1. To provide to uneducated and undereducated adults access 
to quality continuing education, 
2. To develop institutional competence for adult education, 
professional training and program development , and 
l 
3. To develop regional capabilities for provi ding programs 
of adul t and continuing education. 
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Now let me say this in less eloquent words: We want to develop a 
model program fo r training ABE teachers and administr ators which will 
be state-wide and have both pre-servi ce and i n-service capability. And 
secondl y, to make any unique state capability availabl e throughout the 
six-state r egi on. 
To do these things we have four programs which operate at the state 
level and t wo programs which function from SREB ' s office. The regional 
programs are actually supportive to those of t he states so I'll describe 
the state programs fir st . 
1. Higher Education Capabilities Program 
The purpose of this program is to establish or enhance the 
capabi lities of selected institutions of higher education to pr ovide 
pre-ser vice and in-service training to Adult Education personnel - -
i .e. , to develop undergraduate and graduBte courses and degree pr ograms 
in adult education. 
2 . The Continuing Consultant Prop;ram 
This is an extension of the higher education capabilities program 
because it is one of the means by which to accomplish it. Its purposes are 
(1) to allow the college staff to experience and study the pr obl ems and 
difficulties of t he l ocal ABE programs so that they can bring this infor-
mation i nto the college curriculum and (2) as an added benefit -- to 
deliver the coll ege expertise into the local progr am for whatever t i mely 
worth it may have . 
3. Local I n-Service Capability Program 
The objective of this progr am is to devel op a local capability 
to provide its own in-service training . The idea is for the college 
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staffs to develop in-service training ski lls i n loca l supervisors and to 
help establish them in the role of a t raining agent . Under this progr am 
both short and long seminars, drive-in confer ences, workshops, and insti-
tutes will be held . 
4. Enhancement of SDE I n-Service Leadership Program 
The purpose of this program is to augment the state st aff or in 
other ways increase its skill and capabilities to provide in-service 
leadership for local programs as well as for the coll ege programs, It 
i s particularly important that they coordinate the college efforts into 
a state -wide sequential program, 
These are t he four programs operative at the state level, and if I 
understand the Georgia plan, you are invol ved in all four of them, Al so, 
I think you can see that the lest three programs are aspects and means of 
the first program -- developing higher education teacher training capability. 
Similarly, the two regional programs operated f r om the SREB office a re 
integral parts of the over-all focus 0f developing model capabili ty i n the 
colleges and uni versities, 
1, Regional Institute Program 
Thi s program will provide study and discussion opportunity to the 
college and state department of education adult education staffs, and to 
others who can contribute to the development of the project . Hopefully, out 
of t hi s study will develop a model program for the region with such vari ances 
as are necessary to make it an optimum program in each state . As you can 
see, the exper iences of the coll ege staff in local programs will be brought 
to these "summit " institutes and there will be combined with the study of 
the exi sti ng programs in ABE teacher training, both traditional and frontier, 
and secondly, with study of the new techniques and trends of education , 
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From this should develop a program to meet today ' s needs and a program 
uniquely sensitive to t he e){T)anding a nd ~hangine fut ure demands of ABE 
in the s tate and region. 
2. The Technical Services Program 
This program will bring technical expertise from anywhere in the 
country to help sol ve regional and local pr oblems both in the higher edu-
cation activities of training ABE personnel and in local ABE programs. 
Thus, at the state level, university exper tise is available to l ocal pro-
grams; at the regional l evel, national exper tise is available to the college 
training level. The scope of this servi ce described in the Proposal is 
wide, including: (a) develop material s and curri cula; (b) collect data, 
disseminate information, and conduct research; (c ) provide supporting and 
ancillary services and extend regional resources; and (d) develop innovative 
systems and models. 
Now, a comment on our schedule; we hope that at least t wo colleges 
i n each state initiate or expand activities this year and are active in 
a ll four of the state program areas . In three years, we hope mode l under-
graduate courses and master's deerees are available in all sections of 
every state, and a six-year and doctoral degree programs a r e availabl e in 
at least one institution in each state . 
Most of all we hope to develop a morlP.l ABE teArher 1-.r.n ining program 
which meets the needs of the state and region and is worthy of emulRti on 
nation-wide. 
Adult Education Project 
Southern Regional Education Board 
130 Sixth Street , NW 
Atlanta, Georgia 30313 
APPEND IX C 
rn1thcrn Regional Fd11c;1 tion Bo;inl 1:w Si.rth Stred,,\'. H~ · Atlanta, Geo,xia 30313 · 404 875-9211 
September 29, 1969 
Dr. George W. Eyster, Director 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Pro j ec t 
Demonstration Ce nter 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
Dear George: 
The visit to your project was very he lpful and I now look forward to 
some joint efforts as we ll as supplemental activities. 
First, let me encourage you in your plans for developing a Master's 
Degree program at Morehead. Geographically, your institution is 
ideally located and your demonstrat ion center is an excellent supple-
ment for a graduate program. I wish we could develop a similar 
supplement for the graduate programs in the six stat es of this Project. 
Also, and more importantly, Kentucky will become a part of our Project 
next June and this would join our two effort s . You will recall that 
in our discussion with President Doran I mentioned the hope and 
expectation that M. S.U. would introduce the Master's program and 
that you would participate with us in the regional planning seminars 
this fall and next spring . We will keep you informed so that you 
can place it on your schedule. 
I should mention that typical project support of a developing program 
includes contribution toward professional staff, secretarial and 
graduate student assistance, trave l, and supplies and material. The 
state director of adult education makes the determination of location 
and i tem. 
I am curr ently working on the draft of next year ' s proposal as I know 
you are. I anticipate that we should communicate the content of 
"related" sections no t much later than October 20th . If you, or any 
of your staff, pass through Atlanta earlier, plan to come by SREB so 
I can bring you up to da t e . 
ETB:gm 
cc: Gene Sullivan 
Cordially, 
~ fe;z~/ 
Edward T. Brown 
Project Director 
Adult Basic Education 
APPENDIX D 
September 30, 1969 
MEMORANDUM 
FROM : GEORGE W . EYSTER, Executive Director, Appalachian Adult 
Basic Education Demonstration Center 
TO: AABEDC REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
AABEDC STATE MODULE PROJECT DIRECTORS 
Subject: PROGRESS REPORT 
JUNE 30 - JULY 1 , 1969 : AABEDC REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS MET I N 




The Regional Board of Directors at the May 21 an.d 22 Conference requested MR. 
JUDE COTTER, C e~ter Independen t Evaluator, to review evaluation materials 
and to prepare a paper describi <1g e ffectivt:Less, rele vance , a ppropriateness and/or 
need for change of Origm3.l AABEDC Proposal, FY f:7 and CS. 
MR , COTTER was :ible •o report a general l ev"l of excellence in the conduct and 
progress of the Center act1VIty iu satisfying obj ecti ves and research matrix . 
Mr. Cotter, i::i expressing h.is pe!'Sonal opinio!', cc ngratulated the Center and Staff 
for the level of progre s:-. He ir,dicated that th'- AABEDC was "on the threshol d" of 
remarkable potential for sm all regional research activity to provide significant 
information to the Ltdd through the re gio~al le aderi;hi p structure of the state modules. 
The Regional Board of D .- ctor.s generally accepted and -ipprnved the continued 
research m atr:x of th ~ Crcr:e::; encouraged effo--r:: tc involve,.cother Appalachian States 
in the Proj ect, encOU1'3.gt!ri effons to advance additional objectives in mass media 
and graduate training AND, suggested extension of Center Major Components 
immediately, where possible , and in new p::'Oposals: 
RETENTION (of ABE students) - a special phase of the research design rather 
than a part of out reach 
PLACEMENT - to be i solated as a special and separate phase of the research 
design to assess and strengthen the ABE cl ient in movi ng from 
the ABE classroom to vocational training or employment. 
REGIONAL DEMOGRAPHIC STUDIES - related to ABE clients 
BUSI NESS AND INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT IN PROJEyTS 
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VOLUNTEERS - the utilization of community resources to further goals 
of ABE 
CLIENT PARTICIPATION IN DECISION MAKING 
AUGUST 20 - REGIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROPOSAL REVIEW SUB-
COMMITTEE MEETING , Morehead, Kentucky 
The Regior..al Board of Directors Proposal R eview Sub-Committee will meet in 
Morehead , Ke!!tucky as directed by the R egional Board of Directors. The task 
of the Committee will be to review all "co~,t inuing" State Module Proposal and 
related budgets; and, to recommend operational levels of fnnding. 
Sub-Committee Member,;h1p: 
Dr . Douglas s ~.s~er, Cha ;rman - X-Offi cio 
Mr. Larry O 1s 
Mr. James Miller 
Mr. T ed Cook 
Mr. Ken East 
Mr. George W. Eyster, AABEDC Reso urce 
AUGUST 22-25 - AABEDC NOTIFICATION TO STATE MODULE DIRECTORS of 
Continued Funding and recommended amounts as directed by the Regional 
Board of Directors 
SEPTEMBER 1 - Initiation of all "continuing " State Module Projects 
JULY- SEPTEMBER - AABEDC Staff representatives have provided consultant 
services in the preparation of Final Reports, Financ ial Reports ; "Continuing" 
Proposals and Budgets 
A summary of Lhe status of State Module Projects as of September 1, 1969: 
(1) Continuing Proj ecc::: ( to be confirmed) 
ALABAMA - Audio Visual Curriculum 
ALABAMA - Mobile Le arning C enter 
GEORGIA - Recruitment Proj ect 
KENTUCKY - Lewis County Learning Center, U.S. Lock & Dam #32 
OHIO - Comparative Study of Various Instructional Programs 
VlRGINlA - Counselor Aides 
WEST VIRGINIA - Long R ange Follow -Up 
(2) Completed Projec ts: (to be reported) 
KENTUCKY ..ABE-CA! m Mathematics (Potential continuation) 
MISSISSIPPI - Studei::ts' Attitudes and Participation in ABE 
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(3) Implemen tation of deferred projects, FY 68 ( to be confirmed) 
MISSISSIPPI - Mobile ABE Diagnostic and Learning Ce:iter 
OHIO - ABE Teacher Effectiveness "Se lf - Evaluation" Study 
VIRGINIA - ( Consortium ) AM/FM Radio Transmission and Curriculum 
Material Development 
(4 ) New Projects being Je vdoped: 
PENNSYLVANIA - 11A Self Evaluation System For ABE Programs" (subm i t ted) 
N . CAROLINA - Community School Concept Approach to ABE (planning) 
S . CAROLINA - Pre-voc'lt.ional ABE Curriculum D esign (planning ) 
TENNESSEE 
ALABAMA - Post ABE Pa ra -Professional P.I. Teachers Livingroom 
MISSISSIPPI - ABE Newspaper 
(5) Potential State Module o ~v.:fopm~nt (b te:est in the AABEDC - no firm commitment) 
N EW YORK 
MARYLAND 
(6) Special Cente r De ve lopments 
Learning Diagnostic Center 
JULY 28 - AUGUS T 15 - APPALACHIAN ABE TEACHER-TRAINING WORKSHOP 
(Preliminary Summary Brochure is attached) 
11 1 Participants (160 in "families" ) 
12 States with Appalachian Areas were represented 
32 Special Resource and Consultant Persona liti es 
The STATE ABE DIRECTORS and our State Module Directors a re t o b e con-
gra t ulated for their assistance in the recruitment of our Worksho p pa rtici-
pants. 
The goa ls of the Workshop were: 
( 1) to consider the p eculiar needs of rural, isolated, undereducated adul ts of A ppalachla. 
(2 ) to acquaint ABE teachers, adml-aistrators, and counselors with the inter-agency supports 
available to the m and their students. 
(3) to introduce ABE personnel to materials and methods available or being develope d 
regionally or nationally. 
Topics pertinent to the Appalachian region presented were: sociology, psychology, 
econom ics, religion and values, l egal needs, communit y resources and development , the 
history of Appalachian regional development, publ ic heal th, Northeast K entuck y Area 
D evelo pment Commission, s:>cial secur1ty, WIN Program, TVA, Appal achian Regional 
Commission , Office of Econom ic Security, coope rative extension, public assistance, CAP, 
compute r assisted instruct101'.l1 learnmg labs, adult education professional resources, testing, 
t he traimng o f para-professionals, programmed instruction, guidance and counseling, pub-
lished c,1rriculurn materials, the devebpment of materials for Appalachia, recruiting, and 
follow - up. 
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The participants were divided ir..to 12 work groups as heterogeneously as possible 
by age, sex, race, years and type of experience, and geography. Based on research at 
Florida State Universi ty, the admin1strato:s were grouped togethe r in an effort to develop 
leadersh, p among the teachers. The Wc:kshop carried thre e h~un of college credit, 
graduate or undergraduate at Morehea:i St2.te Unive~-;it y. Eighty-seven. pa rticipants took 
the Workshop for graduate credit, otly five part1cipanis d!d not seek credit. Each work 
group developed a pape r on an assigned topic, using the input of the resource people, 
the input of the me mbers of the group, and the hbr-ary available to t he Workshop at 
East Mignon Dormitory. T he topics we:e : manpower, outreach, curr;.cula and materials, 
placement, liasion between agencie~, guidance and counsding, diagnosis, priorities, 
follow - up, diagnosis, prie>:ities, follow - up, volunteers, retent1oi:, and business and 
m dustry, 
The staff of the AABEDC plan follow-up of the participants of the Workshop both in 
continuous support and in evaluation. 
JULY- OCTOBER: MBEDC PROFESSIONAL STAFF ASSlGNMENTS 
Jul y 1 MRS. ANN HAYES, PJ:,D Ca".lcH a te, Unive:-sit 1· of Chicago - Adult Education 
Evaluation Spe ciaEst, 1969 Appalachian ABE T eacr-1::t Training Workshop Director 
Jul y 28 MR. HUSAIN QAZIL:? AS.H', PhD Candida te, F1-:id.i Stat ...  University - A dult Basic 
Educat::on C-nr culum Specia li.st 
Sept. 1 
Oct. 13 
MR. jOHN E. GAUS, PhD Can6date , Unive rsity of Wisconsin - Adult Education 
Lea::':l.i.ng Cent.<er SpP.c ... a lis~ 
MR. LAW.AR MARChLSE, MA, Univel'Jl ty of rk,.:' :ia - Comm m1ications 
Information Spec ia l J! 
MRS. ANN HAYES 
She was born in BW':.i..ngt.or-, V.e1·:no1 .', rec eived a Bacl:elor o f Science in Education degree 
from the Un iversity of Vermont in 1964. Since 1963 sr,e has done full and part-time graduate 
work a t the University of Chicago in readirsg and adult education in addition to working as 
administrative head of the University of Chicago Education Library from 1964-67, as a research 
assistant in reading, history, a r:d ad ult education for the D epartment of Education. T he Graduate 
School of Education , and The National Opinion R Psearch Center 1963-64, 1967, and as assistant 
proJ ect director for the National Workshop To Increase and T o Improve University Teacher Train-
ing in Adult Basic Education, 1968-69. Mrs. Hayes has several publications in ABE in press. She 
and her husband, Ra lph Hayes, have a fifteen year old daughte r and a fourteen year old son. 
MR. HUSAIN QAZILBASH 
Mr. Husain Qazilbash was born on December 30, 1939 at Lucknow , India . He received 
his e le m entary education in Lucknow . He migrated to Pakistan in 1947 and was graduated from 
Government High School, Hyderaba(\ West Pakistan. 
He was grad uated from the University of Sind with a Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture 
in 1962. Following his g raduat ion he workf'd in a Village AID Institute , a community development 
program sponsored by rhe Internationa l Cooperat ion Alliance for about one year . 
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He attended the University of Bonn for German Language and recei ved graduate training 
in agricultural extension at Justus Liebig University, Giessen, West Germany. 
He workeci as library assistant at the Univer;• ty of Cuf'lph, Ortario, Canada, 1965- 66. 
He r eceived a Fulbright D evelopmental Fellowship for the year 1966- 67 to complete 
his Master of Science degree in agricultural education at Mor:tana StatP University . 
I n 1967 he JOir:ed Florida State University to conur ue his graduate studies in adult 
education where he has completed all the requirements for a PhD degree except bis disser-
tation, which he hope• to complete in the near future . While at Florida State University 
he worked with two adult bas:c educatio'l teacher training institutes ar>d received a graduate 
fellowshi p. 
MR. JOHN E. GAUS 
He received his BE ir> Mechanical Engir>eering a t Yale Umversity in 1945; a BS in 
Metallurgi cal Engi~eering a t Colu"Ilbia U,...1v1c.i'Sity in 1948; a BD at the University of 
Ch:cago Divinity School, 1953; ar.d, his STM at the Lutheran Theological Seminary, 
Philadelphia ( in Religious Education), ir 1965. Mr. Gaus expects that he will receive 
his PhD in January, 1970 from the Un:verslt y of Wisconsin in Aault E:lucation with a Minor 
in Educational Administration. 
Previo..1s Experiences lnclu.:le: 
T raming Coordinator, Central Wisconsi!l Colony; Research Assistant in Adult 
Education, University of Wiscor.sin, Dtrecto!' of Fiel:i Seryjce~, Wisconsin Coun-
cil of Churches, Pa stor o f Luth, ran congregations for 9 1 /2 years in Pennsylvania; 
Curator of Mineral Industries Museum, Pennsyl van ia State University; Metallurgist 
with General Electric Company, Reynolds Aluminum Company, Bell Telephone 
Labora tories; and, U. S. Naval Officer i•. Pacific. 
Mr. Gaus is an Ordamed clergyman, Lutheran Church in America. 
His PhD dissertation was 11Some Educational Achievement~ of the Uppsala Assembly 
of the World Council of Churches." 
His STM dissertation was 11The Fict.ual Study of R e ligion in the Public Schools. 
MR. LAMAR MARC!-iESE 
Mr . Lamar Marchese was born in Ta:npa , Florida, D1;cember 1 1, 1943. He received 
h1s Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of South Flonda in 1964 with maJors in Social 
Sciences and a minor in English. The Ur:iversity of Florida awarded him a Masters Degree 
with a major in Communications an.:! a minor in Polit ical Science . 
Mr. Marchese was a HPa<lstan teacher of the Seminole Tribe in Florida; an instructor a t 
the Harpers Ferry Job Corps Center in West Virginia; a VISTA volunteer in 1965-66 at the 
Catoctin Job Corps Center ir: Lau::, M aryland. 
He was a graduate a:;::1star.t at the Ur..1ve.-sity of Florida Radio Center; acting manager 
and supervisor of all production. He was production assistant for documentary te levision 
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series and a summer intern in the Voice of America-..African Division. 
The obvious concern and previous work with the undereducated and disadvantaged 
combined with training and experience at all levels of communications encouraged the 
AABEDC to select Mr. Marchese as Information Specialist. 
THE EMPLOYMENT OF MR. LAMAR MARCHESE COMPLETES THE AABEDC 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF POSITIONS REQUESTED AS A PART OF THE FISCAL YEAR 
1969 PROPOSAL. 
The existing staff is further complimented by a number of graduate assistants 
already invol ved at various levels of ABE research activity. 
AUGUST - CONTINUING 
The AABEDC will be receiving and distributing state module proposals being developed 
in new state activities. T hese will be prepared in abstract form and distributed to the Regional 
Board of Directors as appl'Opriate for their consideration, evaluation and recommendations. 
Attached herewith are abstracts for severa l state module proposals: 
MISSISSIPPI • A Demonstration Newspaper For Adult Basic Education 
MISSISSIPPI _ Town and Country School Room 
Board Members are requested to review and complete an evaluation sheet for each of the 
proposal s. These should be returned no later than November 30, 1969. 
CURRENT AND FUTURE EXPANDING AABEDC ACTIVITY 
OCTOBER 31, 19 69 - AABEDC FY '68 FINAL REPORT will be due in the U.S. 0 . E. 
NOVEMBER 14 , 1969 - AABEDC FY '70 PROPOSAL and Appl ication for a "Special 
Experimental Demonstration Pro jec t", Section 309 (b) of 
Adult Education Act of 1966. Due date for the submission 
of a "new" or "continuing" proposal. 
NOVEMBER 14 , 1969 - AABEDC FY '70 PROPOSAL and Application for a Teacher 
Training in Adult Education. Due date for the submission 
of a n "Appalachian ABE Tea cher Training Proposal . " 
' .,.. 
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The AABEDC will submit an ABE Teacher Trainbg Workshop Proposal stressing: Curricul a 
materials development for Appalachian AB£ human resources development for existing and poten-
tial industrial and economic developmeDt needs. 
The Wor..1<shop will involve teachers, ,dministrators, s·.1pervisol"i and representatives of 
Business and Industry. 
The AABEDC will assist in developing a model for the identification of potential volunteer 
groups, for the recruitment of volULteers, and for the training of volunteers as ABE teacher aides, 
counselor aides and as ABE recruiters . 
The AABEDC will assist in the development of a model para-professional training program 
for aides in ABE l earning center operation; ID ABE counseling; and, in ABE recruitment. 
The AABEDC will atte mpt to cor..d1...ct a spe cial wo~kshop caining program to prepare 
the disadvantaged to serve as acti ve p ;.!'ticipanr.s on committees of: ABE projects, federal pro-
grams, public welfare boaru and o ther community advi.ory committees. This function will 
assist in making more mearm gful and rational the opportunities of poor people to take part 
in planning and operating social serVIce programs. The de velopment of a training model may 
have far reaching effects in ABE achievement of clier.ts invclv.•d in the Workshops, a curricula 
tool; to help to increase communicatio"s; ar..d, increase me<1niugfal contributions of the poor 
to the comm ittees they purport to servt:. 
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T he AABEDC Center staff has recognized the ~xistence. of many proble m s and potential 
research activities in ABE which do r.ot lend themsel ves to study through single state module 
demo:istration centers. In an attempt to rectify this situation, the AABEDC has initiated 
select resea rch components of its program on a regional scale capitalizing upon the umque 
multi - state leadership structure and re lated Appalachian population. 
The potential for effecting change in the efficiency and e ffectiveness of the natir,.aai 
ABE program as a result of comprehensive study of a select regional population has great 
implications. 
The following is a list of R esearch Studies and status: 
1. The relationship between anomie and adult basic education. (In progress) 
2. T he developmP.nt and testing of a life centered math concept. (In progres~) 
3. The relatioru;hip between isol ation and illiteracy. (In progress ) 
4 . The relationship between pa rent participation in ABE and achievement level 
of children. (Planning) 
5. A dialect study of the speech patterns of people in Appalachia to help recogn.ize 
grammar and punctuation, pronunciation and semantic differences. 
6 . The relationship between community participation of teachers• and students' 
retention and success. ( Planning) 
7. A study of the "true" educauonal level of the unemployed high school graduat~; 
in Appalachia. (Planning) 
8. A follow-up of ABE "gradaa:es" to determine the amount of academic r~gre~-;• ~!' .• 
9. A study of the information seeking behavior of illiterate adults in Appalachia. (Ft.1tuxe) 
10 . The relationship between learning rate and adult anxiety (Form E 16 P. F . ). (Future) 
11. The relationship between the student' s perception of his learning ra te and 
achievement. (Future) 
12. T he relationship between visual aids on adult learning ability and classroom retention 
and success . (Future ) 
13. The re lationship between ABE and adult interest. (Future ) 
14. T he re lationship between out-migration of child ren in Appalachia and the mental 
heal th of the elderly. (Future) 
15. The relationship between gain in standardized achievement tests in ABE and jobs 
obtained and jobs held. (Future ) 
APPENDIX E 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4 0 351 
June 6, 1969 
Mr. George Eyster, Director 
Adult Basic Education 
U.P.O. 1353 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Dear Mr. Eyster: 
With respect to the inquiry you have had from the Federal Govern-
ment concerning salary policies, please be advised of the following: 
(1 ) There are no set salary schedules for the Un iversity, except 
as specified by minimum wage laws. 
(2) Salary scales are reviewed biennially for budget purposes 
through the Kentucky Council on fyblic Higher Education. 
(3 ) Through the Council, coordination of salary levels among Ken-
tucky State supported universities is achieved, based on funds 
available . 
( 4 ) Salary levels and increments are based on reviews and inte.rnl:t.L 
relationships on the part of the Deans, and recommended to the 
Vice President, President and Board of Regents for final approval 
within the limits of funds available. 
(5) Over the period of the last four years the University has been 
a Rank C institution through reports of the MUP and has ranged 
no less than 6% to 10% in its increment policy. 
(6 ) Individual salary levels are negotiable based on the judgment 
of the Dean and Vice President for Aca4emic Affairs, as recommended 
to the President and Board of Regents. 
Russell McClure 
Director, Business Affa i rs 
APPENDIX F 
Scr ipts and Instr uments f or Anomie and Internal- ExL~rnal Controls 
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Anomia Script* 
All of you people are about to participate in an opinion survey. This 
su_rvey includes statement s that we all think or wonder about. With your 
pa.rtieipation, we will be more able to design better education programs for 
Adult Basic Education students throughout Appalachia. There is no right or 
wrong answers for these questi-0ns. Just answer the questions according 
to your own personal opinion. I will read the statements and you will choose 
the one that best describes ·the way that you feel. Please answer each 
statement. You will show your answer by marking the answer sheet that has 
been provided. 
* (bell sound) Pause briefly: 
Now that we have looked at our answer sheet and placed our name on the 
line in the upper left hand corner, let us practice marking. You see , there 
are circles containing the l etter (a) and squares containing the letter [d]. 
You will mark an X through the circle tha~ contains the letter (a) when you 
agree with the statement . You will mark an X through the square that con-
tains the letter .[ d] when you disagree with the statement . I will read each 
statement very slowly. Then I will repeat the statement and you will show 
whether you agree or disagree by placing an X over the circle or square on 
the answer sheet . 
Now let's try. Listen carefully t o the statement before marking the 
answer sheet. Mark where it says " sample number one." 
"It Sample number one: 
Going swimming is fun. 
Again, s ample number one. 
Going swimmin& is fun. 
-IIThis is a. revised vers ion of the scale f ound in Srole , Leo. "Social 
Integra.tion and Certain Corollaries: An Explcrator y Study, " American 
Sociological Review, 1956, 21, pps. 709-716 . 
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I f you agree that going swimming is f un, t h'-·n pl ,ce an X through the 
l etter (a) i n thP circle which ::; t,1.nds for agree . If you \.hi nk that going 
swimming is not fun , t hen place an X t hroueh t r.r- l ... t,t Pt· L •J J in the square 
which stands for disagree . 
Let ' s t r y again. * 
Sample number t wo: 
Ever yone should pay taJCes . 
Again, sample number two: 
Everyone should pay taJCes . 
If you agree with this statement mark an X t hr ough the letter (a) in 
the cir cle . If you disagree with t his statement , mark an X through the 
letter f d] in the squar e . 
At the sound of the bell, we will be r eady to b~gi n the survey . I will 
continue to read each statement twice , but there i s still a great need for 
you to lis ten to each statement very carefully , 
At this point are there any questions? (pause). 
Let' s now begin the survey, marking our answers on the sheet as we did 
f or the sample questions. We will begin with Survey Item Number One. Are 
you ready? (pause). 
Item number one: (1) * 
There's little use in writing to public offic i a l because they aren't 
really interested in the problems of the average man. 
Again, item number one: 
There 's little use in writing to publ ic officials because they aren't 
r eally interested in the problems of the average man. 
Item number two: (2) * 
Nowadays, a person has to live pretty much for today and let tom.?rrow 
take care of itself. 
Again, item number two: 
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Nowadays , a p~rson hRs to 1 i ·•·~ pr • t.L,y mu<.: lt 1\,r· u,dav 1nd l':!t 1.0~ ')rr0w 
t ake care of itse lf . 
lt"m numo~r thr ee : (3) * 
I n sp.:.te of what some people say , t he lo t oi' LL(! 'lVer age man is getting 
worse, and not better. 
Again, item number three : 
In spite of what some people say , the J ot. ,if' th•, .ivPrage man is getting 
worse , and not better . 
Item number four : (4) * 
It ' s hardly fair to bring up cnildi·en i11V) t.h,.. wo~Jct , th,1 way things 
look for the future . 
Agai n , item number four: 
It ' s hardly fair to bring up children into the wo1'1 1i , the way t hings 
look for the future . 
Item number five : ( 5) * 
These days a person doesn' t really know whom he can count on . 
Again, item number five: 
These days a person doesn' t really know whom he can count on. 





























Answ~~r t hese . .J.t1est lo11s clso accorcllng to your own personal opinion . 
l-',ake sure tltat you ctnswer each statement on the :insw~r srect that you ha-,e 
been pr ovided . 
* (bel l sound) Pause briefly: 
Now that we have l ooked at our answer sher>t ;md placed our nam~ on t he 
l ine i n the upper left hand corner, l et us practi cP, marking . There are 
circl es containing the l etter (a) and squar es containing t he letter [ b] . 
This is the way we will use the cir cl es and squares to show t he answer t hat 
we choose . I will read two statements at a t i me . Then you wi ll choose 6ne 
of the two s tatements which you feel most accw·ate] y descri bes you and 
make a mark in ei t her t he circl e or t he squar e . 
Now let' s t ry. Listen car efull y t o bot h statements before marking the 
answer sheet . Mark where it says " sampl e number one. " 
Sample number one: 
(a ) Would you r ather go fishing1 
[ b] Woul d you rather pl ay cards? 
Again, sample number one: 
Would you rather go fishing . 
Would you r ather play cards . 
*Thi s sea. le wa.s inHia.lly deve] oped b y Rott.Ar , ,l . 13. "r;pnera~i zed. [ 
e-xneci:a111.: i es for i nt er nal contra] of r e i nfor cernent . " Psycho l ogir a] 
r,~0~r•p: ra.ph s , l 96r; , N0 . 1 , 80 : 1 - ?K , and rev i sed b,v ,lohn f Pters , North 
Car o] i 11a State Univer sity, Ra1eigh . 
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Now here is the way we mark our answer sheets. If you would rather 
go fishing, put an X through letter (a) in the circle; if you would 
rather play cards, put an X through letter [b] in the square. 
Let's try again. * 
Sample number two: 
(a) Would you rather see a movie? 
[b] Would you rather see a car race? 
Again, sample number two: 
(a) Would you rather see a movie? 
[b] Would you rather see a car race? 
If you would rather see a movie, put an X through letter (a) in the 
circle; if you would rather see a car race, put an X through letter [b] 
in the square . 
At the sound of the bell, we will be ready to begin the survey. I 
will continue to read each item twice, but there is still a need for you to 
listen very carefully. 
At this point are there any questions? (Pause) 
Let's now begin the survey, marking our answer sheet as we did for the 
sample questions. We will begin with Survey Item Number One. Are you 
ready? (Pause) 
Listen carefully. 
Number one: (1) * 
(a) 
[b] 
Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are due to 
bad luck. 
Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are due to 
the mistakes they make. 
Number two: (2) * 
(a) There will always be wars because people don't take enough 
interest in politics. 
[b J There will always be wars because there is nothing we can 
do to prevent war. 
Number three: (3) * 
(a) When we speak of people being respected, more often than not, 
people get the respect they deserve. 
[b] When we speak of people being respected, more often than not, 
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peopl e do not get much respect no matter how hard 
they try. 
Number f our: (4) * 
(a) 
[b] 
When students get low grades, it is because t eachers are 
actually unfair. 
When students get low grades , it is because the st udents 
do not put fort h enough effort. 
Number five: (5) * 
(a) 
[b] 
People who fail to become good l eaders do so because 
they just fail to get the right breaks . 
People who fail to become good leaders do so because 
they fail to take advantage of their own oppurt unties. 
Number six: (6) * 
(a) 
[b] 
Sometimes people don't like you no matt er how_hard you 
try. 
Sometimes people don' t like you because you d,,n' t u.ncl~rstand 
how to get along with them . 
Number seven: (?) * 
(a) What t he f uture holds for me depends upon my being lucky. 
[b] What the future holds for me depends upon my own decisions 
in taking a definite course of action. 
Nu~ber eight: (8) * 
(a) 
[b] 
If a student knows his lessons, there is no such thing as 
an unfair test. 
If a student knows his l es sons , his studying is often useless 
because many times t est questions do not cover what he 
studies. 
Number nine: (9) * 
(a) Becoming a success depends on hard work. 
[b] Becoming a success depends on being lucky. 
Number t en: (10) * 
(a) 
[b] 
The decisions made by our government depend upon what the 
aver age citizen says . 
The decisions made by our government are made by few people 
i n power and there is not much the little can do about it . 
Number eleven: (11) * 
(a) 
[b] 
When a per son makes plans, it i s best to plan far ahead with 
the idea of being able to carry them out . 
When a person makes plans , i t is best not to plan very far 
ahead because many things t urn out to be a matter of 
good or bad fortune anyhow. 
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Number twelve: (12) * 
{a) 
[ b] 
Getting what you wan~ has little or nothing to do with 
being lucky. 
Getting what you want may as well be decided by just 
flipping a coin. 
Number thirteen: (13) * 
{a} Who gets to be the boss depends on being lucky. 
[ b] Who gets to be the boss depends on something other than 
being lucky. 
Number fourteen: (14) * 
(a) 
[b] 
The control of world events is in the hands of forces beyond 
our understanding or control. 
The control of world events can be had by ordinary people 
by taking an active part i n political and social affairs . 
Number fifteen: (15) * 
(a) . Most people's lives are controlled by accidental happenings. 
[b] Most people's lives are controlled by their own actions. 
Number sixteen: (16) * 
(a) Whether or not a person really likes you is hard to tell. 
[b] Whether or not a person really likes you depends on how 
nice a person you are. 
Number seventeen: (17) * 
(a) The bad things t hat happen to us are mainly due to chance. 
[b] The bad t hings that happen to us are mainly due to lack of 
ability, laziness , or the like. 
Number eighteen: (18) * 
(a) Political corruption can be wiped out if we try hard enousd). 
[b] Political corruption is mainly beyand our control. 
Number nineteen: (19) * 
(a) 
[b] 
How t eachers arrive at grades they give is beyond your 
underst anding, 
How t eachers arrive at grades they give depends on how hard 
a person studies, 
Number twenty: (20) * 
(a) 
[b] 
The things that happen to you in life are determined by 
chance and luck. 
The things t hat happen to you in l ife have nothing to do 
with chance and luck, 
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Number twenty-one: (21) * 
People are l onely because they don' t t ry t o be f riendly. 
People are l onely becaune no matt er how hard they try to 
please, people may or may not like them. 
Number twenty-two: (22) * 
(a) What happens to you in life is ~our own doing . 
[b] What happens to you in life i s eyond your personal control. 
Number twenty-three: (23) * 
(a) The way politicians behave is beyond your understanding. 
[b] The way politicians behave i s the responsibility of the 
people . 
(*) denotes bell sound and change of t ransparency. 
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Name 
1. (a) L l J 
Sample ques t..lor1::. : ,., 
"- • ( a ) f I- • l .J 
Sur vey i tems : 1. ( a) r ' i. l , J 
2 . ( a ) r l 
J . ( a) b , 
4. ( a ) [ Li j 
5. (A) rb~ L I 
6. {a) [b] 
7 . (a) [b] 
8. ( a ) [ b] 
9 . ( a) [b] 
10. {a) [b] 
11. (a) [b] 
12 . (a). [b] 
13. (a) [b] 
14. (a) [b] 
15. (a) [b] 
16. ( a) [b] 
17 . ( a) [b] 
18. ( a) [b] 
19 . (a) [b] 
20 . ( a) [b] . 
21. (a) [b] 
22. ( a) fbj 
23 . ( a) r h ~ 
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APPE NDIX G 
APPALACHIAN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION CENTER 
STUDENT INFORMATION SURVEY 
The teacher, counselor, or other staff member will interview and fill out this 
form for each participant. 
Name -------------- -----
Address _________________ _ 
Telephone No. ______________ _ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
1. In what year were you born? ____ _ 
2. Sex (Check) Male _ Female _ 
3. Race (Check) White __ Neqro __ Other __ 
4. Marital Status (Check) Single __ Married _ Other _ 
5. How many children do you have at home?_ 
NAMEOFCH~D AGE 
6. How many years have you lived in the Community? 
7. Hi9he•t qrade completed in achoo!. ___ _ 
8 • What is your primary ocaupetion ? 
9. What ls your current work status ? (Check) 
( ) Employed full time 
( ) F.mployed part Ume 
( ) Unemployed but seekin9 work 
() Not seeking work - Unemployed 
( ) To be placed through this project 
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10. If not employed full time, the main reason 1s (C!i C>ck) 
( ) Unabl e to fin d work 
( ) Keeping Hou s e 
( ) [n ::ic hool 
( ) Retire d 
( ) Disa bled 
( ) Other (Specify) -----------
11. How was the contact between ABE and the participant made r 
12. Reason for participatio n in ABE ? 
















LENGTH OF TIME IN PROGRAM 
BIDINNING ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS 
REASON FOR REFERRAL OUTCOME ACHIEVTh'.ENT LEVELS (Apprc 
AT TIME OF REFERRAL 
APPENDIX H 
APPALACHIAN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION DEM_QNSTRATION CENTER 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
This fonn should be filled out by the teacher for each pupil enrolJed. 
1. Name -------------- --------
2. Please indica te the employment statu s of the student by checkin9 
the statement below which best describes his position. 
__ a. Employed full time 
__ b. Employed part tim e 
__ c. Unemployed, but seeking employment 
__ d. Unemployed and not seeking employment 
3. If employed, what is the student 's occupation ? 
4. If unemployed, what type of work has the student done in the past ? 
5. What type of job would the student like to have ? 
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